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APPENDIX: SIMULATION MOVIES FOR TYPE-C ENHANCED DEPLOYABLE 





Simplified analysis and deployable development of cable strut systems are conducted in 
this thesis. There are two objectives. The first one is to propose efficient simplified 
analysis methods for the preliminary design of cable strut roofs under both static and 
dynamic loads. The second one is to propose a novel deployable cable strut system which 
has better structural behavior and simpler stabilizing procedure than existing systems. 
 
Various types of cable strut systems are investigated and generally classified into two 
categories: tension and free standing systems. For the first category, radially arranged 
cable truss with parabolic shape is chosen for study; for the second category, a novel 
deployable cable strut system is proposed and chosen for study.  
 
Concerning radially arranged cable truss, improved simplified solution is proposed for 
calculating static response by considering inner ring effect. It is more accurate than the 
existing solution. An empirical formula for predicting natural vibration frequency and 
mode sequence is proposed based on membrane analogy method. The predicted results 
are much closer to the numerical solutions when compared with classical approach.  A 
hand calculation formula for estimating the maximum earthquake responses is proposed 
based on many important findings. Numerical verification suggests that it can be adopted 
in preliminary design. 
 
A novel deployable cable strut system named as cubic truss system is proposed. It has 
basic and enhanced forms. The basic system is suitable for small span and load condition, 
  vii
while the enhanced system is developed for large span and load condition. To verify the 
deployment and stabilization of the two systems, a prototype model is built for basic 
cubic system and a computer simulation is conducted for enhanced system. Comparison 
on structural efficiency is made between the proposed and existing deployable cable strut 
systems. It is demonstrated that the proposed system has both easier stabilization 
procedure and higher structure efficiency than existing cable strut systems. The optimal 
depth/span ratio and module width/span ratio of the proposed system are investigated and 
found to agree with the previous published results for other cable strut systems. A rapidly 
assembled shelter formed by five deployable cubic panels is proposed.   
 
Simplified analysis methods for truss systems are proposed based on studies on the novel 
cubic truss system. For static analysis, plate analogy method is adopted by deriving the 
equivalent stiffness expressions for the novel cubic truss system. A novel simplified 
analysis method based on 2-D planar truss is proposed for the analysis of orthogonal truss 
systems with aim to overcome the boundary limitation of the plate analogy method. Both 
methods are verified by finite element method. For dynamic analysis, frequency formulae 
to cover all common boundary conditions are established. A hand calculation formula 
similar to that for cable truss is proposed for estimating earthquake response. Diagrams 
for estimating maximum blast response under different frequencies and weights are 
established based on Dynamic load factor (DLF) method. Numerical verification suggests 
the proposed simplified methods for calculating frequency and dynamic responses can be 
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Cables and struts are widely used in structural engineering. Cable refers to a flexible 
tension unit which can have different configurations, be made of different materials (such 
as steel, fiberglass and polyester), but share the same mechanical characteristics, namely: 
high tensile strength and extremely low compression and bending strength (ASCE, 1971 
and 1997; Costello, 1997; Walton, 1996). Cable is assumed to be able to resist only 
tension force in normal analysis and design.  Strut refers to any pin-jointed bar or tube 
which can be also made by different metal materials, but it can resist both tension and 
compression force. Application of the two members to spatial structures (Abarnes, 2000; 
ASCE, 1994; Liew et al, 2003; Knudson, 1991; Krishna, 2001; Majowiecki and 
Ossola1989; Otto and Schleyer, 1969) has generated three kinds of roof systems which 
are formed by cable, strut and the combination of the two. 
 
Cable net is formed by only cables and belongs to the family of cable /tension structures. 
It is an efficient structure form in respect of material saving since cable has high tensile 
strength and this strength can be fully used. In addition, it can produce fascinating 
aesthetic shapes desired by architects. Despite these advantages, the disadvantages are 
obvious. Its flexibility is not desired for resisting dynamic loads such as wind. The cables 
normally would need to be pre-tensioned, and an anchor beam or support is needed to 




Space truss is representative of another kind of spatial structures formed by only struts. It 
is free standing due to its large bending rigidity, and is easy to be analyzed and 
constructed. Numerous such structures have been built around the world. However, the 
weight is generally higher than cable structures due to the lower strength of strut. In 
addition, from aesthetical point of view, its geometrical shape is less fascinating than 
cable structures. 
 
By combination of cables and struts, cable strut systems are formed. Cables are subjected 
to tension force while struts are subjected to compression by design. Due to the 
combination effect, some disadvantages of the former two systems can be overcome and 
a better structural behavior can be achieved in cable strut systems. Available cable strut 
systems are reviewed in the following sections. It should be noted that cable supported 
truss roof is not included because cables only provide additional support for elements 
which themselves carry a major part of the load. 
 
1.2 Cable strut systems 
1.2.1 Structural types 
Based on whether an anchorage is needed or not, cable strut systems can be broadly 
classified into two categories: tension cable strut systems and free standing cable strut 
systems. Each category includes three kinds of system. Cable truss, cable dome and 
suspend dome belong to the tension cable strut system; while hybrid truss cable system, 
tensegrity system, and some newly developed cable strut systems belong to the free 
standing cable systems. Since in recent years, some deployable cable strut systems based 
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on free standing cable strut systems have been proposed and studied, free standing cable 
strut systems can be further divided into non-deployable and deployable systems. All 
these systems are briefly introduced below. 
 
1.2.2 Tension cable strut systems 
(1) Cable truss 
Cable truss has the longest history among all the cable strut systems. One of the first such 
systems is the well known 76m- diameter Zetlin’s Municipal Auditorium built in 1959 in 
Utica, New York (Figure 1.1). The basic unit of cable truss is formed by two cables in 
opposite curvature counter-tensioned one against the other. The shape is achieved by 
struts that keep the cables apart. By arranging these units in a different way, three kinds 
of cable truss can be constructed: parallelly arranged cable truss, radically arranged cable 
truss and orthogonally arranged cable truss. Since cable truss has many merits: simple 
and symmetrical geometrical configuration making the analysis and construction easy; 
large and equal rigidity in upwards and downwards directions making it effective to resist 
dynamic loads, numerous such structures have been built during the past 50 years. 
Radically arranged cable trusses as shown in Figure 1.1 are the most common among the 
three types: the Worker’s Gymnasium of Beijing with a diameter of 90m built in 1962; 
Sports Hall with a diameter of 80m built in Denmark in 1974 and Guanhan Stadium with 
a diameter of 44m built in China in 1991. More details can be found in the books by 




(2) Cable dome 
Cable dome was first proposed by Geiger (1986) in his patent file. It consists of ridge 
cables, diagonal cables, cable hoops and struts.  An outer ring beam is needed to balance 
the tension force in the ridge and diagonal cables (Figure 1.2). Due to its innovative 
configuration and lightness, more than 10 projects have been built around the world. One 
of them is the famous Georgia Dome (elliptical plan, diameter of the long axis and short 
axis is 241 and 192 m respectively), which was designed for the Atlanta Olympic Games 
in 1996.  
 
(3) Suspen-dome 
Suspen-dome system was firstly proposed by Kawaguchi et al. (1993). It is a single-layer 
steel truss stiffened with a cable-strut tensegric system, as shown in Figure 1.3. The upper 
single-layer steel truss provides rigid support and reduces the flexibility of the lower 
tensegric system. Due to its attractive mechanical properties, the suspend-dome system 
has become popular, especially in Asia (e.g., the Hikarigaoka Dome completed in Japan 
in 1994, and Tianbao center built in China in 2002). 
 
1.2.3 Free standing cable strut systems 
1.2.3.1 Non-deployable structures 
(1) Hybrid truss cable system 
Hybrid truss cable system is a special case of beam string structure (BSS). BSS is firstly 
proposed by Saitoh (1987).  It is a hybrid system formed by bottom flexible cables, upper 
stiff beam and middle connecting struts. It is a combination of tension and stiff structure 
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for the purpose of overcoming the weakness of each other. It has some common features 
as suspend dome but a double layer truss is used here. Many constructions have been 
built in Japan and China. An example is shown in Figure 1.4. 
 
(2) Tensegrity systems 
The word tensegrity, which is a contraction of tensile integrity, was first proposed by 
Fuller (1962) in his patent file. Since then, different interpretations have been given by 
different researchers. According to Motro (1990): a tensegrity system is a stable self 
equilibrated state comprising a discontinuous set of compressed components inside a 
continuum of tensioned components. The key feature of such structures is that the cables 
are continuous while the strut or strut sets are discontinuous. Though it has novel and 
fascinating geometrical configuration, it may be too flexible in structural behavior. There 
are no real structures built so far, the available is only some ideas developed by 
researchers like Emmerich (1990), Hanaor (1992) and Motro (1992 and 1996). An 
example is shown in Figure 1.5. 
 
(3) Cable-strut truss 
The cable-strut truss denotes a group of newly developed cable strut systems developed 
by Wang (1998), Lee (2001) and Liew et al (2003). The main feature of these systems is 
that both cables and struts are continuous, and the whole system can be constructed side 
by side with simple modules (Figure 1.6). Due to this configuration, their structural 
behavior should be similar as a truss system. Therefore, the author groups them together 
and names them as: cable-strut truss.  
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1.2.3.2 Deployable structures 
Deployable structures are structures whose configuration can change from a packaged, 
compact state to a deployed, large state. Usually, these structures are used for easy 
storage and transportation, and rapid and reusable construction. Deployable structures 
have many potential applications both on earth and in space. In civil engineering, it can 
be used for exhibition, temporary or emergency situations. In the aerospace industry, it 
can be used as deployable masts, reflector antennas and solar panels. Due to these 
potential uses, deployable structures has been a hot topic in recent years (Gantes, 2001) 
and a lot of structure forms have been developed by using 1-D, 2-D elements and the 
combination of the two.  Among them are some cable strut systems whose deploy ability 
is achieved by taking advantage of the slacking property of cable and other techniques.  
Two categories can be classified based on the structural type of its deployed form. 
   
(1) Tensegrity systems 
Discussion on deployable tensegrity systems can be found in many literatures 
(Bouderbala and Motro, 1998; Furuya, 1992; and Tibert, 2002). The deploy ability of this 
kind of structure is achieved by changing the length of cable, strut or both. Since they are 
mainly developed for space engineering, details will be not presented. 
 
(2) Cable-strut truss 
Recently, some deployable cable strut systems based on cable strut truss have been 
proposed by Wang (2003b and 2004), Krishnapillai (2004) and Vu et al (2006).  The 
deployment and stabilization is achieved by cable slack combined with other techniques 
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like Telescopic struts, Energy-loaded struts, pivot joint and connect/disconnect the 
member with joint.  Two typical deployed forms have been reported for the category: 
reciprocal prism system (RP) by Krishnapillai (2004) as shown in Figure 1.7 and star 
prism system (SP) by Wang (2003b) as shown in Figure 1.8. They are stress free in all 
three stages: folded, deploying, and stable stage. In addition, low weight and fascinating 
visual effect can be achieved due to the use of cable. Though these deployable cable strut 
systems have many advantages compared to other types of deployable forms, their 
structural efficiencies are not the highest due to the reason that their structural behavior is 
like a slab.  In these systems, both top and bottom layers are formed by inclined struts or 
cables which will reduce its effective structure height, thus the bending rigidity. In 
addition, existing forms systems require much effort to be stabilized. Thus, there is need 
for more efficient forms to improve structure and deployment behavior. 
 
It should be noted that deployable system formed by scissor-like element (SLE) does not 
belong to cable strut system as defined in this chapter since the SLE is subjected to not 
only axial force but also bending moment and its behavior is more like a beam. Thus, this 
kind of deployable forms will be not included and discussed in this thesis.  
 
Both kinds of cable strut systems are chosen for study in this thesis. The first one is cable 
truss which belongs to tension cable strut systems and can be found in many real 
structures. The other one is deployable cable-strut truss representing free standing 
systems and having great potential for quick and temporary use. Structural analysis is the 
basis for the design of any structure and is introduced in the next section.  
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Figure 1.1: Radial cable truss structure—Lev Zetlin’s cable roof over the auditorium in 





Figure 1.2 The cable dome by David Geiger (Robin, 1996) 
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Figure 1.6 Novel cable-strut roof formed by modules (Liew et al, 2003) 
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1.3 Structural analyses of the two focused systems  
1.3.1 Analysis types and methods  
A complete structural analysis typically consists of three types of analysis: static, free 
vibration and forced vibration analysis. Static analysis is to obtain the stress and 
deformation of the system under static load. Free vibration analysis is used to calculate 
the natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes of a system. It is a procedure 
to extract the Eigen values of the system. Forced vibration analysis is to obtain the 
structural response (displacement, stress, etc.) under dynamic load such as earthquake, 
wind, explosion and others. For some tension systems, structural analysis also includes a 
form-finding analysis which is to find the equilibrium geometry before static analysis can 
be conducted. This is not covered in this thesis. 
 
Before reviewing the previous work done on the analysis of concerned cable strut 
systems, existing structural analysis methods are introduced first. Three common analysis 
methods are available: energy method, finite element method and simplified method, as 
briefly stated below. 
 
(1) Energy method 
In this method, simultaneous equilibrium equations are derived firstly from the 
minimization of the total potential energy of the structure. Then partial derivatives in the 
equations are replaced by finite differences. The numerical solution is finally obtained by 
various iterative techniques: the method of steepest descent; the method of conjugate, or 
the Newton-Raphson method. Literature survey of this method has been done by Clarke 
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(1982) and Lewis (1982), details information can be found in the paper by Stefanou
（ 1995 ） and the book by Buchholdt (1999). This method is limited to special 
applications as computational problems such as slow convergence and instability may be 
met for flexible tension and other complex structures (Lewis 1982, Buchholdt 1999).  
 
(2) Finite element method 
Finite element method (FEM) is a versatile numerical technique for solution of boundary-
value problems. In this method, the system is represented by a geometrically similar 
model consisting of multiple, linked, simplified representations of discrete regions called 
finite elements. Equations of equilibrium, in conjunction with applicable physical 
considerations such as compatibility and constitutive relations, are applied to each 
element, and a system of simultaneous equations is constructed. The system of equations 
is solved for unknown values using the techniques of linear algebra or nonlinear 
numerical schemes. Being an approximate method, the accuracy of the FEM can be 
improved by refining the mesh in the model using more elements and nodes. References 
for this method are very rich (e.g. Clough, 1993; Bathe, 1996; Cook et al, 2002). It is the 
most powerful method and has been applied to many engineering problems.  
 
(3) Simplified methods 
Simplified methods refers to methods which transform the complicated 3-D real structure 
simplified to a 2-D or 1-D geometrical model (load may be not in the same plane) based 
on some reasonable and necessary assumptions, and then obtain the solution based on the 
simplified 2-D model. In most cases, solution for the simplified 2-D model is either exist 
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or easy to obtain, and can be done by hand.  
 
For simplified static and free vibration analysis, two kinds of approaches can be classified: 
continues approach and 2-D approach. Continues approach is to treat the real discrete 
structure as continues system like slab, then obtain the solutions based on existing 
analytical solutions for the continues system, e.g. solutions for thin and thick plate can be 
found in the books by Timoshenko et al (1959) and Wang et al (2001), respectively. 
Solutions for cable and membrane are stated in the book by Irvine (1981). To adopt this 
approach, analogy technique is needed. Plate analogy to lattice and space truss can be 
found in literatures by Makowski (1981) and Harbin Architecture University (1993). 
Membrane analogy to cable nets can be found in the thesis by Clarke (1982) and Lewis 
(1982). 2-D approach is to simplify the 3-D real structure to a 2-D or 1-D planar system 
in which both load and geometrical model are in one plane, e.g. simplifying a 3-D cable 
truss to a 2-D planar cable truss and further to a single cable. The solution is obtained 
either based on existing solutions or by analyzing the simplified model based on the 
standard structural analysis method like displacement and force methods. 
 
Simplified dynamic analysis is achieved by analyzing the structure in frequency domain, 
and then superposition of response related to each mode. The fewer the mode (frequency) 
considered, the simpler the calculation.  The method is known as response spectra 
method for earthquake analysis where one or several mode shapes may be considered 
depending on the dynamic characteristic of the structure. For blast analysis where blast 
loading is normally treated as triangle load, dynamic load factor (DLF) method is adopted. 
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It is based on the solution of single degree of freedom, thus is very easy to use.  Both the 
methods are based on liner theory thus can be only applied to systems with a linear or 
weak non-linear response. 
 
Among the three methods, the energy method is complicated and limited due to the 
programming requirement and computational problems. It is seldom used now. Finite 
element method is very accurate and powerful but it needs computer and software, and 
also consumes much time. The simplified method can be done by hand in most cases and 
provide very quick solution which cannot be the same accurate as finite element solution 
but its error is limited and within allowable range. Thus it can greatly reduce the 
workload and fasten the design process. The simplified method plays an important role in 
both the preliminary design where a quick and reasonable (not so accurate) solution is 
desired and the detailed design where it can be used as a supplemental tool to check the 
“accurate” finite element solution. This method is mainly developed in 1970s when the 
analysis has to be done by hand, “however, it is worth to indicate that the simple 
analytical methods are still useful for some types of cable structures” as stated by Shen 
and Lan (2001). As far as an engineer’s concern, current finite element software is 
already perfect enough for the structural analysis of cable strut systems, while the 
simplified solutions still need to be obtained or improved. Thus, it is the simplified 
method will be focused in this thesis, though finite element analysis is also needed to 
obtain an “exact” solution. Next, previous research output on simplified static and 
dynamic analysis of the two concerned systems will be reviewed. 
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1.3.2 Simplified analysis of cable truss 
Static analysis of radially arranged cable truss is the basic concern in design and can be 
found in many literatures. Krishna (1978) reported a simplified solution but the 
maximum deflection occurs in the center of the span which conflicts with the numerical 
solution which showed the maximum deflection happened at about half way from support 
to the center. Kadlcak (1994) stated a general computation method for cable structures 
based on analytical solution for single suspended cable, but it is an iterative process that 
requires numerical solution. Buddahat (1999) contained some discussions on analysis and 
design of radially arranged cable truss but it was actually for a single suspended cable 
under triangle load which corresponds to an extreme situation in which one cable was 
slack under the largest load. Shen et al (1997) contained two simplified solutions for 
radially arranged cable truss. One was for a planar cable truss under triangle loading, but 
it was based on a cubic initial profile and needed to be solved iteratively.  Another one 
was based on treating the inner ring as a rigid and not considering the vertical struts.  
Both the solutions are not applicable to the cable truss in which the two opposite cables 
have an initial parabolic profile and are separated by some vertical struts. Irvine (1981) 
gave a linear solution for continuous cable truss under triangular load. This is the best 
solution among all but it still needs to be improved further. Firstly, this solution was 
derived from continuous cable truss. For radially arranged cable truss with an inner ring, 
the radial cables are disconnected by the inner ring which usually has different material 
properties. It may lead to some errors to apply this solution directly to a cable truss with a 
ring, thus further improvement is needed by considering the inner ring effect. Secondly, 
the solution is based on linear theory but the system is regarded as a nonlinear system, 
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verification needs to be conducted. Lastly, all above-mentioned papers discussed only 
displacement and cable force, no solution for strut force was defined. 
 
For free vibration, most of the literatures discuss the in-plane vibration of 2-D cable truss, 
e.g. ASCE subcommittee on cable-suspended structures (1971), Krishna (1978), 
Buchholdt (1999) and Irvine (1981).  Kwan (1998) derived a simple formula for 
calculating in-plane frequency of 2-D cable truss. For radially arranged cable truss, only 
Irvine (1981) presented a simplified solution for cables with a cubic initial shape. When 
applying this solution to that with a parabolic shape, a larger error could occur on both 
frequency value and a scalar parameter determining the sequence of the symmetrical and 
anti-symmetrical mode. Since a cable truss with parabolic shape is more economical and 
common, more precise solution is needed.  
 
Dynamic analysis is an important concern in structural design and may involve many 
kinds of loads: earthquake, wind, blast, etc. Only earthquake load is considered for cable 
truss system in this work. For earthquake analysis, there are considerable publications 
concerning the earthquake analysis of the ordinary medium-height or tall buildings. In 
most cases, the horizontal response is much larger than the vertical response and is 
predominantly governed by the first horizontal mode known as the fundamental mode. 
Response spectrum analysis based on this fundamental frequency is often adopted in the 
design while the vertical component of earthquake is often ignored except for strong 
earthquake near the epicenters. There are also some literatures concerning the earthquake 
analysis of the spatial structures like space truss and shells (Kato et al.1997; Kunieda 
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1997; Moghaddam, 2000). For such structures, the dynamic behavior is different from 
ordinary buildings. The vertical component of earthquake is as important as the 
horizontal component in relation to the total response, and should be considered during 
the design. Response spectra analysis can also be performed by considering more than 
one modes and using some combination rules. For cable truss structures which are 
normally regarded as a nonlinear system, many papers have focused on numerical 
solution for 2-D cable truss. Krishna (1978), Mote (1978), Sharad (1978) and Leonard 
(1988) presented some earthquake analysis examples for 2-D cable truss. The general 
conclusion is that the vertical component of earthquake is as important as the horizontal 
component.  Only two publications contained some discussions on response spectra 
analysis of cable structures. Krishna (1978) stated that response spectrum theory could be 
used to compute model responses which may be combined to give the total dynamic 
response. But the details are not given. Shen et al (1997) also addressed that response 
spectrum method can be used for cable structures and recommended a procedure with a 
general formula for the calculation of earthquake force. But the procedure is still not easy 
to be adopted by hand because of the following reasons. There is requirement that 
earthquake forces from both horizontal and vertical component of earthquake need to be 
calculated and then added together. For each direction, more than one mode needs to be 
considered. However, there is no recommendation for cable truss that how many 
minimum mode shapes should be considered, how strong for each mode on the 
contribution to the total response, and especially whether or not there is a dominative 
mode as that for tall building. There is also no comparison between the solution from 
response spectrum method and that from nonlinear time integration method. It would be 
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complicated if more than one mode shapes need to be considered. Thus, there is need to 
conduct the following works: firstly, investigate the validity of the response spectrum 
method applied to cable truss, focusing on whether or not there is a dominative mode as 
that for tall building. Secondly, investigate contributions of horizontal and vertical 
component of an earthquake on the total response of such systems. And lastly, obtain an 
easily performed procedure for estimating the earthquake response. 
 
1.3.3 Simplified analysis of cable-strut truss 
Little work has been reported on simplified analysis of cable-strut trusses. Available are 
some references concerning simplified analysis of space truss, which will be reviewed in 
this section. As cable-strut trusses and space truss should have similar structural behavior 
due to their similar configurations, the methods developed for space truss should also be 
applied to cable-strut trusses.  
 
Simplified static analysis for space truss can be found in many literatures: Flower and 
Schmidt (1970), Wright (1966) and Makowski (1981) presented plate analogy method 
with both the theory and examples, but it is only based on thin plate theory. China 
Academy of Building Research (1992, 2001) and Harbin Architecture University (1993) 
stated three kinds of methods: the finite difference method, fictitious moment method and 
also plate analogy method which is based on thick plate theory by considering shear 
rigidity. Among the three methods, plate analogy method is the most convenient one 
since it has formula solution and can be done by hand while other methods need to solve 
numerous equations. Though plate analogy is easy to use, it is limited to roller support 
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condition where the support can move freely in horizontal direction. Thus, it is necessary 
to develop a simplified analysis method which has formula solution and also be able to 
cover all boundary conditions.  
 
Concerning the free vibration analysis of truss systems, two simplified methods are 
available: one is Rayleigh’s method which is adopted in the Chinese Code for the design 
of space truss (China Academy of Building research 1992). This method is easy to use 
but not so accurate. The other one is plate analogy method developed by Ei-sheikh (2000) 
who made a comparison between the simplified solutions and numerical solution for 
space truss under both simply support and fixed boundary conditions, and concluded that 
plate analogy method based on thick plate theory can well predict the frequency of space 
truss. However, there are problems concerning this method. Firstly, there is problem for 
the formula considering shear deformation presented in this paper where it has the same 
expression as the plate solution reported by Timoshenko (1959). In fact, the formula 
needs some modifications when applied to discrete space truss. Secondly, there is 
problem in the fixed boundary condition considered in the paper where both top and 
bottom nodes at the boundary are fixed. This is not the real boundary condition for space 
truss where either top or bottom nodes, but not both, at the boundary are fixed or partially 
fixed. Thus, there is need to either improve the existing methods or develop a new 
method which is easy to use, could provide accurate solution, and most importantly, 
could cover all the real boundary conditions for space truss. 
   
Dynamic analysis includes the analysis under earthquake, blast and wind load. 
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Concerning the simplified earthquake analysis, references for general spatial structures 
(Kato et al., 1997; Kunieda, 1997; Moghaddam, 2000) have been reviewed in the 
previous section for cable truss. For space truss, China Academy of Building Research 
(1992, 2001) and Harbin Architecture University (1993) stipulates that both vertical and 
horizontal earthquakes need to be considered in strong earthquake region and hints that 
the vertical earthquake is more important than horizontal earthquake for space truss. In 
addition, response spectra analysis based on fundamental frequency can be used and a 
simplified formula is also given for calculation of the response under vertical earthquake 
based on acceleration response spectra. However, the comparison of effects between 
vertical and horizontal earthquakes is not given and the response under horizontal 
earthquake has to be calculated using complex matrix displacement method or finite 
element method. Furthermore, the boundary effect is not discussed. Thus similar as cable 
truss, investigation needs to be conducted to find out the different contributions between 
horizontal and vertical component of an earthquake on the total response, and whether the 
first vertical mode dominates the total response, and to propose an easily performed 
procedure for estimating the total earthquake response of space truss under different 
boundary conditions. 
 
Concerning the simplified blast analysis, many references (Krishna, 1978; Clough and 
Penzien, 1993; Mays and Smith, 1995; Bangash, 1999) stated that the response of a linear 
multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) system can be estimated by dynamic load factor (DLF) 
method which is based on the solutions for single degree of freedom (SDOF). Almost all 
these references discussed only continuous plates and walls except that Krishna (1978) 
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presented an example for planar cable truss where only mode superstition method is 
adopted. As there is no report found for truss system and mode superstition method is not 
as accurate as direct time history analysis, further investigation on the validity of 
applying DLF method to truss system is needed based on the comparison with exact 
direct time history analysis. 
 
There are two approaches available for simplified wind analysis: frequency domain 
approach and equivalent static load approach (Liu, 1990). The former is simpler than 
time domain analysis but is difficult to be conducted by hand. The latter is very simple 
and effective for stiff structures, and has been adopted in many design codes. Uematsu et 
al (1997) has done a good work for space truss by conducting a series experiments to 
investigate the effectiveness of the equivalent static load approach for space truss system. 
It is suggested that the equivalent static load approach can be adopted in the space truss 
design by considering an amplify factor based on wind tunnel experiments to account for 
the dynamic effect.  Due to the similar structural behavior between space truss and cable-
strut truss, all results and findings for space truss can be also applied to cable-strut trusses. 
Thus, no further work will be done concerning this topic. 
 
It can be seen from the above review that there are still much work to do for the 
simplified analysis of truss system under both static and dynamic loads. Any kind of truss 




1.4 Objectives and scope 
There are two main objectives in this research, the first objective is to propose simplified 
analysis methods and provide design guidelines for cable strut roof systems subject to 
both static and dynamic loads. The second objective is to develop a novel deployable 
cable strut system which has simpler procedure for stabilization and deployment as well 
as higher structural efficiency than existing systems. The scope covers the analysis of the 
following two typical systems: cable truss representing the tension cable strut system and 
the proposed deployable cable strut system representing the free standing cable strut 
system. The detailed tasks for realizing the above two objectives are as follows: 
 
(1) Investigate commonly known existing cable-strut systems, including both real 
structures and the proposed forms.  Their different geometrical and mechanical 
characteristics will be briefly introduced. The available structural analysis methods 
and cable element modeling techniques will also be investigated. This would provide 
an overall knowledge and thus improve our understanding on cable strut systems as 
well as the related analysis techniques. 
 
(2) Propose a new deployable cable-strut system, demonstrate its advantages over some 
other existing systems by comparing their structural efficiencies and deployment 
ability, study the effect of height to span and grid width to span ratios of this system 
through numerical parametric studies, and propose the joints details and erection 
procedure. This proposed system will be chosen together with cable truss to be 
studied for the following three tasks. 
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(3) Improve or derive formula for quick computation of static response and frequencies 
of the two systems by the simplified method. Conduct comprehensive numerical 
study to verify the accuracy of the formula. 
 
(4) Formulate a hand calculation procedure to estimate earthquake and blast responses of 
the two systems considered based on single-degree-of-freedom assumption. For 
earthquake analysis, simplified analysis based on displacement response spectrum, 
contributions of vertical and horizontal earthquakes on the total response will be 
developed for both the systems. For blast analysis, a simplified dynamic load factor 
(DLF) will be applied to the novel cable strut system developed.  
 
(5) Propose design guidelines and recommendations for improving the structural 
performance of the two systems, especially under dynamic load condition. This is a 
refinement of the above tasks and would be useful for practical design. 
 
1.5 Organization of  thesis 
In Chapter1, background knowledge of cable strut system is introduced and literature 
review on related papers, particularly related to simplified analysis of the two cable strut 
systems considered is presented. 
In Chapter 2, an improved simplified solution for radially arranged cable truss under 
uniformly distributed roof load is presented by considering inner ring effect. Numerical 
verification is conducted to verify this solution. Load-displacement relationship under 
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different parameters is also investigated for the purpose of identifying the applicable 
range of the simplified solution.  
 
In Chapter 3, an empirical formula for calculating frequency of the radially arranged 
cable truss with parabolic shape is presented based on the solutions for single layer 
membrane. Comparison is made under various parameters between the proposed solution 
and the existing solution for cable truss with a cubic shape.  
 
In Chapter 4, a hand calculation procedure for predicting earthquake response of radially 
arranged cable truss is proposed based on displacement response spectra and many 
important findings. Comparison is made between the proposed solution and numerical 
results from established earthquake procedures,  
 
In Chapter 5, a novel deployable cubic panel system is proposed and studied. It is based 
on a novel cable strut cubic module. A novel joint is proposed and a prototype panel 
using 2x2 modules is illustrated to test the deployment and stabilization of the system. 
Structural efficiency comparison is made between the proposed and existing deployable 
cable-strut systems, and a parametric study for optimal depth/span and module 
width/span ratios for the proposed system is carried out.  
 
In Chapter 6, three types of enhanced cubic panel system are proposed for the 
improvement of the basic panel system proposed in Chapter 5. Two types are used to 
improve the shear capacity of the system and make the system suitable to large span and 
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large load condition. The third is used to improve shear capacity and solve possible cable 
tangle problem. A rapidly assembled shelter using five cubic panels is also illustrated. 
 
In Chapter 7, simplified analysis methods are proposed or recommended for truss system 
under both static and dynamic loads. The study is carried on the proposed cubic system. 
For static analysis, two simplified methods are presented. The first method is by means of 
plate analogy based on thin and thick plate theory.  The second method is a novel 
simplified analysis method based on 2-D truss analysis. Both of the methods lead to 
formula but the former can be only applied to roller boundary condition while the latter 
can cover all common boundary conditions. Numerical verification is conducted for both 
the methods on numerous models with different parameters. For dynamic analysis, first, 
formula for frequency which can cover all common boundary conditions is established 
based on the plate analogy method and the above proposed static solution.  Then, as an 
application of the derived frequency formula, simplified hand calculation solutions for 
earthquake load and blast loading are presented. For earthquake, a similar approach as 
that for cable truss based on displacement response spectra is conducted. For blast 
loading, DLF method is adopted to estimate the blast response of the novel system.  All 
these simplified solutions are verified by numerical analysis under different parameters. 
 









CHAPTER 2 STATIC ANALYSIS OF RADIALLY ARRANGED CABLE TRUSS 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Static analysis of radially arranged cable truss is the basic concern in design and can be 
found in the literature. It has been reviewed in Chapter 1 that Solution by Irvine (1981) 
(1981) is perhaps the best solution among all but it still needs to be improved further. 
First, this solution is derived from continuous cable truss. For cable truss with an inner 
ring, the radial cables are disconnected by the inner ring which usually has different 
material properties. Thus, neglecting inner ring effect causes some errors in this solution 
when applied to radially arranged cable truss with an inner ring. Secondly, formula 
solution for strut force is not given and need to be derived. Lastly, the verification of this 
linear solution has also not been found in the literature and thus need to be conducted.  
 
In this chapter, some important aspects concerning the initial configuration of the 
investigated cable truss is introduced firstly. Then, improved static solution for radially 
arranged cable truss under uniformly distributed load is presented based on the existing 
solution by considering inner ring effect. Lastly, numerical analysis is conducted with the 
following two purposes: the first is to compare with both the proposed and existing 
solutions, and the second is to investigate the possible limitations of this linear solution 
on account of the structural type and nonlinearity characteristic.  
 
2.2 Initial configurations  
Cable in a cable truss may be circular, elliptical or parabolic in shape. However, 
investigations show that those with a parabolic chord shape exhibit the best structural 
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characteristics (Buddahat, 1999). In this study, it is assumed that the initial unloaded 
geometry is defined by a parabola as used commonly. Thus the geometry of cable truss 
(Figure 2.1) can be determined by the following equation: 
2 2
2
4( ) ( )d rz x x d d d
L R
= ± = ±∓ ∓      (2.1)                         
where d is the sag and L=2R is the span  
 
As a general guide, satisfactory stiffness will be achieved if the cable sag ratio, defined as 
the ratio of maximum sag to span, /sf d L= , is of the order of 4%-6%, and the cross-
sectional areas of the cables are such that the maximum load the cables are likely to 
experience is not more than half of their breaking strength (Buddahat, 1999). Thus, the 
range of sag ratio considered herein is 4%-6%, and pretension level range is 30%-50% of 
the breaking strength in most cases. 
 






dzHT                                                                                                          (2.2)                         
where H is the pretension force in cable in horizontal direction. For low sag suspended 






=                                         (2.3)                         
where up  is the uniformly distributed load per length along the cable. Assuming struts 
provide the uniform load up  along the cable length, the compression force in strut can be 
calculated by: 
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1 4u sF p eR f eH= =         (2.4)                         
where se
R
=  is the ratio of spacing of the strut to half of span. This equation is only valid 
for those not connected to the ring. For those connected to the inner ring, it can be proved 
the force should be calculated by: 
2 4 2s
eF f a H⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠      (2.5)                         
where α  is the radial ratio of the inner ring to outer ring. 
The pretension force in inner ring can be obtained based on equilibrate condition by: 
 
c
HT =2    (2.6)                         



















































2.3 Simplified solutions  
2.3.1 Irvine’s solution 
The simplified solution for 2-D cable truss under triangular load with maximum intensity 
p at the outer end as shown in Figure 2.1 was given by Irvine (1983).  The solution is 
based on the theory of single cable and assumption of linear response. It is presented here 
in terms of radial coordinate r. 
2
3 2(2 ) 1 11 ( ) (1 ( ) )
( ) 24 16b t
p R r rw k
H H R R
⎧ ⎡ ⎤ ⎫= − − −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥+ ⎣ ⎦ ⎭⎩                                                              (2.7)                        
3 2
8 (16 )b b b
pRh k
f
=                                                                                                           (2.8)
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                                                                                            (2.12) 
])/(2[)8( 22 ebtbbbbb LHHlAEf +=λ   (2.13)                         
])/(2[)8( 22 ettbtttt LHHlAEf +=λ                                                                  (2.14)                         
where w is the vertical displacement due to the loading, h is the additional horizontal 
tension force in cable due to the loading, and EA is the axial stiffness of cable. Other 
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terns are the same as those in previous section. Subscript t means the top cable while b 
means the bottom cable. In cases HHH tb == , sb st sf f f= = , EAAEAE ttbb == ,  we 

























2λk        (2.16)                         
The maximum w occurs when 0=′w  at k
R










pRw (2.17)                        
2
1 3 2
(1 12 / ) 8 (16 ) 16t b s s
pR kpRh h h
f fλ= = = =+                                                                     (2.18)  
                                                                        
2.3.2 Improved solution  
The above solution is derived from continuous cable truss. To apply to radially arranged 
cable truss in which the radial cables are discontinuous at an inner ring, modification of 
the formula is needed by considering the ring effect. The equivalent axial stiffness EA of 
the radial cable is derived below. 
 
As shown in Figure 2.2, assume the inner ring can be replaced by a virtual cable with 
axial stiffness 33 AE . The real cable which consists of a radial cable with 11AE  and an 
inner ring with 22 AE can be treated as an equivalent cable (called as Equivalent cable-1) 
which consists of a radial cable with 11AE  and a segment of virtual cable with 33 AE . 
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Equivalent cable-1 can be further simplified to Equivalent cable-2 which has an 
equivalent ( )eqEA  along the whole cable. The relationship between axial stiffness 
( )eqEA in the Equivalent cable-2 and 11AE and 33 AE in Equivalent cable-1 will be firstly 
established by assuming the two cables have the same elongation under the same tension 
force.  For small sag cable, the tangential tension force T can be assumed to be equal to 
the horizontal constant force H and the curve length can be assumed to be the horizontal 
projected length. Thus, the elongation lΔ under tension force T for Equivalent cable-1 
can be written as: 
1
1 1 3 3
(2 )(1 ) (2 )
E
H R a H R al
E A E A
−Δ = +                                                                                      (2.19)                       
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EA eq −+=                                                                                      (2.22)                        
Next the relationship between axial stiffness of inner ring 22 AE  in real cable and that of 
virtual cable 33 AE in Equivalent cable-1 will be established. 
 
Under tangential tension force T (or horizontal constant force H) in radial cable, the 





=                                                                                                                           (2.23)                       







πΔ =                                                                                                              (2.24)        





Δ =                                                                                 (2.25)                         
Under the same tension force T (or horizontal constant force H), the elongation of the 





Δ =                                                                               (2.26)                         
By making 21 ll Δ=Δ , the following relationship is obtained: 
3 3 2 2E A cE A=                                                                                                                (2.27)                         
 Assume 1122 AbEAE = , we have 
1133 AbcEAE =                                           (2.28)                         
Substituting Eq. (2.28) into Eq. (2.22), the relationship between axial stiffness ( )eqEA in 
the Equivalent cable-2 and that in real cable is finally obtained as:  
1 1( ) (1 )eq
bcEA E A
a a bc
= + −                                                                                            (2.29)                       
The solutions for continuous cable truss Eq.(2.7)-(2.18) can now be applied to radially 
arranged cable truss by adopting this equivalent EA and [ ]RRr ,1∈ . The comparison of 
this solution with Solution by Irvine (1981) and nonlinear numerical solution will be 
made in the next section. 
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E2A2  for real cable  
E3A3  for equivalent cable-1 
( )eqEA  for equivalent cable-2
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2.3.3 Solutions for strut force  
Compression force in strut can be derived based on the above solutions for displacement 
and cable force. As shown in Figure 2.3, a bottom cable segment abc with unit length eR 
is at its equilibrium after imposing roof loading. Then, strut force Fbe is replaced by a 
distributed load given by: 
be c aF V V= −                                                                                                                   (2.30)                   
Based on the following relationships: 
tan( )c cV H α=                                                                                                              (2.31) 














α =                                                                                                               (2.34) 
where dz
dr
is the derivative of cable curve function z. 







= −                                                                                                      (2.35) 
Based on the following relationships, 
wzz += 0                (2.36)                        
0dz dz dw
dr dr dr
= +    (2.37)                         
0H H h= +        (2.38)                         
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where 0z  is the initial cable curve function defined by Eq.(2.1), 0H  is the initial cable 
pretension. 
Eq. (2.35) can be further expressed as: 
0
be be beF F F= + Δ                                                                                                              (2.39)           








⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
                                                                                            (2.40) 
beFΔ  is the increased force due to external loading, and expressed as: 
0 0
0
c a c ac a
be
r r r rr r
dz dz dw dw dw dwF H H H
dr dr dr dr dr dr
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥Δ = Δ − + − +Δ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
        (2.41)                         
To get the final solution for beFΔ , we need to calculate the derivatives in Eq.(2.41). 
The derivative of initial cable curve function Eq. (2.1) is: 
0
4 ( )dz rf
dr R
=   (2.42)                         
The derivative of displacement function Eq. (2.15) is: 
2
0 ( ) ( )4
dw pR r rk
dr H R R
⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦    (2.43)                         
Assuming the following coordinate: 
rrb =       (2.44)                         
2/eRrra −=   (2.45)                         
2/eRrrc +=    (2.46)                         







− =   (2.47)                        
0 2( )4
c ar r
dw dw epR r k
dr dr H R
⎡ ⎤− = −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (2.48)                         
Substituting Eqs. (2.18), (2.47) and (2.48) into Eq.(2.41), we can obtain the final solution: 
2 2 2
0 0
( ) ( )( )( )
2 32 64be s s
epR ek pR r ek pRF
f H R f H
Δ = + −                                                                     (2.49)                         
It can be seen that the increased force in strut due to the imposed load depends on the 
strut location, the closer to the support, the larger the force. Thus the maximum force 
increase in the cable is at the struts closest to the support. This solution is for a special 
condition where λλλ == 22 bt . It should be noted that a general solution for strut force can 
be also obtained if we use the general solutions of Eqs. (2.7)- (2.9) instead of  Eqs. (2.15) 
and (2.18). 
 









Unit Segment  
Forces equilibrium in the lower 
















Strut is replaced by a 
continuous diagram  
Strut force Fbe is replaced 
by distributed loading  
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2.4 Numerical verification  
2.4.1 Finite element theory 
ABAQUS is adopted to perform the finite element analysis. Strut is modeled by 2-node 
straight truss element with constant elastic modulus. Cable is also modeled by 2-node 
straight truss element but with modified elastic modulus as shown in Figure 2.4:  normal 
value in tension while zero in compression.  All nodes are located at the connection joints.   
 
Figure 2.4 Modified stress-strain relationship for cable 
For nonlinear static analysis, Newton methods (Newton-Raphion method, Modified 
Newton method, Arc length method and Quasi-Newton method) are adopted. The basic 
incremental and iterative equation is as follows: 
 [ ] 1 int( ) { } { } { ( )}i i ext it t t ttK u u F F u+ +Δ +ΔΔ = −                                                                      (2.50) 
where  
[ ]( ) itK u  is the tangential structural stiffness matrix at iteration i and time t 
1 1{ } { } { }i i it t t tu u u
+ +
+Δ +ΔΔ = −  is the increament of displacement vector 





int{ ( )}it tF u +Δ  is the vector of nodal point force equivalent to internal element stress at 
iteration i within time tΔ   
 
The structural stiffness matrix [ ]K  in the above equation can be expressed as a 
combination of elastic stiffness matrix [ ]eK  and geometric stiffness matrix gK⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  by 
ignoring the higher order terms. For pin-connected 2-D truss systems, the two matrices 
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⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤ = ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
                                                                         (2.52) 
Where E is Yong’s modulus, A is the cross section area, L is the length of the element and 
σ  is the stress in the element. For tension structures, the system is not stable if there is no 
pretension in the cable. The structural stiffness totally comes from geometric matrix. 
 
 
2.4.2 Numerical verification 
 
To verifying the improved solution for displacement, numerical solutions are obtained 
under the following eight different parameters: span (2R), curvature (sag ratio fs), the 
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ratio of radial of inner ring to radial of outer ring (Ratio a), spacing angle c, the ratio of 
axial stiffness of cable to axial stiffness of inner ring (Ratio b), the number of strut 
between inner ring and outer ring (ne), pretension in radial cable and load level. Realistic 
values of all these parameters are chosen. Three spans are considered: 40m, 60m and 80m. 
Two pre-stress levels in radial cable are considered, i.e. 600 MPa and 900 MPa which 
correspond to 1/3 and1/2 of the breaking strength (assuming to be 1800MPa) of the cable, 
respectively. The other parameters are as follows: sag ratio fs: 4%, 5% and 6%; ratio a: 
0.1 and 0.2; spacing angle c: 7.5°, 10° and 15°; Ratio b: 10 and 20; Number ne: 4 and 9; 
and loading is around 0.5 kN/m2. The parameters of a total of 36 models are listed in 
Table 2.1. The other input data and assumptions are as follows: the curve of cable is 
parabolic and concave; load and mass are concentrated on nodes; and the material 
properties are: E1=1.5x108 N/m2 and A1=20x10-4 m2 for cable; E2A2=bE1A1 for ring; and 
E3=2.1x108 N/m2 and A3=25x10-4 m2 for strut. 
 
 
Both Solution by Irvine (1981) and the improved solution are calculated and compared 
with the numerical solution. The comparisons of maximum displacement and the 
displacement at inner ring are listed in Table 2.2. The comparisons of displacement along 
the cable length for two models, M3-6 and M3-9, are plotted in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. It can 
be seen that in all the cases involving an inner ring, the improved solution is closer to the 
numerical solution than Solution by Irvine (1981). The larger the inner ring, the obvious 
the phenomenon. For example, the error between Solution by Irvine (1981) and 
numerical solution for the largest displacement is about 8% for model M3-6 and 10% for 
model M3-9. For the improved solution, the corresponding error is smaller than 1% for 
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M3-6 and 3% for M3-9. This indicates that the improved solution is better. It can be also 
seen that the maximum displacement occurs around half way from the center to the 
support. 
 
The verification of the derived formula for strut force is also conducted by comparing this 
solution with the numerical one. Geometrical models M6-6, M8-9 and M10-6 which 
cover three different spans and two different loadings are considered. The results 
corresponding to a relatice small loading of 0.5kN/m2 are listed in Tables 2.3-2.5, and 
those corresponding to a large loading of 5kN/m2 are listed in Tables 2.6-2.8. It can be 
seen that for small loading, the errors are between the two methods are below 5% in most 
cases and the maximum error is 18%. For large loading, the errors are below 22%. It 
demonstrates that the simplified solution using linear material model is effective within 
the load range considered.  It should be noted that the maximum force induced by load 
occurs on the strut closest to the support (while the maximum initial force occurs on the 
struts connected to the ring). Thus, the strut size should be determined based on the load 
bearing capacities of the the strut closest to the support, and the load bearing capacities 
(or strength) of the strut is determined by its buckling capacity.  
 
Concerning failure of the structure, it can be seen that when load increases, the tensile 
stress in top cable decreases, the compressive stress in strut increases, and the tensile 
stress in bottom cable also increases. Thus, there are possibly two failure modes for 
radially arranged cable truss: 1) Lose of stability when the top cable becomes slack due to 
strut buckling. 2) Collapse due to reaching the break strength in bottom cable. As the 
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design code (ASCE, 1997) requires the maximum stress of cable under all design loading 
should be below 50% of breaking strength, cable is designed very conservatively and 
cable breaking is unlikely to happen due to the high safety factor.  Thus, strut buckling 
always occurs first under unexpected very large loading.  As buckling of one strut will 
lead to slacking of top cable and further collaspe of the whole system, the strut size 
should be chosen more conservatively. It can be also seen that snap through is unlikely to 























Table 2.1 Numerical model under different parameters 
Model 
No. 
















M1-6 40 5% 0.00 N.A. 15 4 600 0.5 
M1-9 40 5% 0.00 N.A. 15 4 900 0.5 
M2-6 40 5% 0.10 10 15 4 600 0.5 
M2-9 40 5% 0.10 10 15 4 900 0.5 
M2a-6 40 5% 0.10 20 15 4 600 0.75 
M2a-9 40 5% 0.10 20 15 4 900 0.75 
M2b-6 40 5% 0.10 20 15 4 600 0.5 
M2b-9 40 5% 0.10 20 15 4 900 0.5 
M3-6 40 5% 0.20 10 15 4 600 0.5 
M3-9 40 5% 0.20 10 15 4 900 0.5 
M3a-6 40 5% 0.20 10 10 4 600 0.5 
M3a-9 40 5% 0.20 10 10 4 900 0.5 
M4-6 40 5% 0.20 10 7.5 4 600 0.5 
M4-9 40 5% 0.20 10 7.5 4 900 0.5 
M5-6 40 5% 0.00 N.A. 15 9 600 0.5 
M5-9 40 5% 0.00 N.A. 15 9 900 0.5 
M6-6 40 5% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M6-9 40 5% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
M7-6 60 5% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M7-9 60 5% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
M8-6 80 5% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M8-9 80 5% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
M8a-6 80 5% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.25 
M8a-9 80 5% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.25 
M8b-6 80 4% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M8b-9 80 4% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
M9-6 80 6% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M9-9 80 6% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
M10-6 80 5% 0.10 10 7.5 9 600 0.5 
M10-9 80 5% 0.10 10 7.5 9 900 0.5 
M10a-6 80 5% 0.10 10 7.5 9 600 1.0 
M10a-9 80 5% 0.10 10 7.5 9 900 1.0 
M11-6 40 5%/4% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M11-9 40 5%/4% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
M12-6 40 4%/5% 0.10 10 15 9 600 0.5 
M12-9 40 4%/5% 0.10 10 15 9 900 0.5 
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Table 2.2 Comparison of Irvine’s and improved solutions  
Maximum displacement Displacement at inner ring 
Model No. 
Irvine's Improved  Improved by Irvine's Improved  Improved by 
M1-6 -1.88% -1.88% N.A. -15.60% -15.60% N.A. 
M1-9 -1.10% -1.10% N.A. -20.55% -20.55% N.A. 
M2-6 2.96% -0.95% 2.00% 7.83% -1.56% 6.27% 
M2-9 1.89% -1.80% 0.09% 1.76% -0.99% 0.77% 
M2a-6 4.64% -0.59% 4.05% 14.84% 1.68% 13.15% 
M2a-9 6.93% 1.84% 5.10% 19.27% 9.05% 10.22% 
M2b-6 5.60% -0.89% 4.72% 13.24% 1.08% 12.15% 
M2b-9 6.65% 1.61% 5.04% 19.70% 9.84% 9.86% 
M3-6 8.14% 0.50% 7.64% 26.39% 7.28% 19.12% 
M3-9 10.04% 2.46% 7.58% 24.55% 9.58% 14.97% 
M3a-6 7.50% 1.05% 6.00% 16.30% 5.28% 11.02% 
M3a-9 10.02% 4.26% 5.74% 18.55% 8.58% 10.07% 
M4-6 5.68% 1.64% 4.04% 8.65% 2.49% 6.16% 
M4-9 10.14% 6.39% 3.75% 12.81% 7.76% 5.05% 
M5-6 -4.13% -4.13% N.A. -28.47% -28.47% N.A. 
M5-9 -5.18% -5.18% N.A. -26.00% -26.00% N.A. 
M6-6 5.69% 2.01% 3.68% 10.14% 0.55% 9.59% 
M6-9 5.37% 1.28% 4.09% 7.44% 0.45% 6.99% 
M7-6 2.76% -0.82% 1.94% 2.73% 0.11% 2.62% 
M7-9 2.80% -1.19% 1.60% 2.64% -0.04% 2.60% 
M8-6 11.73% 7.09% 4.64% 41.06% 28.77% 12.29% 
M8-9 38.54% 33.17% 5.38% 97.00% 79.00% 18.00% 
M8a-6 3.20% -1.09% 2.11% 2.92% -0.12% 2.80% 
M8a-9 3.13% -0.87% 2.25% 4.59% -1.57% 3.02% 
M8b-6 10.00% 6.00% 4.00% 30.00% 16.00% 14.00% 
M8b-9 31.00% 26.00% 5.00% 80.00% 65.00% 15.00% 
M9-6 8.29% 3.69% 4.61% 34.56% 17.28% 17.28% 
M9-9 26.50% 21.27% 5.23% 92.35% 76.15% 16.20% 
M10-6 -2.0% -1.50% 0.50% -8.50% -8.10% 0.40% 
M10-9 -3.10% -2.77% 0.47% -8.0% -7.50% 0.50% 
M10a-6 8.7% 7.30% 1.50% 26.0% 22.0% 4.00% 
M10a-9 14.1% 12.10% 2. 0% 38.1% 33.1% 5.00% 
M11-6 2.30% -1.74% 0.56% 3.20% 0.13% 3.07% 
M11-9 2.26% -1.39% 0.88% 2.34% -0.27% 2.07% 
M12-6 8.63% 4.33% 4.30% 15.36% 7.41% 7.95% 
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Table 2.3  Comparison of strut force between derived and numerical solution for M6-6 








solution (N/m2) Error 
1 0.9 9.60E+06 9.62E+05 9.76E+05 -1.41% 
2 0.8 9.60E+06 8.54E+05 8.66E+05 -1.35% 
3 0.7 9.60E+06 7.46E+05 6.98E+05 6.92% 
4 0.6 9.60E+06 6.38E+05 6.52E+05 -2.11% 
5 0.5 9.60E+06 5.30E+05 5.45E+05 -2.70% 
6 0.4 9.60E+06 4.22E+05 4.35E+05 -2.93% 
7 0.3 9.60E+06 3.14E+05 3.28E+05 -4.28% 
8 0.2 9.60E+06 2.06E+05 2.21E+05 -6.76% 
9 0.1 1.44E+07 1.11E+05 1.27E+05 -12.32% 
 
 
Table 2.4 Comparison of strut force between derived and numerical solution for M8-9 








solution (N/m2) Error 
1 0.9 1.44E+07 2.18E+06 2.21E+06 -1.13% 
2 0.8 1.44E+07 1.94E+06 1.96E+06 -1.15% 
3 0.7 1.44E+07 1.69E+06 1.71E+06 -1.24% 
4 0.6 1.44E+07 1.45E+06 1.47E+06 -1.49% 
5 0.5 1.44E+07 1.20E+06 1.22E+06 -1.76% 
6 0.4 1.44E+07 9.56E+05 9.77E+05 -2.17% 
7 0.3 1.44E+07 7.10E+05 7.32E+05 -2.98% 
8 0.2 1.44E+07 4.65E+05 5.12E+05 -9.27% 
9 0.1 2.16E+07 2.46E+05 2.45E+05 0.58% 
 
Table 2.5 Comparison of strut force between derived and numerical solution for M10-6 








solution (N/m2) Error 
1 0.9 9.60E+06 4.09E+06 4.15E+06 -1.36% 
2 0.8 9.60E+06 3.62E+06 3.66E+06 -0.95% 
3 0.7 9.60E+06 3.15E+06 3.18E+06 -1.03% 
4 0.6 9.60E+06 2.68E+06 2.72E+06 -1.54% 
5 0.5 9.60E+06 2.20E+06 2.25E+06 -2.13% 
6 0.4 9.60E+06 1.73E+06 1.78E+06 -2.59% 
7 0.3 9.60E+06 1.26E+06 1.31E+06 -4.11% 
8 0.2 9.60E+06 7.88E+05 8.50E+05 -7.31% 
9 0.1 1.44E+07 3.16E+05 3.89E+05 -18.70% 
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Table 2.6 Comparison of strut force between derived and numerical solution for M6-6 








solution (N/m2) Error 
1 0.9 9.60E+06 4.75E+07 5.91E+07 -19.55% 
2 0.8 9.60E+06 4.31E+07 5.08E+07 -15.30% 
3 0.7 9.60E+06 3.86E+07 4.36E+07 -11.51% 
4 0.6 9.60E+06 3.41E+07 3.76E+07 -9.14% 
5 0.5 9.60E+06 2.97E+07 3.24E+07 -8.27% 
6 0.4 9.60E+06 2.52E+07 2.76E+07 -8.57% 
7 0.3 9.60E+06 2.08E+07 2.32E+07 -10.37% 
8 0.2 9.60E+06 1.63E+07 1.87E+07 -12.96% 
9 0.1 1.44E+07 1.63E+07 1.83E+07 -11.02% 
 
 
Table 2.7 Comparison of strut force between derived and numerical solution for M8-9 








solution (N/m2) Error 
1 0.9 1.44E+07 7.25E+07 6.23E+07 16.34% 
2 0.8 1.44E+07 6.51E+07 5.53E+07 17.69% 
3 0.7 1.44E+07 5.77E+07 4.94E+07 16.93% 
4 0.6 1.44E+07 5.03E+07 4.42E+07 13.89% 
5 0.5 1.44E+07 4.29E+07 3.93E+07 9.08% 
6 0.4 1.44E+07 3.55E+07 3.46E+07 2.64% 
7 0.3 1.44E+07 2.81E+07 3.00E+07 -6.32% 
8 0.2 1.44E+07 2.07E+07 2.54E+07 -18.48% 
9 0.1 2.16E+07 2.16E+07 2.67E+07 -19.24% 
 
Table 2.8 Comparison of strut force between derived and numerical solution for M10-6 








solution (N/m2) Error 
1 0.9 9.60E+06 7.53E+07 6.23E+07 20.77% 
2 0.8 9.60E+06 6.63E+07 5.53E+07 19.85% 
3 0.7 9.60E+06 5.73E+07 4.94E+07 16.18% 
4 0.6 9.60E+06 4.84E+07 4.42E+07 9.53% 
5 0.5 9.60E+06 3.94E+07 3.93E+07 0.20% 
6 0.4 9.60E+06 3.05E+07 2.52E+07 21.05% 
7 0.3 9.60E+06 2.15E+07 2.18E+07 -1.50% 
8 0.2 9.60E+06 1.25E+07 1.62E+07 -22.46% 
9 0.1 1.44E+07 1.44E+07 1.84E+07 -21.55% 
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2.4.3 Nonlinear effect 
 
There are six major assumptions adopted in the study of cable truss: 
 (1) Structural stiffness of cladding is not considered. 
 (2) Load and mass are uniformly distributed around the roof area. 
 (3) The sag to span ratio is relatively small.  
 (4) Boundary condition is assumed to be fixed. 
 (5) Materials are linear elastic.  
 (6) Load displacement relationship is linear. 
Thus, solutions obtained in this study are limited to cable truss with the following 
characteristics: the cladding is flexible membrane, metal sheet or precasted concrete slab; 
supporting structures is relatively rigid; load is uniformly distributed, sag ratio is smaller 
than 8%; both material and structural behavior are linear.  
 
Fortunately, all these six assumptions can be satisfied in real constructions except for the 
last assumption which needs to be investigated further since cable truss is normally 
regarded as a nonlinear system. In this section, the load displacement relationship will be 
investigated on six numerical models: M6-6, M6-9, M8-6, M8-9, M10-6 and M10-9, 
which are listed in Table 2.1. Comparison of the load displacement curves for a middle 
node with maximum displacement is made between finite element solution and simplified 
solution. The results are plotted in Figures 2.7-2.12, where displacement and load are 
normalized as /w R  and q/[H/(R2c)], respectively. It can be seen that load displacement 
curve is close to the simplified linear curve in most range of loading for the models, 
while there’s larger error for the models with larger span when normalized load larger 
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than 900. This indicates that simplified solution can be adopted in most cases except for a 
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2.4.4 Validity on other structural types 
 
To have an overall view of the improved as well as Irvine’s simplified solution, which are 
derived from convex cable truss, the validity of applying the solution to cable truss with a 
concave or concave-convex shape will be investigated in this section. It is easily seen that 
the solution can be applied to concave cable truss since the assumptions adopted in the 
derivation is also satisfied in this case.   Thus the main task is to investigate the cable 
truss with a concave-convex shape.  This will be done by the comparison of simplified 
and numerical solution for different types of cable truss as shown in Figure 2.13. The 
parameters of these models are the same as M2-6 except that the relative position of the 
two ends (point A and B) of the opposite cables and the distance dAB between them are 
changed for different types.  For convex type, point A locates higher than B. Convex 1 
denotes the condition when dAB=0, while Convex 2 denotes the condition when dAB=0.5m. 
For concave type, point A locates lower than B, and dAB is not smaller than 2 dr (dr is the 
sag of inner ring). Concave 1 denotes the condition when dAB=2dr, while Concave 2 
denotes the condition when dAB= (2dr +0.5) m. For concave-convex type, point A also 
locates below B, and dAB is smaller than 2 dr). Concave-convex 1-8 denotes the 
conditions where the location of intersection (or connection) point of the two opposite 
cables is changed from the support to the center. e.g. the concave-convex cable truss 
shown in the figure 2.7 is named as concave-convex 4. 
 
Comparison of displacement curve for a radial cable is made in Figure 2.14 between 
simplified solution and those from finite element analysis. It can be seen that the 
numerical displacement curve is quite close to that from the simplified solution for 
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convex, concave models as well as models of convex-concave 1 and 8, while the 
difference between two curves is large for the other convex-concave models. It 
demonstrates that the simplified solution can be also applied to convex-concave cable 
truss when the intersection (connection) point is near either the support or inner ring. 
Another founding beyond this investigation is that the convex-concave cable truss has a 
higher stiffness than the other two types since they have lower displacement under the 
same load condition, and the maximum stiffness is achieved when two opposite cables 
connected at the middle place between support and inner ring. 
 
























































Figure 2.14 Comparison of analytical solution with various types of cable truss 
 
 
2.5 Effect of different parameters on structural behavior  
Effect of various parameters on structural behavior is investigated in this section. The 
parameters considered are sag ratio fs, ratio a, spacing angle c, ratio b, ratio es as well as 
pretension in radial cable. The normalized displacements under these parameters are 
plotted in Figures 2.15-2.20 respectively. It can be seen that the sag ratio, spacing angle 
and pretension have major effects on the structural response. The larger the sag ratio and 
prestress, the smaller the response; the smaller the spacing angle, the smaller the response. 
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2.6 Summary  
Improved analytical solution for radially arranged cable truss under uniformly distributed 
load is obtained based on Solution by Irvine (1981) by considering inner ring effect. It 
improves the accuracy in all cases, especially for cable truss with a larger inner ring 
where the improvement can be larger than 10%. Formula for calculating strut force is 
also derived based on the solutions for displacement and cable force. The errors are 
below 5 % in most cases. Nonlinear effect of the system is investigated based on load 
displacement curve and it is found that the simplified solution could be adopted with 
small error in most cases. It is also found that the solution can be also applied to concave-
convex type of cable truss when intersection point is near either the support or inner ring. 
Effect of virous parameters on structural behavour is also investigated. It is found that the 



























It has been stated in Chapter 1 that little report was found for free vibration analysis of 
radially arranged cable truss. The only available one is the book by Irvine (1981) who 
gave the analytical free vibration solutions for cable truss with a cubic initial shape, but 
did not give the solution for parabolic initial shape due to the complication of solving. 
When applying the given solution to cable truss with a parabolic shape, a larger error 
occurs on both frequency value and a parameter determining the sequence of the 
symmetrical and anti-symmetrical mode. Since a cable truss with parabolic shape is more 
common and economical (Buchholdt, 1999), more precise solution based on parabolic 
shape needs to be found. Further more, the vibration features of such kind of the system 
needs to be studied comprehensively. In this chapter, Solution by Irvine (1981) for cable 
truss with a cubic shape is firstly introduced. Then solution for cable truss with parabolic 
shape is obtained based on the solutions for single layer membrane, membrane analogy 
and curve fitting method. The solution will be obtained based on the following two steps. 
Firstly, analytical solution for double-layer membrane is derived based on the solutions 
for single layer membrane by treating radially arranged cable truss as double-layer 
membrane which is separated by the vertical ties or struts, assuming that vertical ties or 
struts act together as a continuous diaphragm and neglecting their axial deformation. 
Secondly the equivalent axial stiffness and pretension of the membrane are obtained 
based on membrane analogy to radial cable truss. An empirical formula which shows this 
relationship is established by giving an approximate coefficient through curve fitting and 
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the formula for calculating the frequency of vertical motion is obtained. Lastly, numerical 
analysis is conducted to verify this solution as well as to investigate the general vibration 
feature of the cable truss. The comparison is made between the three solutions on both 
frequencies as well as mode sequence determined by a dimensionless parameter. The 
general vibration features of such kind structures are also discussed.  
 
3.2. Analytical free vibration solution 
3.2.1. Irvine’s solution for cable truss with a cubic shape  
Irvine (1983) gave a solution of vertical vibration by calculating a piece of cable truss 
under triangle loading. For anti symmetric mode, the natural frequencies can be found 





1 =ωJ                                                                                                                   (3.1)                         
where 'ω is the circular frequency in dimensionless form and the real frequency in Hz can 









+=        (3.2)                         
Here pm  is the maximum mass per unit length at the support. 
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⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠              (3.3)                        
where 2 2(6 / ) (2 ) /[( ) ]b b b b t ebd l EA l H H Lλ = +                                        (3.4)                        
2 2(6 / ) (2 ) /[( ) ]t t t b t etd l EAl H H Lλ = +                                                                              (3.5) 
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The natural frequency can be calculated by Eq. (3.2). 
It is stated that when the parameter 26)( 22 <+ tb λλ , the frequency of the first symmetric 
mode is less than the frequency of the first anti-symmetric mode in vertical direction. The 
first symmetric mode shape has no internal nodes. 
If 26)( 22 =+ tb λλ , the frequency of the first symmetric mode is equal to the frequency of 
the first anti-symmetric mode. The mode shape is tangential to the profile at the supports; 
it also has no internal nodes. 
If 26)( 22 >+ tb λλ , the frequency of the first symmetric mode is larger than the frequency 
of the first anti-symmetric mode. The first symmetric mode shape has an internal node. 
 
This solution is derived based on a cubic initial profile and, when applying to parabolic 
shape, will lead to a larger error. The inner ring effect is also not considered. In the 
following section, a new approach based on membrane analogy is proposed. 
 
3.2.2. Solution for cable truss with a parabolic shape 
3.2.2.1. Single layer circular shallow membrane 
To get the solution for cable truss by adopting membrane analogy and better understand 
the later obtained solution, the vertical vibration equation and solution for single layer 
shallow membrane which is derived by Irvine (1981) need to be stated firstly. 
 


























' ' ' '
2
h w r dr d
πλ θπ= ∫ ∫                                                                                               (3.7)   
where 2' /[ (2 ) / ]w w q R H= , Rrr /'= , Hhh /'= , 21)//(' mHRωω =  
2 2(2 / ) ( / )qR H EA Hλ =                                                                                                 (3.8) 
w: dynamic vertical deflection  
H: average horizontal force per unit length at the initial equilibrate condition, assumed to 
be constant  
h: dynamic horizontal component of membrane tension, assumed uniform throughout the 
membrane. 
m: mass per unit area 
ω: circular frequency   
q: vertical load per unit area corresponding to the initial equilibrate condition 
E: Young’s modulus 
A: area of membrane per unit length, assumed constant 
R: radius of circle  
 
 





Initial equilibrium position 

























ωθ                                                   (3.9)                        
The general solution is: 
( ', ) ( cos sin ) ( ' ')w r A i B i J rθ θ θ ω= +       (3.10)                         
The natural frequencies can be found from the zeros of Bessel function of the first kind:  
( ') 0iJ ω = , i=1, 2, 3…                                                                            (3.11)                   
i=0 is excluded since it cannot satisfy the above vibration equation (3.9). 
The roots of Bessel function, corresponding to frequencies in dimensionless form, can be 







ωω =                  (3.12)                         
The associated mode shapes are: 
, , , ,( ', ) ( cos sin ) ( ' ')i j i j i j i jw r A i B i J rθ θ θ ω= +              (3.13)                         
where ,i jA , ,i jB are model constants and j=1, 2, 3…, i=1, 2, 3… the nodal lines for these 
modes are combinations of j concentric circles (including the boundary) and i equidistant 
diameters. 
 

















' ' ' 'h w r drλ= ∫                                         (3.15)                         

























rJhrw −=          (3.17)                        
The real frequency can be calculated by Eq. (3.12). 
The parameter 2λ  in Eq. (3.16) has the same meaning as that in single cable, 
2λ = 117'8 1,1 =ω  when the frequency of the first symmetric mode equals to that of the 
first anti-symmetric mode.  
If 1172 <λ , the frequency of the first symmetric mode is less than the frequency of the 
first anti-symmetric mode in vertical direction. The first symmetric mode shape is a sin 
curve and thus has no internal nodes. 
If 1172 =λ , the frequency of the first symmetric mode is equal to the frequency of the 
first anti-symmetric mode. The mode shape is tangential to the profile at the two supports 
and has also no internal nodes. 
If 1172 >λ , the frequency of the first symmetric mode is larger than the frequency of the 
first anti-symmetric mode. The first symmetric mode has an internal node. 
 
3.2.2.2. Double layer shallow membrane 
Radially arranged cable truss can be treated as double layer membrane which is separated 
by the vertical ties or struts (Figure 3.2). The vertical ties or struts are assumed to act 
together as a continuous diaphragm and their axial deformation can be neglected. Based 
on these assumptions, the vibration of the double layer membrane can be derived by 
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adding the separate equations for top and bottom membrane together as shown in Eq. 
(3.18). 
 





1 1( ) ( ) b tb b b t
b t
h hw wH H r mw q q
r r r r H h
ωθ
∂ ∂ ∂+ + + = +∂ ∂ ∂         (3.18)                        






















∂ ωθ                 (3.19)                         
2 1 2
0 0
' ' ' '
2
h w r dr d
πλ θπ= ∫ ∫         (3.20)                         
where 2' /[ (2 ) /( )]b tw w q R H H= + , Rrr /'= , 2
1
]/)/[(' mHHR tb += ωω , q=mg 
2 2 2 2[( / ) ( / ) ][(2 ) /( )]t t t t b b b b t bq H E A q H E A R H Hλ = + +                                              (3.21) 
For cable truss with parabolic initial cable curve: 
qb/Hb=4db/R2           qt/Ht=4dt/R2 
Thus  
2 2 2[(16 ) (16 ) ] /( )st t t sb b b t bf E A f E A H Hλ = + +                                                              (3.22) 




















The notations in above equations are the same as the previous single layer membrane 
except that d denotes the sag in mid span, subscript “b” means the bottom cable and “t” 
means the top cable. 
  
Since the equations above are the same in form as that of single layer membrane, the 
solutions for single layer membrane can be applied to double layer membrane directly.  
For both anti-symmetrical and symmetrical modes, all equations and solutions are the 
same as those in Eq. (3.9)-(3.17) except that the formula for calculation of the real 
frequency Eq. (3.12) should be changed to the following one: 
,
,




ωω +=                                                                                                 (3.23)                           
Similarly, the frequencies of the symmetric modes are affected much by the parameter 2λ  
which thus also affects the vertical mode sequence as that stated for single layer 
membrane. 
 
In the case Et= Eb=E, At=Ab=A, db=dt=d and Ht=Hb=H, Eq. (3.22) will be simplified to: 
2 2(16 ) /sf EA Hλ =                                                                                                     (3.24) 
 
3.2.2.3. Solution for radially arranged cable truss 
To apply the above solutions for double layer membrane to radially arranged cable truss, 
the equivalent axial stiffness EA and pretension H need to be found. They are related to 
the cable’s axial stiffness 1 1E A  and pretension 1H . To have the same units, the following 
relationships can be established:  
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1 /( )HH k H Rc=                                                                                                             (3.25) 
1 1( ) /( )EAEA k E A Rc=                                                                                                     (3.26) 
By assuming 
3  EA Hk k k=                                                                                                                    (3.27) 
The above Eq. (3.26) can be written as: 
3 1 1( ) /( )HEA k k E A Rc=                                                                                                   (3.28) 
The simple expressions for the two coefficients Hk and 3k  are found as follows by curve 
fitting (Figure 3.3 and 3.4), which is based on the numerical results for three groups of 
model M2, M5 and M8 where 5 different levels of prestress are considered for each 
group of model.   
1.25Hk =                                                                                                                       (3.29) 
2
3 1 1 1 1 1 10.007( / ) -0.018( / )+0.8k E A H E A H=                                                                 (3.30) 
Substituting Hk into Eq. (3.25) and (3.26), we have, 
11.25 /( )H H Rc=                                                                                                          (3.31) 
3 1 11.25  ( ) /( )EA k E A Rc=                                                                                               (3.32)
where 1 1E A  is the equivalent axial stiffness for radial cable and should be calculated by 
Eq. (2.26) in chapter 2.                                                           
Substituting Eq. (3.31) and (3.32) into Eq. (3.22) and (3.24) leading to the following two 
equations for calculation of 2λ : 
2 2 2
1 1 3 1 1 3 1 1[(16 ) (16 ) ] /( )st t t t sb b b b t bf E A k f E A k H Hλ = + +                                                (3.33) 
2 2
3 1 1(16 ) ( ) /k f EA Hλ ≈                                                                                                (3.34) 
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The frequency thus can be calculated by substituting Eq. (3.31) - (3.34) into Eq. (3.16) 
and (3.23). 
 
Figure 3.3 Curve fitting for coefficient Hk  
 




Figure 3.4 Curve fitting for coefficient 3k  
 
3.3 Numerical free vibration analysis 
3.3.1 Finite element theory for free vibration analysis 
ABAQUS is adopted to perform the free vibration analysis; the theory for free vibration 
analysis in ABAQUS is introduced below: 
 The free vibration analysis without considering damping is to solve the Eigen value of 
the following equation: 
[ ] [ ] { } { }0)( 2 =− φω MK                                                                                                   (3.35) 
where 
[ ]M is the mass matrix, which is symmetric and positive.  
3k  
1 1 1/E A H  
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[ ]K  is the stiffness matrix, which includes elastic stiffness matrix and geometric matrix 
(stress stiffening or initial stress terms) as stated in Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52). For tension 
structures, the structural stiffness totally comes from geometric matrix  
2ω  is the eigen value; and ω is the circular frequency. 
{ }φ  is the eigenvector—define the mode shape of vibration. 
The participation factor for a mode r in direction α  indicates how strongly motion in the 
global x,y,z direction or rigid body rotation about one of these axes. The six possible rigid 
body motions are indicated by α =1, 2….6. The participation factor is defined as: 




φΓ = Τ                                                                                                  (3.36) 
where rm  is the “generalized mass” associated with mode r  
{ } [ ]{ }Tr r rm Mφ φ=                                                                                                       (3.37) 
{ }αΤ defines the magnitude of the rigid body response of degree of freedom in the 
model to imposed rigid body motion (displacement or infinitesimal rotation) of type α . 






















































        (3.38) 
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where eα is unity and all other ej are zero; x, y and z are the coordinates of the node; and 
x0, y0 and z0 represent the coordinates of the center of rotation. The participation factors 
are, thus, defined for the translational degrees of freedom and for rotation around the 
center of rotation.  
 
3.3.2 Numerical verification 
To verify the improved solution, numerical solutions are obtained under the following 
seven different parameters: span, curvature, radial ratio of inner ring to outer ring, 
spacing angle, axial stiffness ratio of cable to ring, strut spacing and pretension (4 or 5 
levels of pretension between 3E8-15E8 N/m2 are considered in each model). The values 
of all these parameters are chosen according to the common practice (Krishna, 1978 and 
Buchholdt, 1999). A total of 12 models (M2, M5 and M8 are used for curve fitting in the 
previous section) are evaluated and the model parameters are listed in Table 3.1. Both the 
solution by Irvine (1981) and the improved solution are compared with these numerical 
solutions and they will be discussed in the next two sections. 
Table 3.1 Model parameters 
Model No. span 2R   (m) Sag ratio f s Ratio a Ratio b Spacing angle c (°) Number ne Pretension H
M0 20 5% 0.10 10 15 4 5 levels  
M2 40 5% 0.10 10 15 4 5 levels 
M2a 40 5% 0.10 20 15 4 5 levels 
M2b 40 4% 0.20 10 15 4 4 levels 
M3 40 5% 0.20 10 15 4 5 levels 
M4 40 5% 0.20 10 7.5 4 4 levels 
M5 40 5% 0.00 NA 15 9 4 levels 
M7 60 5% 0.10 10 15 9 5 levels 
M8 80 5% 0.00 NA 15 9 4 levels 
M8a 80 5% 0.10 10 15 9 5 levels 
M9 80 6% 0.10 10 15 9 5 levels 
M10a 80 5% 0.10 10 7.5 9 4 levels 
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Frequencies of the first symmetrical mode, frequencies of the first anti-symmetrical mode 
and mode pattern are compared between Solution by Irvine (1981), proposed solution and 
numerical results.  They are listed in Table 3.2-3.37.  For frequencies of the first 
symmetrical mode which are compared in Table 3.2, 3.5…3.35, it can be seen that the 
error between Solution by Irvine (1981) and numerical results is around 10% in almost all 
cases while the error between proposed solution and numerical results is below 3% in 
most cases except for a lower cable pretension where the error is around 10%. For 
frequencies of the first anti-symmetrical mode which are compared in Table 3.3, 
3.6…3.36, it can be seen that the error between Solution by Irvine (1981) and numerical 
results is around 3 % while the error between proposed solution and numerical results is 
around 1% in most cases. For mode sequence comparison presented in Tables 3.4, 3.7… 
3.37 where the first anti-symmetrical mode is in the first and second rows while the first 
symmetrical mode is highlighted. It can be seen that Irvin’s solution has very large error 
in predicting the mode sequence. Based on Irvin’s solution, the first vertical mode should 
be the first symmetrical mode when the parameter 2 2( ) 26b tλ λ+ ≥ , while this phenomenon 
occurs at about 2 2( ) 8b tλ λ+ ≈  based on numerical results. In contrast, the proposed 
solution agrees well with the numerical results: the first vertical mode is the first 
symmetrical mode for 2 117λ ≥ . 
 
Since the normal pretension range is 600-900Mpa which corresponds to 1/3-1/2 of the 
breaking strength of the cable, and frequency of the first symmetrical mode is the main 
contribution of the dynamic response, the proposed method provides a very good solution 
for the analysis and design of such systems.  
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Based on analytical solution and numerical results, it can be seen that the frequency of 
the symmetrical mode is affected by all geometrical and stiffness parameters: span, radial 
cable’s pretension and axial stiffness, sag ratio, spacing angle, mass, radial and axial 
stiffness of the inner ring though the parameters concerning the inner ring have small 
effect compared to other parameters. For a real design project with fixed span and load 
case (mass), the frequency can be effectively increased by either of the following means: 
increasing radial cable’s pretension and axial stiffness, increasing sag ratio and decrease 
spacing angle. 
 
Apart from the above statements, some other vibration features are observed through 
numerical analysis. The first mode is always in the θ direction no matter how parameters 
change. The feature of this mode is: all top nodes rotate around vertical z axis in same 
direction. The second and third modes are also in the θ direction; half of top nodes rotate 
around Z axis in one direction while the others move in opposite direction. In fact, the 
first group of modes with the number of 24 for c= π /12 and 48 for c= π /24, is always in 
θ direction; the second group, beginning from mode 25 or 49, is in vertical direction. 
Frequencies in each group are very close to each other. 
 
The first mode in torsion direction, the first of all the modes, has the highest participation 
factor in θ direction and it will dominate the motion in this direction. The first mode in 
radial direction has the highest participation factor in radial direction and these two 
modes will dominate the motion in this direction. The first symmetrical mode in vertical 
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direction has the highest participation factor in vertical direction for normal pretension 
range thus will dominate the motion in this direction. This feature will be used and 
further demonstrated in Chapter 4 where the total earthquake response can be simplified 
calculated based on the first vertical mode shape. When the pretension is extremely low, 
the highest participation factor in vertical direction may fall on the second or third 
symmetrical mode.  
 
3.4 Summary  
An empirical solution for predicting frequency and mode sequence of radially arranged 
cable truss is proposed in this chapter. This is achieved by the following two steps.  
Firstly, solution for double layer membrane is derived based on that for single layer 
membrane. Secondly, the solution for cable truss is obtained by finding the equivalent 
axial stiffness and pretension to the membrane based on curve fitting method. To verify 
the improved solution, parametric numerical study is carried out under different 
parameters, and these numerical solutions are compared with Irvine’s and proposed 
solutions. It is found that the proposed solution is much closer to the numerical results 








Table 3.2 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M0 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 9.05 10.50 11.43 12.19 12.95 
Proposed solution 8.52 11.68 12.60 13.42 14.28 
Numerical result 8.79 11.71 12.71 13.48 14.16 
Error for Irvine's 2.99% -10.36% -10.07% -9.55% -8.55% 
Error for proposed -3.11% -0.23% -0.88% -0.43% 0.87% 
 
Table 3.3 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M0 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 6.63 9.38 11.49 13.27 14.83 
Proposed solution 6.53 9.23 11.30 13.05 14.59 
Numerical result 6.39 9.03 11.06 12.77 14.27 
Error for Irvine's 3.81% 3.88% 3.88% 3.92% 3.94% 
Error for proposed 2.14% 2.21% 2.21% 2.25% 2.27% 
 
 
Table 3.4 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M0 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 22.50 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 3612.80 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 6.39 9.03 11.06 12.77 14.16 
26 6.39 9.03 11.06 12.77 14.27 
27 6.84 9.66 11.82 13.48 14.27 
28 6.84 9.66 11.82 13.64 15.24 
29 7.18 10.10 12.32 13.64 15.24 
30 7.18 10.10 12.32 14.17 15.79 
33 7.78 10.74 12.71 14.51 16.12 










Table 3.5 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M2 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 3.20 3.71 4.04 4.31 4.58 
Proposed solution 3.01 4.13 4.45 4.75 5.05 
Numerical result 3.40 4.15 4.50 4.77 5.01 
Error for Irvine's -5.86% -10.58% -10.20% -9.63% -8.61% 
Error for proposed -11.44% -0.47% -1.02% -0.51% 0.80% 
 
 
Table 3.6 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M2 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.35 3.32 4.06 4.69 5.24 
Proposed solution 2.31 3.26 4.00 4.62 5.16 
Numerical result 2.27 3.21 3.93 4.53 5.06 
Error for Irvine's 3.32% 3.33% 3.36% 3.55% 3.64% 
Error for proposed 1.66% 1.66% 1.70% 1.88% 1.97% 
 
Table 3.7 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M2 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 22.50 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 3612.80 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 2.27 3.21 3.93 4.53 5.01 
26 2.27 3.21 3.93 4.53 5.06 
27 2.43 3.43 4.20 4.77 5.06 
28 2.43 3.43 4.20 4.84 5.41 
29 2.55 3.59 4.37 4.84 5.41 
30 2.55 3.59 4.37 5.02 5.60 
31 2.66 3.71 4.50 5.02 5.60 









Table 3.8 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M2a between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 3.20 3.71 4.04 4.31 4.58 
Proposed solution 3.01 4.13 4.45 4.75 5.05 
Numerical result 3.41 4.17 4.52 4.79 5.03 
Error for Irvine's -6.14% -11.01% -10.60% -10.01% -8.98% 
Error for proposed -11.70% -0.94% -1.46% -0.93% 0.40% 
 
Table 3.9 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M2a 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.35 3.32 4.06 4.69 5.24 
Proposed solution 2.31 3.26 4.00 4.62 5.16 
Numerical result 2.27 3.21 3.93 4.53 5.06 
Error for Irvine's 3.32% 3.33% 3.36% 3.55% 3.64% 
Error for proposed 1.66% 1.66% 1.70% 1.88% 1.97% 
 
Table 3.10 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M2a between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 22.50 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 3612.80 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 3.22 3.95 4.53 5.07 5.53 
26 3.22 3.95 4.53 5.07 5.55 
27 3.58 4.39 4.97 5.28 5.55 
28 3.58 4.39 4.97 5.56 6.09 
29 3.72 4.55 5.00 5.56 6.09 
30 3.72 4.55 5.14 5.74 6.29 
31 3.81 4.64 5.14 5.74 6.29 









Table 3.11 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M2b between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.82 3.26 3.61 3.92 
Proposed solution 3.01 3.92 4.01 4.26 
Numerical result 3.17 3.87 4.17 4.49 
Error for Irvine's -10.93% -15.73% -13.39% -12.64% 
Error for proposed -5.01% 1.23% -3.94% -5.04% 
 
Table 3.12 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M2b 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.35 3.32 4.06 4.69 
Proposed solution 2.31 3.26 4.00 4.62 
Numerical result 2.28 3.22 3.94 4.55 
Error for Irvine's 2.86% 3.01% 3.10% 3.09% 
Error for proposed 1.21% 1.35% 1.44% 1.43% 
 
Table 3.13 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M2b between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 14.40 7.20 4.80 3.60 
Proposed solution for  λ2 2312.19 272.90 118.40 83.65 
25 2.28 3.22 3.94 4.49 
26 2.28 3.22 3.94 4.55 
27 2.49 3.52 4.17 4.55 
28 2.49 3.52 4.31 4.97 
29 2.57 3.62 4.31 4.97 
46 2.79 3.87 4.68 5.36 
47 2.80 3.87 4.68 5.36 









Table 3.14 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M3 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 1.80E+09 
Irvine's solution 5.25 5.71 6.10 6.47 5.25 
Proposed solution 5.85 6.30 6.72 7.15 5.85 
Numerical result 5.89 6.36 6.74 7.08 5.89 
Error for Irvine's -10.90% -10.14% -9.55% -8.55% -10.90% 
Error for proposed -0.74% -0.88% -0.35% 0.95% -0.74% 
 
 
Table 3.15 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M3 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 1.80E+09 
Irvine's solution 4.69 5.74 6.63 7.42 4.69 
Proposed solution 4.62 5.66 6.53 7.30 4.62 
Numerical result 4.55 5.57 6.43 7.19 4.55 
Error for Irvine's 3.09% 3.14% 3.17% 3.15% 3.09% 
Error for proposed 1.51% 1.56% 1.59% 1.57% 1.51% 
 
 
Table 3.16 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M3 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 1.80E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 3.75 
Proposed solution for  λ2 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 426.40 
25 3.22 3.95 4.53 5.07 5.53 
26 3.22 3.95 4.53 5.07 5.55 
27 3.58 4.39 4.97 5.28 5.55 
28 3.58 4.39 4.97 5.56 6.09 
29 3.72 4.55 5.00 5.56 6.09 
30 3.72 4.55 5.14 5.74 6.29 
31 3.81 4.64 5.14 5.74 6.29 













Table 3.17 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M4 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 3.71 4.04 4.31 4.58 
Proposed solution 4.14 4.46 4.76 5.06 
Numerical result 4.28 4.64 5.00 5.28 
Error for Irvine's -13.29% -12.91% -13.79% -13.29% 
Error for proposed -3.30% -3.82% -4.90% -4.17% 
 
Table 3.18 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M4 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 3.32 4.06 4.69 5.24 
Proposed solution 3.27 4.00 4.62 5.17 
Numerical result 3.22 3.95 4.53 5.07 
Error for Irvine's 2.87% 2.86% 3.47% 3.49% 
Error for proposed 1.42% 1.41% 2.01% 2.03% 
 
Table 3.19 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M4 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
49 4.55 5.57 6.43 7.08 
50 4.55 5.57 6.43 7.19 
51 5.06 6.19 6.74 7.19 
52 5.06 6.20 7.16 8.00 
53 5.25 6.36 7.16 8.00 
54 5.26 6.43 7.42 8.29 
55 5.39 6.43 7.42 8.29 









Table 3.20 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M5 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 3.71 4.04 4.33 4.58 
Proposed solution 4.15 4.47 4.76 5.07 
Numerical result 4.15 4.48 4.75 4.98 
Error for Irvine's -10.58% -9.80% -8.80% -8.06% 
Error for proposed -0.07% -0.18% 0.31% 1.81% 
 
 
Table 3.21 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M5 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 3.32 4.06 4.69 5.24 
Proposed solution 3.28 4.01 4.63 5.18 
Numerical result 3.27 4.00 4.62 5.16 
Error for Irvine's 1.56% 1.58% 1.59% 1.63% 
Error for proposed 0.33% 0.35% 0.36% 0.40% 
 
 
Table 3.22 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M5 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 3.27 4.00 4.62 4.99 
26 3.27 4.00 4.62 5.16 
27 4.15 4.48 4.75 5.16 
28 4.30 4.90 5.43 5.91 
29 4.30 4.90 5.43 5.91 
30 4.30 4.90 5.43 5.91 
31 4.30 4.90 5.43 5.91 












Table 3.23 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M7 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.46 2.86 3.11 3.32 3.52 
Proposed solution 2.33 3.20 3.45 3.68 3.91 
Numerical result 2.72 3.25 3.51 3.71 3.89 
Error for Irvine's -9.42% -12.10% -11.37% -10.56% -9.40% 
Error for proposed -14.22% -1.52% -1.68% -0.89% 0.59% 
 
 
Table 3.24 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M7 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.81 2.55 3.13 3.61 4.04 
Proposed solution 1.79 2.53 3.10 3.58 4.00 
Numerical result 1.77 2.50 3.06 3.54 3.96 
Error for Irvine's 2.00% 2.13% 2.19% 2.00% 1.95% 
Error for proposed 1.01% 1.14% 1.20% 1.01% 0.96% 
 
 
Table 3.25 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M7 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 22.50 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 3612.80 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 1.77 2.50 3.06 3.54 3.89 
26 1.77 2.50 3.06 3.54 3.96 
27 1.90 2.69 3.29 3.71 3.96 
28 1.90 2.69 3.29 3.79 4.24 
29 2.00 2.82 3.43 3.79 4.24 
30 2.00 2.82 3.43 3.95 4.40 
31 2.09 2.92 3.51 3.95 4.40 











Table 3.26 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M8 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.62 2.86 3.06 3.24 
Proposed solution 2.92 3.15 3.36 3.57 
Numerical result 2.94 3.18 3.37 3.55 
Error for Irvine's -10.75% -10.14% -9.10% -8.80% 
Error for proposed -0.57% -0.88% -0.35% 0.67% 
 
 
Table 3.27 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M8 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 2.35 2.87 3.32 3.71 
Proposed solution 2.31 2.83 3.27 3.65 
Numerical result 2.33 2.86 3.30 3.69 
Error for Irvine's 0.60% 0.60% 0.61% 0.63% 
Error for proposed -0.94% -0.94% -0.92% -0.91% 
 
 
Table 3.28 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M8 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 2.33 2.86 3.30 3.55 
26 2.33 2.86 3.30 3.69 
27 2.94 3.18 3.37 3.69 
28 3.06 3.49 3.87 4.21 
29 3.06 3.49 3.87 4.21 
30 3.06 3.49 3.87 4.21 
31 3.06 3.49 3.87 4.21 












Table 3.29 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M8a between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.60 1.86 2.02 2.16 2.29 
Proposed solution 1.51 2.07 2.23 2.38 2.53 
Numerical result 1.77 2.11 2.28 2.41 2.53 
Error for Irvine's -9.59% -12.06% -11.38% -10.57% -9.52% 
Error for proposed -14.77% -1.92% -2.13% -1.35% 0.00% 
 
 
Table 3.30 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M8a 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.17 1.66 2.03 2.35 2.62 
Proposed solution 1.16 1.63 2.00 2.31 2.59 
Numerical result 1.15 1.62 1.98 2.29 2.55 
Error for Irvine's 1.97% 2.37% 2.58% 2.42% 2.83% 
Error for proposed 0.53% 0.92% 1.13% 0.97% 1.38% 
 
 
Table 3.31 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M8a between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 3.00E+08 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 22.50 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 3612.80 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
25 1.15 1.62 1.98 2.29 2.53 
26 1.15 1.62 1.98 2.29 2.55 
27 1.23 1.74 2.12 2.41 2.55 
28 1.23 1.74 2.12 2.45 2.74 
29 1.30 1.82 2.22 2.45 2.74 
30 1.30 1.82 2.22 2.55 2.84 
31 1.36 1.89 2.28 2.55 2.84 













Table 3.32 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M9 between 
Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 2.10E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.45 1.60 1.68 1.77 1.93 
Proposed solution 1.51 1.75 1.84 1.97 2.19 
Numerical result 1.66 1.80 1.90 1.98 2.13 
Error for Irvine's -12.36% -11.28% -11.57% -10.72% -9.37% 
Error for proposed -9.30% -2.86% -3.21% -0.76% 3.03% 
 
 
Table 3.33 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M9 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 2.10E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.17 1.44 1.66 1.85 2.19 
Proposed solution 1.15 1.41 1.63 1.82 2.16 
Numerical result 1.15 1.41 1.62 1.82 2.15 
Error for Irvine's 1.97% 1.86% 2.37% 1.88% 2.04% 
Error for proposed 0.33% 0.22% 0.72% 0.24% 0.40% 
 
 
Table 3.34 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M9 between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 2.10E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 16.20 10.80 8.10 6.48 4.63 
Proposed solution for  λ2 614.02 266.41 188.21 155.75 122.54 
25 1.15 1.41 1.62 1.82 2.13 
26 1.15 1.41 1.62 1.82 2.15 
27 1.25 1.53 1.76 1.97 2.15 
28 1.25 1.53 1.76 1.97 2.32 
29 1.33 1.61 1.85 1.98 2.32 
30 1.33 1.61 1.85 2.06 2.42 
31 1.39 1.68 1.90 2.06 2.42 









Table 3.35 Comparison of the frequency of 1st symmetrical mode in model M10a 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.31 1.43 1.53 1.62 
Proposed solution 1.46 1.58 1.68 1.79 
Numerical result 1.48 1.59 1.69 1.77 
Error for Irvine's -11.35% -10.14% -9.37% -8.55% 
Error for proposed -1.24% -0.88% -0.64% 0.95% 
 
 
Table 3.36 Comparison of the frequency of 1st anti-symmetrical mode in model M10a 
between Irvine’s, proposed and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution 1.17 1.44 1.66 1.85 
Proposed solution 1.15 1.41 1.63 1.83 
Numerical result 1.15 1.41 1.63 1.82 
Error for Irvine's 1.81% 1.95% 1.97% 2.00% 
Error for proposed 0.25% 0.39% 0.41% 0.44% 
 
 
Table 3.37 Comparison of the mode sequence in model M10a between Irvine’s, proposed 
and numerical solution 
Cable pretension 6.00E+08 9.00E+08 1.20E+09 1.50E+09 
Irvine's solution for  λ2 11.25 7.50 5.63 4.50 
Proposed solution for  λ2 426.40 185.01 130.70 108.16 
49 1.15 1.41 1.63 1.77 
50 1.15 1.41 1.63 1.82 
51 1.24 1.51 1.69 1.82 
52 1.24 1.51 1.74 1.95 
53 1.30 1.58 1.74 1.95 
54 1.30 1.58 1.82 2.02 
55 1.35 1.59 1.82 2.02 
56 1.35 1.63 1.86 2.07 
57 1.39 1.63 1.86 2.07 
58 1.39 1.67 1.90 2.10 









Figure 3.5 The first mode in rotational direction, highest participation in z-rotation 
 
Figure 3.6 The second mode in θ direction, highest participation in x-direction 
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Figure 3.7 The first symmetrical mode in z direction, highest participation in z-direction 
 
Figure 3.8 The second symmetrical mode in z direction 
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Figure 3.9 The first anti-symmetrical mode in z direction 
 















Earthquake analysis and design is an important concern in structural design of radially 
arranged cable truss. It has been reviewed in Chapter 1 that for general cable structures, 
both Krishna (1978) and Shen et al (1997) have addressed that response spectra can be 
applied to cable structures, and Shen et al (1997) also gave a general formula for the 
calculation of earthquake force based on acceleration spectra and superposition of 
contribution of each mode. But the procedure is still not easy to be adopted by hand since 
many mode shapes in both horizontal and vertical direction is required to be considered. 
To obtain a simpler procedure to predict the earthquake response of radially arranged 
cable truss, a comprehensive study need to be conducted with the following three 
purposes: firstly, investigate the validity of the response spectrum method applied to 
cable truss, focusing on whether or not there is a dominative mode as that for tall building. 
Secondly, investigate the contributions of horizontal and vertical component of an 
earthquake on the total response of such systems. And lastly, obtain an easily calculated 
formula for estimating the earthquake response based on these investigations. 
 
In this chapter, the applicability of the response spectra method to cable truss based on 
only the first vertical symmetrical mode shape will be checked firstly through comparison 
of the results between the following three numerical methods: response spectrum analysis, 
linear modal transient dynamic and nonlinear direct time integration. Secondly, the 
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contribution of vertical component to the total earthquake response under both the 
horizontal and vertical component of an earthquake will be investigated. Lastly, as a 
result of this study, a simplified hand-calculation formula to predict the earthquake 
response based on displacement response spectrum method is proposed and evaluated. 
4.2 Structural behavior study based on finite element analysis 
4.2.1 Finite element analysis methods 
Three types of dynamic analysis will be conducted by means of software ABAQUS. 
They are implicit direct time integration analysis, model transient dynamic analysis and 
response spectrum analysis. These methods are briefly introduced below. 
 
(1) Direct time integration analysis  
Direct time integration analysis is used to calculate nonlinear transient dynamic response 
of a system by numerically integrating the global equations of motion. Implicit dynamic 
analysis uses operators belong to Newmark family for integration of the equations of 
motion.  The basic equations are as follows: 
Basic dynamic equation: [ ] [ ] { }FuKuCuM =++ }{}]{[}{                                               (4.1)                         
where { } { } { }, ,u u u  denotes acceleration vector, velocity vector and displacement 
vector; [ ]M is the mass matrix; [ ]C is damping matrix; [ ]K is the stiffness matrix and 
{ }F is the force vector. 
For earthquake base motion, guMF }1]{[}{ −=                                                              (4.2) 
where gu means the acceleration of the ground motion. 
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The α method (Hilber et al, 1977 and 1978) which can be regarded as a generalization of 
Newmark method (Newmark, 1959) is adopted in ABAQUS (ABAQUS, Inc., 2003). The 
equations for direct time integration are as follows: 
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } (1 )[ ]{ } [ ]{ } (1 ) { } { }
(1 ){ } { }
t t t t t t t t
t t t
M u C u C u K u K u
F F




+ + − + + −
= + −
  
                    (4.3)                         
{ } { } { } { } tuuuu tttttt Δ+−+= Δ+Δ+ ])1[(  γγ                                                                          (4.4)   
{ } { } { } { } { } 2])
2




β α= − , 1
2
γ α= −  and 1 0
3
α− ≤ ≤  
(2) Modal dynamic analysis 
Modal dynamic procedure provides dynamic time history response for linear problems 
using modal superposition. The structure's response is based on a subset of eigenvectors 
(modes) of the system. Thus an analysis must be performed prior to the modal dynamic 
analysis. The number of modes extracted must be sufficient to model the dynamic 
response of the system adequately, the modal amplitudes are integrated through time, and 
the response is synthesized from these modal responses. As long as the system is linear 
and is represented by sufficient modes being used (which are normally only a small 
subset of the total modes of the finite element model), the method is very accurate. This 
procedure is much less expensive computationally than the direct integration of the entire 
system of equations performed in direct time integration analysis.  The uncoupled 
equation for mode r is given by: 
)()()(2)( 2 tftututu rrrrrrr =++ ωωξ                                                                              (4.6) 
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where ru , ru  and ru  denote uncoupled generalized acceleration, velocity and 
displacement for mode r; rf  denotes uncoupled generalized dynamic force; rξ  is the 
damping ratio of mode r and rω is the circular frequency of mode r 
Eq.(4.6) can be further written as 
2( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( )r r r r r r r
dfu t u t u t f t dt dt
dt
ξ ω ω+ + = − +                                                              (4.7) 
Where df is the change in f over the time increment, which is dt  
The solution to this equation is readily obtained as a particular integral for the load and a 
solution to the homogeneous equation (with no right-hand side). These solutions can be 
combined and written in the general form 
11 12 11 12
21 22 21 22
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
r r r
r r r
u t t a a u t b b f t
u t t a a u t b b f t dt
+ Δ⎧ ⎫ ⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫ ⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫= +⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ Δ +⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭ 
                                             (4.8)                       
where ija and ijb , are constants (ABAQUS, Inc., 2003). 
 The above solution ru  is in terms of the generalized coordinates. The response of the 








)()(                                                                                                         (4.9) 
For earthquake motion, 
 rgr utf γ−=)(                                                                                                                 (4.10)                       



















1γ                                                                                                              (4.11)                       
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where im is mass at node i and irΦ is the rth mode vector at node i 
 
(3) Response spectrum analysis 
Response spectrum analysis is often used to estimate the maximum or peak response of a 
system to a user-defined input spectrum (such as earthquake data) as a function of 
frequency.  It is typically used to analyze response of a linear system to a seismic base 
motion. The method is only approximate but is inexpensive for preliminary design 
studies. Response spectrum for earthquake can be obtained based on the solving 
procedure described in the previous section (ABAQUS, Inc., 2003), or the integration of 










rr −−= −−∫                                                  (4.12) 
where ( , )d r rS ω ξ  is the displacement response spectrum. 
Maximum displacement for mode r is calculated by: 
),()( max rrdririr Sv ξωγΦ=                                                                                            (4.13)   











max ])[(])[(                                                                                           (4.14) 
 
4.2.2 Input parameters for numerical model 
Four numerical models (M2-6, M2-9, M8-6 and M8-9) which cover 2 spans and 2 
pretension levels are considered.  The parameters of the models are the same as those 
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Figure 4.1 Radially arranged cable truss 
 
Earthquake input 
Three earthquake records which cover different magnitude and site conditions are chosen 
to do this analysis. Deatiled information concerning these records is listed in Table 4.1, 
and the displacement response spectrums corresponding to vertical component for the 
three earthquakes are shown in Figure 4.2-4.4.  
 
Table 4.1 Earthquake records used for structural behavior study 
No. Earthquake Station Site Magnitude Component PGA (g)
New Zealand B-MAT-UP 0.026 
1 
(3/2/1987) 
Matahina Dam Geomatrix (B) Ml(5.6) 
B-MAT353 0.055 
Northridge ORR-UP 0.217 
2 
(1/17/1994) 
24278 Castaic Geomatrix (B) Ml(6.6) 
ORR090 0.568 
Imperial Valley 117 El  I-ELC-UP 0.205 
3 
(5/19/1940) Centro Array #9 




Damping ratio 0.2% is used for model transient dynamic analysis and response spectrum 
analysis. Rayleigh damping is used for direct time integration analysis 
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[ ] [ ]1 1[ ]C M Kα β= +                                                                                                      (4.15)  




α β ωξ ω= +                                                                                                                 (4.16)   
The two constantsα  and β  are determined by making the damping ratio of the first and 
second symmetrical mode equal to that considered in  model transient dynamic analysis 
and response spectrum analysis. 
 1 21
1 2
2ξωωα ω ω= +                                                                                                                  (4.17)   
1
1 2
2ξβ ω ω= +                                                                                                                   (4.18)    
 
 
Figure 4.2 Displacement spectra corresponding to vertical component of 1987 New 


















Figure 4.3 Displacement spectra corresponding to vertical component of 1994 Northridge 




Figure 4.4 Displacement spectra corresponding to vertical component of 1940 Imperial 





























4.2.3 Structural behavior under earthquake 
 
To testify the validity of response spectrum method and check whether the first 
symmetrical mode in vertical direction dominates the earthquake response in that 
direction, the maximum earthquake induced nodal displacement and cable force under 
only vertical earthquake are obtained firstly from response spectrum analysis (denoted as 
Sv), modal dynamic analysis (denoted as Mv) and direct time integration analysis (denoted 
as Tv). Response spectrum analysis considers only the first vertical symmetrical mode 
while model dynamic analysis considers all the modes to contain contributions from all 
the modes. The results of the maximum displacement and cable force are listed in Tables 
4.2-4.9 for four models and three earthquakes. It can be seen that the difference between 
response spectrum method and modal dynamic analysis is below 5%, and the difference 
between response spectrum analysis and direct time integration analysis is less than 15% 
in most cases. It demonstrates that the response spectra method based on only the first 
symmetrical mode can be used for estimation of the maximum vertical response. Since 
only the maximum response needs to be considered in the design, and response spectra 
method based on the first symmetrical mode can be done by hand, response spectrum 
analysis provides a simple and efficient way to calculate the response under vertical 
earthquake. 
 
To investigate the contribution of vertical component earthquake to the total response, the 
maximum earthquake induced vertical displacement and cable stress under combined 
actions of vertical and horizontal earthquake (denoted as Tt) are also calculated and 
compared to those under only vertical earthquake (Tv) in Tables 4.2-4.9. It can be seen 
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that both the maximum displacement and stress under combined earthquake action are 
increased compared to those under only vertical earthquake. The increase is from 0 to 
39% and is about 18% in average. It indicates that though the horizontal component 
increases the total response, its effect is limited and the total response is dominated by 
vertical component in most cases. Thus, we can estimate the total response by 
multiplying an amplifying factor to the responses induced by only vertical component of 
an earthquake.  
 
As a further demonstration of earthquake response feature of radially arranged cable truss, 
earthquake induced displacement and force histories of some typical nodes and elements 
are plotted in Figures 4.5-4.11. Figure 4.5 shows the vertical displacement of a cable at 
different time points. It can be seen that the deformation shape is somewhat like the first 
symmetrical mode shape at any time, with maximum displacement happened around the 
half way from the support. The larger the response, the closer to the first symmetrical 
mode shape. Figure 4.6-4.8 shows the displacement history of a typical node in radial, 
angle and vertical directions. It can be seen that under vertical earthquake action, the 
displacements along the radial and angular direction are very small, about 1/10 and less 
than1/106of that in vertical direction, respectively. Figure 4.9-4.11 shows the earthquake 
induced stress for a typical radial cable, inner ring and strut. It can be seen that the times 
reaching to maximum forces are corresponding to the time reaching to related maximum 
vertical response. This indicates that the vertical response is the dominated response 
among responses in all directions, and the force in the cable due to earthquake can be 
calculated based on vertical force.  
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Table 4.2 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement for M2-6 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (m) 
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 0.00139  0.00133  0.00154 0.00175  -20.57% -24.00% -12.00%
2 0.01107  0.01100  0.01300 0.01580  -29.94% -30.38% -17.72%
3 0.00469  0.00490  0.00500 0.00750  -37.41% -34.67% -33.33%
 
 
Table 4.3 Comparison of earthquake induced cable stress for M2-6 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (N/m2)
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 1.51E+06 1.40E+06 1.30E+06 1.70E+06 -11.18% -17.65% -23.53%
2 1.20E+07 1.11E+07 1.50E+07 1.56E+07 -23.08% -28.85% -3.85% 
3 5.12E+06 4.90E+06 5.50E+06 7.80E+06 -34.42% -37.18% -29.49%
 
 
Table 4.4 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement for M2-9 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (m) 
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 0.00097  0.00097  0.00125 0.00131  -26.34% -25.95% -4.58% 
2 0.00890  0.00881  0.00990 0.01230  -27.64% -28.37% -19.51%
3 0.00451  0.00430  0.00450 0.00460  -2.04% -6.52% -2.17% 
 
 
Table 4.5 Comparison of earthquake induced cable stress for M2-9 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (N/m2)
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 1.16E+06 1.15E+06 1.36E+06 1.59E+06 -27.04% -27.67% -14.47%
2 1.07E+07 1.09E+07 1.20E+07 1.23E+07 -13.01% -11.38% -2.52% 
3 5.49E+06 4.90E+06 6.00E+06 8.00E+06 -31.33% -38.75% -25.00%
 
 
Table 4.6 Comparison of maximum displacement for M8-6 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (m) 
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 0.00390  0.00374  0.00400 0.00400  -2.50% -6.50% 0.00% 
2 0.02960  0.02900  0.03250 0.04500  -34.22% -35.56% -27.78%
3 0.02205  0.02100  0.01800 0.03000  -26.50% -30.00% -33.33%
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Table 4.7 Comparison of earthquake induced cable stress for M8-6 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (N/m2)
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 2.21E+06 1.99E+06 2.14E+06 2.80E+06 -21.18% -28.93% -23.57%
2 1.67E+07 1.57E+07 1.60E+07 2.66E+07 -32.11% -36.18% -34.96%
3 1.26E+07 1.20E+07 1.16E+07 1.90E+07 -33.84% -36.84% -38.95%
 
 
Table 4.8 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement for M8-9 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (m) 
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 0.00322  0.00374  0.00310 0.00460  -29.93% -18.70% -32.61%
2 0.02757  0.02900  0.02900 0.04400  -37.34% -34.09% -34.09%
3 0.02371  0.02500  0.02500 0.02700  -12.19% -7.41% -7.41% 
 
 
Table 4.9 Comparison of earthquake induced cable stress for M8-9 
Earth Numerical solution under 2 kinds of conditions (N/m2)
quake Vertical earthquake only Total earthquakes
Error 
No. Spectra(Sv) Modal(Mv) Time(Tv) Time(Tt) (Sv-Tt)/Tt (Mv-Tt)/Tt (Tv-Tt)/Tt
1 1.87E+06 1.99E+06 2.08E+06 2.50E+06 -25.34% -20.40% -16.80%
2 1.67E+07 1.71E+07 1.80E+07 2.60E+07 -35.67% -34.23% -30.77%
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Figure 4.5  Relative vertical displacement at different time points for a piece of cable in 
M8-9 under Northridge earthquake 
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Figure 4.6  Relative displacement history in radial direction for the node in the middle of 
radial cable in M8-9 under Northridge earthquake 
 
Figure 4.7 Relative displacement history in angular direction for the node in the middle 
of radial cable in M8-9 under Northridge earthquake, 
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Figure 4.8 Relative displacement history in vertical direction for the node in the middle 
of radial cable in M8-9 under Northridge earthquake 
 




Figure 4.10 Earthquake induced stress for inner ring in M8-9 under Northridge 
earthquake 
 
Figure 4.11 Earthquake induced stress for the strut element near the support in M8-9 
under Northridge earthquake 
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4.3 Proposed simplified procedure 
4.3.1 Formula for estimation of response using response spectra 
Though the response spectrum analysis stated above is simple, it still needs computer and 
related software to calculate mode shapes for cable truss. Sometimes, especially in tender 
stage and preliminary design, it is necessary to quickly get a rough estimation of the 
structure response by hand calculation. Based on response spectrum method, the formula 
for calculating the maximum displacement by considering only the first vertical mode is 
as follows: 
max 1 max 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( , )i i i dw w Sγ ω ξ= = Φ                                                                                 (4.19) 
To get the response from the above formula, the following five items need to be known: 
1. Response spectra 1 1( , )dS ω ξ  
2. Damping ratio of structure 1ξ  
3. Frequency of mode considered 1ω  
4. The mode shape vector 1iΦ  
5. Participation factor 1γ  
Response spectra can be either calculated basing on a recorded earthquake history or 
adopt the design response spectra based on codes.  Damping ratio for steel structure is 
normally around 2%. Frequency can be calculated based on the proposed formula in 
Chapter 3, and only the first symmetrical mode needs to be considered. The mode shape 
of the first symmetrical mode is found to be similar in pattern as the static load 
displacement curve under uniformly distributed roof loading. Thus, the mode shape 
function can be built based on the simplified solution presented in Chapter 2.  Rewriting 
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Eq. (2.15) by making the maximum displacement equal to 1 will lead to the following 
mode shape function: 
3 2
3




⎧ ⎡ ⎤ ⎫Φ = − − −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎭⎩− +




4 (1 12 / )
k λ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
                                                                                                     (4.21) 
It can be seen when r k
R
=  
1)( max =Φ ir                                                                                                                   (4.22)    
Approximate participation factor rγ  can be calculated based on Eq. (4.11). It depends on 
two items: the mode shape function (or 2λ ) and the spacing (or number) of vertical struts. 
Table 4.10 lists the value of the factor under normal range of the two items. It can be 
found the range of the factor is from 1.148 to 1.24 with an average value of around 1.2. 
Thus, the maximum displacement under only vertical earthquake can be calculated by: 
max 1 11.2 ( , )dw S ω ξ=                                                                                                      (4.23) 
The earthquake induced forces in cable and strut can be obtained from the corresponding 
static solutions stated in chapter 2. 
 
For total response under the combined action of horizontal and vertical earthquakes, it is 
recommended to multiply an amplifying coefficient to the solution calculated by Eq. 
(4.23) to take into consideration of horizontal earthquake and other effects.  
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Table 4.10 participation factor under different 2λ  and number of vertical struts n 
 n=5 n=10 n=15 n=20 n=25 
λ2 =20 1.148 1.1832 1.1901 1.1925 1.1937 
λ2 =40 1.148 1.1888 1.1971 1.2001 1.2015 
λ2 =60 1.1637 1.2089 1.2184 1.2218 1.2234 
λ2 =80 1.1735 1.2214 1.2318 1.2355 1.2373 
λ2 =100 1.1753 1.2246 1.2355 1.2394 1.2412 
 
 
4.3.2 Evaluation of the proposed simplified procedure 
  
Comparing the proposed simplified formula Eq. (4.23) to numerical response spectra 
analysis which is based on Eq. (4.19), we can find the differences lie in the following 
three items: frequency 1ω , mode shape vector 1iΦ and participation factor 1γ . The 
frequency comparison has been made in Chapter 3 and the difference is less than 3%. The 
comparison of 1st symmetrical mode shape obtained by the proposed method and the 
numerical method are made in Figures 4.12-4.15 and the comparison of participation 
factor is listed in Table 4.11. It can be seen that the error for 1 max( )iΦ  is below 1%, and the 
error for participation factor is less than 2%in all the four cases. As a final evaluation, the 
maximum displacement and member stresses calculated by the proposed formula Eq. 
(4.18) are compared with numerical solutions under both horizontal and vertical 
components of the earthquakes. Apart from the four models and three earthquake records 
considered in Section 4.2, two more models (M10a-6 and M10a-9) and five additional 
earthquake records as listed in Table 4.12 are considered for final evaluation. The results 
are listed in Tables 4.13-4.36. It can be seen that the average and maximum errors are 
below -20% and -40%, respectively.  The error is a little large and it mainly comes from 
the horizontal earthquake effect (the nonlinearity effect and the error due to the 
simplification are small). Since this effect cannot be directly considered for simplified 
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solution which is based on response spectra method (linear theory) and takes only vertical 
earthquake into consideration, it is recommended to multiply an amplifying coefficient of 
1.5 to the solution calculated by Eq. (4.23) for a conservative design. i.e.  
 max 1 11.8 ( , )dw S ω ξ=                                                                                                     (4.24)                
 
Considering the numerous uncertainties in the earthquake design, earthquake analysis is 
always an estimation of the future response even if the time history analysis is conducted 
under an existing real earthquake record. What the design needs is always the maximum 
response. For cable truss which has a weak nonlinear characteristic, it has been 
demonstrated that response spectra analysis can be adopted and the proposed formula 
provides a quick way to estimate the maximum response. In addition, for any existing 
earthquake record, the corresponding displacement response spectrum is either available 
or very easy to obtain. Thus, it is recommended that the time consuming time history 















Numerical solution proposed solution
 
Figure 4.12 Comparison of the first mode shape for M2-6 















Numerical solution proposed solution
 















Numerical solution proposed solution
 
















Numerical solution proposed solution
 
Figure 4.15 Comparison of the first mode shape for M8-9 
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Table 4.11 Comparison of participation factor between proposed and numerical method 
Model No M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 
Proposed 1.15 1.148 1.19 1.185 
Numerical 1.16 1.15 1.21 1.208 
Error -0.86% -0.17% -1.65% -1.90% 
 
 
Table 4.12 Additional earthquake records used for final evaluation 
No. Earthquake Station Site Magnitude Component PGA (g)
Mexico Mexico city SCT1-BV_VERT 0.036 
4 
(9/19/1985)  
Geomatrix (D) M(8.1) 
SCT1-BV _N90W 0.168 
Turkey Gebze GBZ-UP 0.203 
5 
(8/17/1999)  
Geomatrix (A) M(7.4) 
GBZ000 0.244 
Coalinga 1605 D-SKH-UP 0.23 
6 
(7/20/1983) Skunk Hollow 
Geomatrix (A) M(6.0) 
D-SKH270 0.375 
Landers 22170 JOS-UP 0.181 
7 
(6/28/1992) Joshua Tree 
Geomatrix (C) M(7.3) 
JOS090 0.284 
Iran 9101 Tabas TAB-UP 0.688 
8 
(9/16/1978)  




Table 4.13 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1987 New Zealand earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.00156 0.00102 0.00396 0.00312 0.004 0.003 
Numerical solution (m) 0.00175  0.00131  0.00400 0.00460 0.005 0.004 
Error -10.86% -22.14% -1.00% -32.17% -11.11% -22.50% 
 
Table 4.14 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1987 New Zealand earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.89E+06 1.31E+06 2.39E+06 2.11E+06 2.64E+06 2.29E+06
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.60E+06 1.60E+06 2.80E+06 2.50E+06 4.00E+06 3.00E+06
Error (%) 18.22% -18.33% -14.62% -15.43% -33.96% -23.67% 
 
Table 4.15 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1987 New Zealand earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.76E+05 1.38E+05 1.21E+05 1.14E+05 1.55E+05 1.39E+05
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.50E+05 1.30E+05 1.20E+05 1.20E+05 1.50E+05 1.60E+05






Table 4.16 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1994 Northridge earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.01320 0.00864 0.02940 0.02700 0.032 0.030 
Numerical solution (m) 0.01580  0.01230  0.04500 0.04400  0.050 0.045 
Error -16.46% -29.76% -34.67% -38.64% -36.00% -33.33% 
 
Table 4.17 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1994 Northridge earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.60E+07 1.11E+07 1.77E+07 1.83E+07 2.11E+07 2.22E+07
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.50E+07 1.10E+07 2.66E+07 3.00E+07 3.00E+07 2.80E+07
Error (%) 6.70% 0.63% -30.32% -39.01% -29.56% -20.86% 
 
Table 4.18 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1994 Northridge earthquake  
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.49E+06 1.17E+06 8.97E+05 9.89E+05 1.24E+06 1.35E+06
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.20E+06 1.00E+06 1.40E+06 1.40E+06 1.20E+06 1.20E+06
Error (%) 23.75% 17.01% -35.96% -29.36% 3.14% 12.22% 
 
Table 4.19 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1940 Imperial Valley 
earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.00460 0.00450 0.02232 0.02352 0.025 0.026 
Numerical solution (m) 0.00750 0.00460 0.03000 0.02700  0.035 0.036 
Error -38.67% -2.17% -25.60% -12.89% -28.57% -27.78% 
 
Table 4.20 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 5.58E+06 5.77E+06 1.35E+07 1.59E+07 1.65E+07 1.92E+07
Numerical solution (N/m2) 9.00E+06 8.50E+06 2.00E+07 2.10E+07 2.60E+07 3.00E+07
Error (%) -38.03% -32.18% -32.63% -24.10% -36.50% -35.98% 
 
Table 4.21 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 5.18E+05 6.09E+05 6.81E+05 8.62E+05 9.67E+05 1.17E+06
Numerical solution (N/m2) 7.00E+05 4.50E+05 7.00E+05 1.10E+06 7.00E+05 8.50E+05
Error (%) -26.07% 35.43% -2.76% -21.68% 38.14% 37.30% 
 
Table 4.22 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1985 Mexico City earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.0010 0.0009 0.0175 0.0137 0.018 0.013 
Numerical solution (m) 0.0016 0.0014 0.0210 0.0170 0.020 0.014 
Error -38.71% -33.33% -16.67% -19.41% -10.00% -8.45% 
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Table 4.23 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1985 Mexico City earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.38E+06 1.15E+06 1.06E+07 1.11E+07 M10-6 M10-9 
Numerical solution (N/m2) 2.20E+06 1.00E+06 1.20E+07 1.80E+07 1.19E+07 9.60E+06
Error -37.17% 15.30% -11.96% -38.11% 1.50E+07 1.40E+07
 
Table 4.24 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1985 Mexico City earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.07E+05 1.22E+05 5.34E+05 5.02E+05 6.96E+05 5.84E+05
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 4.50E+05 4.00E+05 1.10E+06 9.50E+05
Error -28.75% -18.74% 18.59% 25.46% -36.71% -38.58% 
 
Table 4.25 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1999 Turkey earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.0080 0.0070 0.0230 0.0200 0.022 0.020 
Numerical solution (m) 0.0100 0.0065 0.0300 0.0210 0.030 0.022 
Error -20.00% 7.69% -23.33% -4.76% -26.67% -9.09% 
 
Table 4.26 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1999 Turkey earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 9.70E+06 8.49E+06 2.79E+07 2.43E+07 1.45E+07 1.48E+07
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.10E+07 8.50E+06 2.40E+07 2.10E+07 2.00E+07 2.00E+07
Error -11.82% -0.15% 16.20% 15.48% -27.36% -26.14% 
 
Table 4.27 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1999 Turkey earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 9.00E+05 7.88E+05 2.59E+06 2.25E+06 8.51E+05 8.98E+05
Numerical solution (N/m2) 8.50E+05 7.00E+05 4.00E+06 3.00E+06 6.50E+05 7.80E+05
Error 5.88% 12.50% -35.31% -25.00% 30.91% 15.09% 
 
 
Table 4.28 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1983 Coalinga earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.0010 0.0009 0.0175 0.0137 0.028 0.023 
Numerical solution (m) 0.0016 0.0014 0.0210 0.0170 0.034 0.030 
Error -38.71% -33.33% -16.67% -19.41% -17.65% -23.33% 
 
Table 4.29 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1983 Coalinga earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.38E+06 1.15E+06 1.06E+07 1.11E+07 1.85E+07 1.70E+07
Numerical solution (N/m2) 2.20E+06 1.00E+06 1.20E+07 1.80E+07 2.50E+07 2.20E+07
Error -37.17% 15.30% -11.96% -38.11% -26.04% -22.78% 
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Table 4.30 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1983 Coalinga earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.07E+05 1.22E+05 5.34E+05 5.02E+05 1.08E+06 1.03E+06
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 4.50E+05 4.00E+05 8.00E+05 8.00E+05
Error -28.75% -18.74% 18.59% 25.46% 35.38% 29.05% 
 
Table 4.31 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1992 Landers earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 0.0010 0.0009 0.0175 0.0137 0.060 0.060 
Numerical solution (m) 0.0016 0.0014 0.0210 0.0170 0.080 0.055 
Error -38.71% -33.33% -16.67% -19.41% -25.00% 9.09% 
 
Table 4.32 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1992 Landers earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.38E+06 1.15E+06 1.06E+07 1.11E+07 3.96E+07 4.43E+07
Numerical solution (N/m2) 2.20E+06 1.00E+06 1.20E+07 1.80E+07 4.50E+07 4.00E+07
Error -37.17% 15.30% -11.96% -38.11% -11.95% 10.80% 
 
Table 4.33 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1992 Landers earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 1.07E+05 1.22E+05 5.34E+05 5.02E+05 2.32E+06 2.69E+06
Numerical solution (N/m2) 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 4.50E+05 4.00E+05 1.80E+06 1.95E+06
Error -28.75% -18.74% 18.59% 25.46% 28.93% 38.11% 
 
Table 4.34 Comparison of maximum displacement under 1978 Iran earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (m) 2.00E-02 2.50E-02 0.0590 0.0610 0.064 0.060 
Numerical solution (m) 2.60E-02 3.00E-02 0.0650 0.0800 0.080 0.080 
Error -23.08% -16.67% -9.23% -23.75% -20.00% -25.00% 
 
Table 4.35 Comparison of maximum cable stress under 1978 Iran earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 2.43E+07 3.20E+07 3.92E+07 4.55E+07 4.23E+07 4.43E+07
Numerical solution (N/m2) 2.50E+07 4.10E+07 6.50E+07 7.50E+07 6.00E+07 6.00E+07
Error -3.00% -21.88% -39.72% -39.37% -29.56% -26.14% 
 
Table 4.36 Comparison of maximum strut stress under 1978 Iran earthquake 
Model No. M2-6 M2-9 M8-6 M8-9 M10a-6 M10a-9 
Proposed solution (N/m2) 2.25E+06 3.39E+06 1.80E+06 2.23E+06 2.48E+06 2.69E+06
Numerical solution (N/m2) 2.50E+06 3.00E+06 2.60E+06 2.80E+06 2.50E+06 3.00E+06




A simplified procedure is proposed for estimating the maximum earthquake responses of 
radially arranged cable truss. The procedure is based on a hand calculation formula 
derived according to some important findings: first, the vertical response is dominated by 
the first vertical symmetrical mode. Secondly, the vertical component is the main 
contributor of total earthquake response. Thirdly, the mode shape of the first vertical 
symmetrical mode is similar in shape to static deflection curve and thus can be modeled 
by deflection function. Numerical verification suggests that the proposed formula can be 





























CHAPTER 5 NOVEL DEPLOYABLE CABLE STRUT SYSTEM 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Cable truss discussed in Chapters 2-4 is a kind of tension structure which needs an outer 
stiff beam to anchor the radial cable and is mostly used in permanent large span roofs. 
There is also need for temporary small span roofs which are free-standing, rapidly 
constructed and reusable. Deployable structure can meet this need and a lot of structure 
forms have been developed in recent years by using 1-D, 2-D elements and the 
combination of the two.  Among them are some cable strut systems whose deploy ability 
is achieved by taking advantage of the slacking property of cable and other techniques 
like pivot joints.  It has been reviewed in Chapter 1 that though deployable cable strut 
systems have many advantages compared to other kinds of deployable system, the 
existing deployable cable strut systems are deficient in both structural behavior and 
stabilization procedure. Thus, there is need for more efficient forms to improve structure 
and deployment behavior. 
 
In this chapter, a novel deployable cable strut system named as cubic truss system will be 
introduced and its structural behavior will be studied based on finite element analysis. 
 
 
5.2 Proposed cubic truss system 
The proposed cubic truss system is formed by a number of novel cubic modules. A basic 
module in deployed state is shown in Figure 5.1. The module consists of four top hinges 
J1-J4, four bottom hinges J5-J8, four top struts T1-T4, four bottom struts B1-B4, four 
vertical struts V1-V4 and four diagonal cables D1-D4. The four top struts T1-T4 are 
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connected to one another via top hinges J1-J4, forming a top square plane; the four 
bottom struts B1-B4 are connected to one another via bottom hinges J5-J8, forming a 
bottom square plane; the four vertical struts V1-V4 are connected to the top struts via the 
respective top hinges J1-J4 and bottom struts via the respective bottom hinges J5-J8. 
Each of the four diagonal cables is connected between a top hinge of a vertical strut and a 
bottom hinge of the opposite vertical strut, that is, D1 is between J1 and J7, D2 between 
J5 and J3, D3 between J2 and J8, and D4 between J4 and J6. 
 
The compact form of the module is shown in Figure 5.2 and the partially deployed form 
is shown in Figure 5.3. Deploying the module from the folded state to the deployed state 
can be easily achieved by moving away the two adjacent diagonal hinges (e.g. J2 and J4) 
from each other.   During the deployment process, struts T1-T4 and struts B1-B4 will 
change from vertical state to horizontal state thus forming a top and bottom square plane 
respectively. In the mean time, the four cables will change from slack state to straight and 
taut state. It should be noted that diagonal cables D1 and D2 which are moving 
downwards with the hinges J1, J3, J5 and J7 should be placed on the bottom of the other 
two diagonal cables D3 and D4 which are moving upwards with the hinges J2, J4, J6 and 
J8 at the cross point of the four diagonal cables.  
 
Two types of enhanced module are needed to form a stable system. A Type-1 enhanced 
module in the deployed and partially deployed form is shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, 
respectively. Compared to the basic module, there is an additional diagonal cable D5 
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connecting between bottom hinge J5 and J7. This additional diagonal cable is used to 
stabilize the whole system.  
 
A Type-2 enhanced module in the fully deployed and partially deployed form is shown in 
Figure 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. It is formed on the basis of basic or Type-1 enhanced 
module by adding a pair of diagonal cable S1 and S2. This additional pair of diagonal 
cables are used to stabilize the whole system and can be put on anyone of the four 
vertical outface planes of the prism. The stabilization is achieved by connecting or 
disconnecting the stabilizing cables S2 with the hinge J4 as shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 
(the required five diagonal cables D1-D5 are not shown in this figure for clarity).  
 
A rectangular panel can be assembled by connecting the three types of modules shown in 
Figures 5.1, 5.4 and 5.6 one by one. As an example of illustration, a panel formed by 3x3 
modules is shown in Figures 5.8- 5.10. The deployment process is similar to the single 
module shown in Figures 5.1- 5.3. Initially in compact state, the joints marked with 
circles in Figure 5.8 are close to each other, and those without circles are close to each 
other. During expansion, the two group of joints move apart until reaching a final 
deployed state as shown in Figure 5.8 where 2 horizontal planes, top and bottom planes, 
are formed and all cables are changed from slackening state to straight and taut state. To 
make the system stable, firstly, Type-1 enhanced module as shown in Figure 5.4 should 
be placed to let the additional cable D5 in bottom plane to form the two diagonal lines of 
the bottom panel plan. The purpose of this arrangement is to avoid the overall twist of the 
panel. Secondly, stabilizing cable S1 or S2 in Type-2 enhanced module as shown in 
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Figure 5.6 should be connected to the corresponding joint to constrain the relative 
movement of the two groups of joints. Since the whole system has only one degree of 
mechanism in the vertical direction, one Type-2 enhanced module is sufficient in 
principle. But for safety reason, more enhanced modules are recommended to be placed 
at the four corners. For perimeter supported panel, the safety redundancy can be more 
conveniently provided by fixed support joints. To save material, it is possible to remove 
some diagonal bracing cables in some certain modules. Such modules should be within 
the area which excludes the perimeter modules and are separated by modules with full 
bracing cables. 
 
A pivot plate joint for massive and standard production of this system is also proposed. 
The detailed connections with cables and struts are shown in Figures 5.11- 5.12. 
 
A small scale prototype panel with 2x2 full grids has been built to test the deployment 
capability.  The dimension of each module is 600mm in width and 300mm in height. The 
aluminum strut is 10mm in diameter and the steel cable is 1mm in diameter.  The test 
demonstrates that its deployment performance is the same as expected. Only one 
constraint (stabilizing cable S2 as shown in Fig 5.7) is needed to stabilize the whole 
system. From structural point of view, pretension is not needed since the non-
pretensioned system is stiff enough to meet the related displacement requirement, and 
pretension effect is also limited (to be presented later in this chapter). From aesthetical 
point of view, it is better to keep cables pretensioned when cables are not allowed to be 
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slack. Three typical configurations, i.e. compact, deploying and deployed form, are 
shown in Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, respectively.  
 
 




















































































































































Figure 5.6 A Type-2 enhanced module with 2 stabilizing cables S1 and S2 in deployed 











Figure 5.7 A Type-2 enhanced module with 2 stabilizing cables S1 and S2 in partially 






























All joints marked with a circle are
adjacent to each other at the upper
part of the compact form, and kept
apart during the deployment 
All joints marked without a circle 
are adjacent to each other at the 
lower part of the compact form, and 
kept apart during the deployment 
 Type-1 enhanced 
module  





Figure 5.9 Plan view of a slab system comprising 3x3 modules 
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Figure 5.15 A prototype modal formed by 2x2 modules in a deployed state 
 
 
5.3 Structural behavior studies  
5.3.1 Evaluation method 
Load bearing capacity and stiffness are two items commonly used in evaluating structural 
behavior. In real design and construction, cost will also be considered. The most 
attractive system is the one which has the highest load bearing capacity but the lowest 
cost. Structural stiffness should also be high enough to satisfy the code requirement.  
Thus, we normally choose the load bearing capacity to cost ratio as the main index to 
evaluate the structural efficiency. The higher the ratio, the better the system. Since cost is 
proportional to material weight in most cases, load bearing capacity to weight ratio which 
is easy obtained is often used in stead of load bearing capacity to cost ratio. One such 
example is the paper by Liew et al (2003). The load bearing capacity is the net capacity 
after excluding the self weight. The weight and cost considered in these ratios refer to 
roof only; the weight and cost for supporting structures are not included since they are 
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difficult to calculate, and they can be assumed to be proportional to that of roof. Apart 
from the ratio used to evaluate structural efficiency, stiffness in terms of the maximum 
displacement and the frequency can be also as an index to evaluate the structure behavior. 
Under the same condition, a system with lower displacement and higher frequency which 
corresponds to a higher structural stiffness is better. It should be noted that Vu et al (2004) 
considered the displacement by integrating it into load bearing capacity to weight ratio, 
but in the author’s view, it should be considered separately to meet real design process.   
 
The normal procedure to evaluate the structural efficiency is to design a structure under a 
given loading, then compare the load bearing capacity to weight ratio (Wang and Li, 
2003; Liew et al., 2003).  This is an iterative process because member sizes need to be 
updated each time.  An improved procedure with less workload is proposed here below. 
That is, to calculate the load bearing capacity based on fixed member sizes firstly, and 
then to calculate the load bearing capacity to cost/weight ratio:  
(a) Assume member sizes, load and other conditions.  
(b) Carry out structure analysis to find the maximum member stress and deflection. 
(c) Obtain the allowable member stress (ultimate limit state) and deflection (service 
limit state) based on related design code for space truss. 
(d) Find the load bearing capacity based on the linear behavior as well as results 
from step b and c.  
(e) Calculate the load bearing capacity to cost/weight ratio 
The above procedure is based on the following assumptions: 
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(a) All struts and cables have the same cross sections respectively. The slenderness 
of the strut chosen should be less than 180, which is a normal limit in real design. 
(b) Load displacement curve is linear or nearly linear.  
(c) Only weight/cost of strut and cable is considered, the cost/weight of other parts 
like joints and supports is assumed to be proportional to that of main members. 
To justify the assumption (b), it is shown in Figure 5.16 that RP, SP and proposed cubic 
truss systems have linear behavior, while prestressed RP and SP systems have some 
weakly nonlinear characteristics. Thus all these systems can be treated as linear systems. 
 
Load bearing capacity to weight ratio Rw can be obtained through dividing the net load 




−=                                                                                                                    (5.1) 
where 
W: Total self weight, unit: kN 
q: Total design load including self weight, unit: kN/m2 
A: Roof area, unit: m2 
 
In the following sections, the proposed procedure will be used to calculate the load 
bearing capacity to weight ratio, to compare the structure efficiency between different 
systems as well as to find the optimal depth/span and module width/span ratios of the 
proposed system. Since all these works are based on numerical analysis, aspects 
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Figure 5.16 Load displacement curve for different systems 
 
 
5.3.2 Comparison of structural behavior between different systems 
To check whether the proposed cubic truss system has a better structural behavior than 
those existing deployable systems like RP and SP systems, comparison on structural 
efficiency and stiffness between the above three systems and space truss is conducted 
under different parameters. As it is shown in Figure 5.16 that pre-stress can improve the 
rigidity of RP and SP systems significantly while has slightly effect on cubic truss system, 
pre-stressed RP and SP systems are also considered.  The common input parameters for 
these six numerical models are listed below:  
a) The roof dimension is 8.5x8.5m in plan; two different grid spacing and two 
different heights are considered.  








c) Uniformly distributed load of 0.277kN/m2 including self weight is applied. Load 
and mass are concentrated on the top nodes. 
d) Material properties are E=2x1011 N/mm2, A=1x10-5 m2 for chord strut, 
E=1.5x1011N/mm2 and A=1.77x10-6m2 for cable and ρ=7800kg/m3 for density. 
e) An initial prestress of 500N/m2 is imposed in vertical cables for pre-stressed RP 
and SP systems. 
A typical cubic truss model formed by 10x10 modules is shown in Figure 5.17. 
ABAQUS is adopted to analysis the structures and geometrical nonlinearity is considered. 
Strut is modeled by the normal truss element while cable is modeled by the no 
compression truss element which is introduced in Chapter 2.  The assumptions adopted in 
the finite element analysis are as follows: 
a) All joints are pin-connected 
b) The materials of both cable and strut are linear elastic 
c) Concentrated load and mass are imposed on upper nodes 
d) Simply supported on the four edges  
 
Comparison on maximum displacement and the first frequency under same self weight 
and the two structure efficiency indexes between six systems are shown in Table 5.1-
Table 5.4 under four different combinations of grid spacing/span and height/span ratios. 
It can be seen that in all cases the proposed cubic truss system has similar efficiency 
indexes to space truss and much higher efficiency indexes than RP and SP system. It can 
be also seen that under the same configuration and member size, the proposed system has 
slightly larger displacement and smaller fundamental frequency than space truss, but very 
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smaller displacement and higher fundamental frequency than RP and SP systems. This 
indicates that the structural behavior of the proposed system is similar to the conventional 
space truss but much better than the existing deployable cable strut systems. This can be 
explained by plate theory since all these systems behave like a slab. It is known that 
flexural rigidity depends much on its effective structural height which is the length 
between the center of compression and tension force. In SP and RP systems, the upper 
and bottom chords are formed by inclined strut and horizontal cables, thus the effective 
structural height of SP and RP systems is less than the maximum height since cable 
cannot be subjected to compression force. However, the chord of cubic truss system and 
space truss is formed by horizontal strut, thus the effective structural height of the two 
systems is the maximum structural height.  Due to the use of light weight cables, the 
cubic truss system can have similar structural behavior to space truss. 
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 Table 5.1 Efficiency comparing for grid spacing/span ratio=5%, height/span ratio=5% 
Type Max disp 1st z freq  Load  capacity 
  (m) (Hz) to weight ratio 
RP 0.0760 2.30 16.1 
Pre-stressed   RP 0.0600 2.35 22.2 
SP 0.0810 2.19 14.5 
 Pre-stressed SP 0.0710 2.20 18.8 
Space truss 0.029 3.68 33.1 
Cubic truss 0.033 3.45 35.8 
 
Table 5.2 Efficiency comparing for grid spacing/span ratio=5%, height/span ratio=10% 
Type Max disp 1st z freq  Load  capacity 
  (m) (Hz) to weight ratio 
RP 0.0470 2.17 18.4 
Pre-stressed   RP 0.0300 3.43 27.5 
SP 0.0420 2.23 16.9 
 Pre-stressed SP 0.0240 3.52 23.9 
Space truss 0.009 6.24 53.7 
Cubic truss 0.011 5.79 53.7 
 
Table 5.3 Efficiency comparing for grid spacing/span ratio=10%, height/span ratio=5% 
Type Max disp 1st z freq  Load  capacity 
  (m) (Hz) to weight ratio 
RP 0.0970 2.00 15.2 
Pre-stressed   RP 0.0950 2.00 15.7 
SP 0.1330 1.67 12.7 
 Pre-stressed SP 0.1300 1.67 13.2 
Space truss 0.060 2.50 28.6 
Cubic truss 0.078 2.20 29.1 
 
 
Table 5.4 Efficiency comparing for grid spacing/span ratio=10%, height/span ratio=10% 
Type Max disp 1st z freq  Load  capacity 
  (m) (Hz) to weight ratio 
RP 0.0340 2.43 28.9 
Pre-stressed   RP 0.0310 3.38 36.0 
SP 0.0420 2.77 25.3 
 Pre-stressed SP 0.0366 2.82 32.3 
Space truss 0.017 4.50 49.4 
Cubic truss 0.023 4.00 44.1 
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5.3.3 Optimal study on novel cubic truss system 
To find the optimal depth/span and module width/span ratios, the ratios corresponding to 
the highest structure efficiency, the parametric study is conducted on different depth/span 
and module width/span ratios for the novel cubic truss system. The numerical model is 
the same as that described in this chapter, but with more depth/span and module 
width/span ratios considered. The results for optimal depth/span ratio is illustrated in 
Figure 5.18 in which 4 depth/span ratios 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, are considered under a 
fixed module width/span ratio 5%. It can be seen that the optimal depth/span ratio is 
around 10%. The results for optimal module width/span ratio are illustrated in Figure 
5.19 in which four module width/span ratios 5%, 7%, 10%, 15%, are considered under a 
fixed depth/span ratio 10%. The optimal module width/span ratio is found to be 7%. 
These optimal ratios are similar to those reported by Liew et al (2003) for some kinds of 















































Figure 5.19 Structure efficiency under different grid width /span ratio  
 
5.4 Summary  
A novel deployable cable strut system named as cubic truss system is proposed. It is 
based on a novel cable strut cubic module and mostly suitable for small span and small 
load condition. A novel joint is proposed and a prototype panel using 2x2 modules is 
illustrated to test the deployment and stabilization of the system. Structural efficiency and 
behavior is compared between the proposed cubic truss system, existing deployable 
cable-strut systems and space truss. It is demonstrated that the proposed system has both 
easier stabilization procedure and higher structure efficiency than existing systems. Due 
to the use of light weight cables, the cubic truss system can have similar structural 
behavior to space truss. Parametric study for optimal depth/span and module width/span 
ratios for the proposed system is carried out and the ratios are found to be around 0.1 and 
0.07 respectively which agree with the previous published paper for other cable strut 
systems. 
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CHAPTER 6 ENHANCED DEPLOYABLE CUBIC TRUSS SYSTEM 
  
6.1 Introduction 
Though a novel and efficient spatial cubic truss system (hereafter refer to as basic cubic 
system) has been developed in Chapter 5, it has limited shear capacity since cable is the 
main element to resist shear force while its size cannot be too large for an easy 
deployment. Thus, it can be only applied to small span and small load conditions. It is 
also observed that the cable may tangle together, making the deployment difficult, 
especially for large span condition where there are many modules. Therefore, solutions 
need to be found to improve the overall performance of the basic system and make this 
new system applicable to more widely circumstance. In this chapter, three types of 
enhanced systems are proposed for this purpose. The first two types, namely type-A and 
Type-B, are developed to improve the shear capacity of the system and make the system 
suitable to large span and load condition. This is achieved by strengthening the basic 
modules with enhanced shear modules near the support area where there is considerable 
shear force as shown in Figure 6.1. Type-C is developed to solve both the problems by 
replacing cables with some slender plates which can slide between them. The size of 
these plates can be increased easily to resist large shear force. Lastly, a rapidly assembled 
shelter formed by five deployable cubic panels is also proposed. 
 
6.2 Enhanced cubic truss system 
6.2.1. Type-A enhanced cubic truss system  
Type-A enhanced cubic truss system is formed by replacing the basic modules in high 
shear stress area with cable-enhanced shear modules on the basis of basic system. Cable-
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enhanced shear module is formed on the basis of basic module by adding two diagonal 
cables in each of the two parallel vertical planes where there is large shear force. The 
cables should be placed between the two diagonal joints which make them slack in the 
deployed state. The deployed form of the module is shown in Figure 6.2 and the partially 
deployed form is shown in Figure 6.3 in which C1, C2, C3 and C4 are additional cables to 
resist shear force. The stabilizing measure is as simple as the basic cubic system while the 












High shear force area 
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Direction with large shear force 
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Figure 6.3 Cable-enhanced shear module in partially deployed state 
 
6.2.2. Type-B enhanced cubic truss system  
Though shear capacity is improved in the cable-enhanced shear module, it is still limited 
due to the limitation of cable size. To have a larger shear capacity, Type-B enhanced 
cubic truss system is proposed. It is formed by replacing the basic modules in high shear 
stress area with strut-enhanced shear modules on the basis of basic system. Strut-
enhanced shear module is formed on the basis of basic module by adding one diagonal 
strut in each of the two parallel vertical planes where there is large shear force. The struts 







C1, C2 C3, C4 
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The deployed form of the module is shown in Figure 6.4 and the partially deployed form 
is shown in Figure 6.5 in which E1 and E2 are additional struts to resist shear force.  The 
joint details are also shown in Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. It can be seen that 
the joint is composed of two parts: Part A and Part B. The two parts are disconnected in 
compact form firstly, and then in the deploying process, Part B slides along the vertical 
strut until it reaches to the final deployed state where it connects with Part A to form a 
stable system.  This kind of module is a little complex in both joint and stabilization 
procedure but its shear resistance capacity can be several times than the basic system. To 
have a better understanding, a panel formed by 10x10 modules and enhanced by strut-

















Joint detail 1 
Direction with large shear force 
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Joint detail 2 &3 
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Figure 6.8 Joint detail 3 for strut-enhanced shear module in partially deployed state  
Bolt in part B used to 
connect/disconnect 





Figure 6.9 A cubic truss system formed by 10x10 modules and enhanced by strut 
enhanced shear modules-perspective view 
See Close-




Figure 6.10 A cubic truss system formed by 10x10 modules and enhanced by strut 










Figure 6.11 A cubic truss system formed by 10x10 modules and enhanced by strut 





Joints where Part A and Part B need to be connected for 




Figure 6.12 A cubic truss system formed by 10x10 modules and enhanced by strut 
enhanced shear modules - Close-up view 
 
 
6.2.3. Type-C enhanced cubic truss system  
Though shear capacity is improved in the above two types of enhanced systems, tangle 
problem still exist. To overcome this problem and keep the stabilization the same easily 
as the basic system, Type-C enhanced cubic truss system is proposed. It is similar in 
configuration to the basic cubic system where the whole panel system is formed by three 
kinds of modules: basic module, Type-1 and Type-2 enhanced module. The only 
difference of the proposed system is to replace the normal cables in the basic system with 
Joints where Part A and Part B need to be connected for 
stabilization and disconnected for deployment 
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two kinds of “special cable”, namely sliding struts and hinged struts.  The main diagonal 
cable is replaced with a set of the sliding struts which is formed by two or three thin 
metal segments and can slide along each other (Bar A, Bar B and Bar C as shown in 
Figure 6.13). Details of Bar A and its two end sliding bolts are shown in Figures 6.14-
6.16. A detail of Bar B with a male connector at one end and a pin hole at another end is 
shown in Figures 6.17. A detail of Bar C with a pin hole at one end is shown in Figures 
6.17. Bar C is not needed when the ratio of module width to height is less than 1 and in 
this case sliding bolt a in Bar A will be changed to a pin hole. The supplementary bottom 
cable is replaced with two hinged struts which are connected through a pivot (Figure 
6.19). It can be seen that both the sliding struts and hinged struts have the same 
mechanical behavour as a real cable which can be subject to tension force only. 
 
 The deployed forms of the basic module in perspective, elevation and plan views are 
shown in Figures 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22, respectively. There are four sets of sliding struts, 
namely SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4, in a module. Each set of SSi is formed by three parts: 
namely Bar A-i, Bar B-i and Bar C-i (i is the set number).  The two sets between four 
diagonal joints J2, J4, J6 and J8, i.e.SS1 and SS2, form one pair of sliding struts (Figures 
6.23 and 6.24). The other two sets between the other four diagonal joints J1, J3, J5 and J7, 
i.e.SS3 and SS4, form the other pair of sliding struts. In each pair of sliding struts, two Bar 
B’s are connected at the two nearby ends through male/female connector (Figure 6.25), 
and a total of six parts locate in three adjacent planes which are parallel to the plane 
formed by the four corresponding diagonal joints: Two Bar B’s and two Bar C’s are in 
the middle plane, and the two Bar A’s are in the two planes at the borders respectively 
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(Figure 6.22). The two pairs (four sets) of sliding struts intersect in the center of the 
module (Figure 6.26), where the two pairs locate in the same distance away from the 
center line and they just contact to each other at the center line in the deployed state. The 
close-up views of connection details between joints and sliding struts are shown in 
Figures 6.27 and 6.28. The partially deployed forms of the basic module in perspective, 
elevation and plan views are shown in Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31, respectively. It can be 
seen that the two pairs of sliding struts move separately in two different spaces. The 
detail shape of one pair of sliding struts corresponding to this state is shown in Figure 
6.32. For compact form, there are two final states depending on the rotation ability of 
sliding bolts in Bar A. State 1 denotes the condition where Bar A and Bar C cannot rotate 
to each other during sliding. The compact ability in this state would be limited while the 
design is simple. The perspective, elevation and plan views of compact form in state 1 are 
shown in Figures 6.33-6.35, respectively. The detail shape of two sets of sliding struts 
corresponding to this state is shown in Figure 6.36.  State 2 denotes the condition when 
Bar A and Bar C could be rotated to each other during sliding. The system can be fully 
compact in this state but the sliding bolt needs to be specially designed and the cost will 
rise up. The perspective, elevation and plan views of compact form in state 2 are shown 
in Figures 6.37-6.39, respectively. The detail shape of two sets of sliding struts 
corresponding to this state is shown in Figure 6.40.  The deployed and partially deployed 
forms of the Type-1 enhanced module are shown in Figures 6.41 and 6.42. The form of 




As shown in these figures, the deployment process of the Type-C system is different from 
basic cubic system on the movement of sliding struts.  During the process from compact 
form to deployed form, the angle between the two Bar B’s in each pair of sliding struts 
increases from the minimum to the maximum, and Bar A slides along Bar B and Bar C 
from their ends near the joints to the other ends (similar to the cable from slackening state 
to taut state). The process from deployed form to compact form is an inverse procedure of 
the above. During both the processes, the two pairs of sliding struts move in two different 
spaces and the parts within each pair of sliding struts move in three adjacent planes. Thus, 
there is no collision between each member. Friction forces may be generated during the 
deployment process, but it can be diminished by taking some necessary measures like 
adding lubricating oil, deploying the system slowly, etc.  
 
Computer simulation of the deployment process for this type of system has been 
conducted in the software Solidworks where the motion of assembly components can be 
modeled in a realistic way by using the tools of Physical Dynamics and Collision 
Detection. A number of six simulation movie files are recorded in the CD attached in the 
back. Movies of “compact-plan”, “compact-elev” and “compact-perspective” record the 
compact process from deployed form to compact form (state 1) in plan, elevation and 
perspective view respectively. Movies of “deploy-plan”, “deploy-elev” and “deploy-
perspective” record the deployment process from compact form (state 1) to deployed 
form in plan, elevation and perspective view respectively.  
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Figure 6.13 A set of sliding struts in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system 
 
 Bar C  Bar A 
 Bar B 
One set of sliding struts (SS) is formed by three 
segments and the total length of the set of sliding struts 
can be changed through sliding the bars along each 
other 




Figure 6.14 Bar A in Figure 6.13 
 
Sliding bolt a for sliding struts 
with three segments.  
It will be changed to a pin 
hole when Bar C is not need 
 Sliding bolt b
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Figure 6.15 Close-up view of sliding bolt a in Bar A 
 
 




Figure 6.17 Bar B in Figure 6.13 
Male connector used to 
connect another Bar B with 
a female connector in same 













 Note: Bar C is not needed when the ratio of module width 
to height is less than 1 
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One set of hinged struts (HS) is formed by two 

































See close-up view 
in Figure 6.26
See close-up view 
in Figure 6.28 
See close-up view 
in Figure 6.27 
See separated view for 
the pair of sliding struts 






























Plane in the middle 
Plane at the border
Plane at the border




















See close-up view 
in Figure 6.24 
Note: A pair of sliding struts is 
formed by two sets of sliding struts  
Bar B-1 Bar B-2 
Bar A-2 





Figure 6.24 Close-up view of the intersection of a pair of sliding struts in Figures 6.23  
Connection between two 
Bar B through male/female 
connectors are shown in 
Figure 6.25 
Bar B-2  
Bar B-1 
Bar A-2 Bar A-1 
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Figure 6.25 Close-up view of the connection between Bar B at the intersection shown in 





Two Bar B’s are connected 
through male/female 
connector which allows 




in Bar B-1 
Female connector 










Figure 6.26 Close-up view of the intersection between two pairs of the sliding struts in 
Figure 6.20 
 
The separated view for 
the pair of sliding struts 





Bar A-2 Bar A-1 
Bar B-3 
Bar B-2 
Note: The two pairs of sliding struts, which
are marked in dark and light colors
respectively, only contact to each other at
intersection in deployed state. They are
separated in all the other states and processes 
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Figure 6.29 Perspective view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 





















See separated view 
for the lower pair of 
the sliding struts in 







Figure 6.30 Elevation view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 











Figure 6.31 Plan view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 
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Figure 6.33  Perspective view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system 









See separated view 
for the higher pair 
of the sliding struts 
in Figure 6.36   
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Figure 6.34  Elevation view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 










Figure 6.35 Plan view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 




































Figure 6.37 Perspective view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 










See separated view 
for the lower pair of 
the sliding struts in 
Figure 6.40   
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Figure 6.38 Elevation view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 



















Figure 6.39 Plan view of a basic module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 











Figure 6.40 One pair of sliding struts in compact state 2 corresponding to Figure 6.37 
 
Bar A and Bar C 
can rotate a 
limited angle  
Bar B and Bar C 















Figure 6.41 A Type-1 enhanced module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 









Slender strut C1 connected 
between hinge in hinged struts 




Figure 6.42 A Type-1 enhanced module in Type-C enhanced cubic truss system in 
partially deployed state 
 
 
6.3. Proposed deployable shelter 
As a further application, a cubic shelter can be built with five panels (four walls and one 
roof) as shown in Figure 6.43. The panels can be any type of the above introduced panels. 
A perspective, plan and top view of such shelter are shown in Figures 6.44，6.45 and 
6.46, respectively. Connection between roof and wall is achieved by adding a connector 
between the two joints of the two panels, which is shown in Figures 6.47 and 6.48. 
Connection between wall and wall is achieved by connecting the two joints together as 







Slender strut C1 connected 
between hinge in hinged struts 






Figure 6.43 Shelter formed by 5 panels 
  
Figure 6.44 Perspective view of the assembled shelter 
 
 
Wall  1 Roof  









Figure 6.45 Top view of the assembled house 
 
 
Figure 6.46 Front view of the assembled house 








Wall 2, 4 
Roof 
















Figure 6.49 Connection detail between two adjacent walls 
 
 
6.4 Summary  
Three types of enhanced cubic truss system, namely Type-A, Type-B and Type-C, are 
proposed in this chapter by making some improvements on the basic cubic system 
proposed in Chapter 5. They are more suitable for large span and large load conditions 
since they can resist larger shear force. Type-A is improved on aspect of shear capacity 
through additional diagonal cables. Type-B is improved on aspect of shear capacity 
through additional diagonal strut. Type-C is improved on aspect of both shear capacity 
and deployment ability by replacing all the cables with some sliding struts which can 
slide along each other. Thus, there is no cable tangling problem in Type-C system. Lastly, 








As stated in Chapter 1, though the finite element method has been a popular analysis tool 
for structural design of truss system, simplified analysis method is still desired by many 
engineers as a quick way of estimating the response. Simplified methods for static and 
dynamic analysis of truss systems are investigated in this chapter based on the study on 
the proposed cubic truss system. For static analysis, first, the plate analogy method based 
on both thin and thick plate theories is applied to the novel cubic truss system by deriving 
the equivalent stiffness expressions for this system. Secondly, a novel simplified analysis 
method based on 2-D planar truss is proposed for the analysis of orthogonal truss systems. 
Numerical verification for the two methods is then conducted under various parameters. 
For dynamic analysis, first, fundamental frequency formulae which can cover all 
common boundary conditions are established for general truss systems based on plate 
analogy method and the proposed static solution. Then, as an application of the derived 
frequency formula, the general simplified methods for estimating earthquake and blast 
responses of truss systems are investigated based on the study on proposed cubic truss 
system. A simplified procedure which is similar to that for cable truss presented in 
Chapter 4 is applied to cubic truss system, and the DLF method for blast response 
estimation is further investigated and applied to cubic truss system. All these simplified 
solutions are verified by numerical analysis under different parameters.  
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7.2 Static analysis  
7.2.1 Plate Analogies  
7.2.1.1 Thin plate analogy 
Timoshenko (1959) gave the general differential equation of the deflected surface of an 
orthotropic plate, which is subjected only to bending due to perpendicular loads while 
neglecting torsion effect and transverse shear deformation: 
4 4 4
4 2 2 42x h y
w w wD D D q
x x y y
∂ ∂ ∂+ + =∂ ∂ ∂                                                                                (7.1) 
where w is vertical deflection of a point having co-ordinates x and y , 













aυ= − is unit flexural stiffness of the plate in the y-direction, 














Ex and Ey are Yong’s modulus of the plate material along x and y axes, respectively, 
Ix and Iy are second moment of area in unit beam space along axes x and y, respectively, 
υ  is Poisson’s coefficient, 
Bx and By  are torsion rigidity of beams in the x and y direction, respectively, 
a1 and  b1 are beam spacing in the x and y direction, respectively. 
 
For pin-connected two-way orthogonal double layer grid, it is often assumed that Bx = By 
=0, υ = 0 and thus hD =0. In addition, it is a normal condition that Ex=Ey=E, 
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Ix=Iy=I=[AtAb/(At+Ab)]h12, a1= b1 and thus Dx=Dy=D=EI/a1, where At and Ab are cross-
section areas of top and bottom layer member respectively, h1 is the structure height. The 
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where xL  and yL  are the spans of the slab in x and y directions respectively. 
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The member forces can be calculated based on solutions for moment and shear force as 
stated in Eqs.(7.3)-(7.6).  
Force in horizontal chord member can be calculated by: 
 Tc=Mx(or My)/ h1                                                                                                           (7.7)  
Force in diagonal member can be calculated by: 
 Td= Qx (or Qy) /sinφ                                                                                                      (7.8)    
where φ is angle of inclination of the diagonal member to horizontal plane. 
Force in vertical member can be calculated by: 
Tv=Qx+ Qy                                                                                                                                                                              (7.9)                                        
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For novel cubic truss system proposed in Chapter 5 and 6, all above formulae can be 
adopted except for diagonal member where the unit shear forces in both directions are 








+=                               (7.10)                         
where β is angle of inclination of the diagonal member to vertical plane. 
 
Based on Eqs. (7.3)- (7.6), the maximum deflection and moment occur in the center of 














































































 per grid spacing a1                                                              (7.15)  
It should be noted that the moment used to calculate the maximum stress for bottom 


















 per grid spacing a1                                    (7.16)      
The maximum force for truss member thus can be calculated by Eqs.(7.7)-(7.10). 
 
7.2.1.2 Thick plate analogy 
Wang (2001) derived a relationship between thin and thick plate solution for simply 




KM *+=                                                                                                            (7.17)                       
KM MM =                                                                                                                     (7.18) 
KM QQ =                                                                                                                       (7.19)                     
Where * 1
K K
xx yyK M MM υ
+= +  is called the moment sum, S is unit equivalent shear rigidity, 
superscript K denotes thin plate solution while M  denotes thick plate solution. 
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where E is Yong’s modulus, A is cross section area, subscript v denotes the vertical 
member and d denotes diagonal member.    
 
For novel cubic truss system, equivalent shear rigidity needs to be obtained. Based on 
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Figure 7.1 Shear deformation of  a novel cubic module 
 
 
7.2.1.3 Numerical verification 
Numerical analysis is conducted to verify the above solution.  Two of the four numerical 
models stated in Chapter 5 are considered. One model has 20% of modular width/span 
ratio and 5% height/span ratio; the other has the same modular width/span ratio but 10% 
height/span ratio. The solutions obtained based on he thin and thick plate theory are 
compared with those from numerical analysis. Results are shown in Table 7.1-Table 7.2. 
It can be drawn that under normal range of height/span ratio of 5%-10%, the thin plate 
solutions induced a large error of 13%-35% in displacement.  After considering shear 
deformation, the above error reduced to less than 5%.  Concerning member forces, the 
error is below 10% in most cases except for chord force corresponding to a higher 
height/span ratio of 10%where the error is about 15%. Thus, shear deformation cannot be 











Table 7.1 Comparison of thin, thick plate and numerical solution for model with 
height/span ratio 5% 
  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Numerical 1.48E+08 1.53E+08 3.76E+07 1.65E+08 3.27E-02 
Thin plate 1.64E+08 1.64E+08 3.80E+07 1.73E+08 2.83E-02 
Thick plate 1.64E+08 1.64E+08 3.80E+07 1.73E+08 3.29E-02 
Error for thin plate 10.81% 7.19% 1.06% 4.85% -13.55% 
Error for thick plate 10.81% 7.19% 1.06% 4.85% 0.54% 
 
 
Table 7.2 Comparison of thin, thick plate and numerical solution for model with 
height/span ratio 10% 
  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Numerical 7.10E+07 7.70E+07 3.76E+07 1.12E+08 1.09E-02 
Thin plate 8.21E+07 8.21E+07 3.80E+07 1.22E+08 7.07E-03 
Thick plate 8.21E+07 8.21E+07 3.80E+07 1.22E+08 1.08E-02 
Error for thin plate 15.63% 6.62% 1.06% 8.93% -35.16% 
Error for thick plate 15.63% 6.62% 1.06% 8.93% -1.15% 
 
7.2.2 Novel method based on 2-D planar truss 
7.2.2.1  Introduction 
Though plate analogy method described in the previous section is easy to use, it can be 
only applied to simply-supported boundary conditions where there is no horizontal 
constrain. To overcome this limitation, a novel simplified method is proposed in this 
section (Song et al 2006). The key feature of the method is to transform the three-
dimensional (3-D) truss system to an equivalent two-dimensional (2-D) planar truss 
system with appropriate geometrical configuration, member properties and load 
distribution, on the basis of equal flexural and shear rigidities. After establishing the 
equivalent 2-D model, the force and displacement relationship can be established based 
on equilibrium and compatibility conditions. The solutions are then generalized to 
produce unified formulae for space structural systems with various boundary conditions 
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and configurations. The whole procedure includes two parts of works: 1) Simplification 
of the 3-D space system to 2-D planar truss system; 2) Analysis of the 2-D system.  
 
Three boundary conditions based on whether the support can move in horizontal direction 
are considered: totally restrained, partially restrained (or elastically supported) and 
unrestrained (free). For partially restrained condition, rigid support joint with the 
common beam column sub-supporting system are studied. For calculation of the elastic 
stiffness representing the partial restraint, a normal practice is to consider only a single 
lateral stiffness of the column under the support joint. This is not applicable to the 
common situation in which there are several joints resting on the beam between two 
columns. Hence an approximate elastic stiffness reflecting this situation is also proposed.  
 
7.2.2.2 Procedure  
7.2.2.2.1 Simplification of the 3-D space system to 2-D planar system 
Two steps are involved in this task. 
Firstly, the 3-D cubic truss system is simplified to a 3-D orthogonal truss grid system as 
shown in Figure 7.2 where planar truss is denoted by a single line. The equivalent 
member area for the 2-D orthogonal truss is found by making the simplified orthogonal 
system and original 3-D cubic truss system has the same flexural and shear rigidity. 
Based on the rigidity fomulas presented in previous section for the two systems, the 
relationship between the diagonal cable area of the orthogonal system and that of the 
cubic truss system is found to be: 
32cosorthogonal cubicd dA Aβ=                                                                                             (7.22) 
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The chord and vertical member areas of the simplified system are the same as that of the 
original system. The load in the simplified system is the same as that in the original 
system.  
 
Secondly, the 3-D orthogonal truss system is further simplified to a number of isolated 2-
D planar trusses. The main task in this step is to determine the load subjected by each 
planar truss. This can be fulfilled by assuming the concentrated load on each node is 
shared by the two orthogonal beams intersected on this node. The load sheared by the two 
beams can be obtained based on the nodal displacements of the two beams under 
uniformly distributed loading. The beam with a larger displacement has a lower sharing 
of the load. Based on this method, all nodal loadings can be decoupled and the whole 
system can be simplified to many isolated planar trusses. The detail for determining the 
load is described below. 
 
As shown in Figure 7.2, there are two intercrossed beams Bxj in x direction and Byi in y 
direction at node Nij, and the nodel force is P. Assuming the two beams are simply 
supported under an uniformly distributed load p per length,  the displacement for beam 








π=                                                                                                   (7.23)                          









π=                                                                                                  (7.24)                          
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where xn and yn are the numbers of modules in x and y directions respectively, 
i=0,1,2… xn  and j=0,1,2… yn . 
Based on the above described method, nodal force shared by beam Bxj can be obtained by: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )ij yij x ij x ij x ij y
w
P C P P
w w


















                                 (7.26)                         
Nodal force shared by beam Byi can be obtained by: 
( )( )ij y ij yP C P=                                                                                                             (7.27) 
where  
( ) ( )1ij ijy xC C= −                                                                                                           (7.28)  
Since in most cases, we only need to know the maximum response, which occurs in the 
center of system for chord stress and at the middle edge for web member stress. Thus 
only the beam located in the middle of short span needs to be considered, the coefficient 
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Figure 7.3 Simplified 2-D planar truss model under applied load and support condition 1 
(named as state "P") 
 
 
7.2.2.2.2  Analysis of the 2-D system 
After this simplified planar truss model is established, the force and displacement can be 
calculated by hand based on equilibrium and compatibility conditions. For horizontally 
unrestrained support condition, the member force can be calculated based on static 
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work principle. For horizontally totally restrained support condition, the reaction force at 
the support has to be determined firstly. The total response is the combination of the 
responses induced by this reaction force and that induced by loading. For partially 
restrained support, the calculation is similar as that for totally restrained support. The 
main difficulty lies on the estimation of the laterally elastic stiffness of the sub structures. 
In this study, the equivalent elastic stiffness considering the sub-structural affection is 
proposed for the common beam column system. Based on this method, the simplified 
formulae are derived for all three common supporting conditions. 
 
(1) Support condition 1 as shown in Figure 7.3: one of the supports is unrestrained 
horizontally, state “p”.  
The maximum member forces can be obtained based on equilibrium condition, and the 
maximum displacement maxw  can be calculated based on virtue work principle. They are 
sated below (It needs to be mentioned that in Figures 7.3-7.8, iC denotes ( )ij xC or ( )ij yC , 
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where T denotes member force and w denotes displacement. Superscript p denotes state 
“p” as shown in Figure 7.3 and superscript 1 denotes state “1” as shown in Figure 7.4, 
1
1
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Coefficients C, 01S  02S  and 1S - 4S under different er and n are listed in Table 7.3.  
 
Figure 7.4 Simplified 2-D planar truss model under center unit virtual force 1 and support 
condition 1 (named as state "1") 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Simplified 2-D planar truss model under real load and support condition 2 
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Figure 7.6 Simplified 2-D planar truss model under unit horizontal compression force 1 
and support condition 1 (named as state “2a”) 
 
 
Figure 7.7 Simplified 2-D planar truss model under unit horizontal tensile force 1 and 
support condition 1 (named as state “2b”) 
 
 
(2) Support condition 2 as shown in Figure 7.5: horizontal degree of both the support 
joints is totally restrained. 
The fixed support can be replaced as an unrestrained support subjected to a horizontal 
reaction force hR , and the system response under this condition can be calculated by 
combining the responses under unrestrained supporting condition and those under this 
reaction force hR , which can be obtained by virtual work principle. Since cable cannot 








































(a) Horizontal reaction force is in compression: state “f 1” as shown in Figure 7.5. 
 Assume a unit virtue horizontal compression force acting on the system as shown in 
Figure 7.6, and we call this load condition as state “2a”. The corresponding member 
forces and maximum displacement can be obtained as follows: 
2( ) 1abT = −                                                                                                                      (7.46) 
2( ) 0aothersT =                                                                                                                   (7.47) 
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∑                                                              (7.50) 
Coefficients 5S under different er and n are listed in Table 7.3.  
The total forces and displacement for support condition “2a” can be obtained by: 
1 1 2f p f a
hT T R T= +                                                                                                         (7.51) 
1 1 2f p f a
hw w R w= +                                                                                                         (7.52) 
(b) Horizontal reaction force is in tension: state “f 2” as shown in Figure 7.5 but the 
support joint is located at the top layer of chord. 
 Assume a virtue unit horizontal tension force acting on the system as shown in Figure 
7.7, and we call this load condition as state “2b”. The corresponding member forces and 
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where superscript 2b and f 2 denotes state “2b” and “f 2”, respectively, 
1 1
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Coefficient 6S  under different er and n are listed in Table 7.3.  
The total forces and displacement in state “f 2” can be obtained based on Eqs. (7.51) and 
(7.52) by changing the superscripts f 1 and 2a to f 2 and 2b, respectively. 
 
Table 7.3 Coefficients under different er and n 
er n C 01S  02S  1S  2S  3S  4S  5S  6S  
10 2.7 0.070 0.067 0.009 0.006 0.137 0.140 0.040 0.054 
20 5.88 0.070 0.070 0.008 0.007 0.140 0.140 0.044 0.051 1 
30 9.06 0.070 0.070 0.008 0.007 0.140 0.140 0.045 0.050 
10 3.82 0.103 0.099 0.014 0.008 0.203 0.207 0.058 0.079 
20 8.12 0.103 0.102 0.012 0.010 0.206 0.207 0.064 0.075 1.4 
30 12.400 0.103 0.103 0.012 0.010 0.206 0.207 0.066 0.073 
10 4.32 0.119 0.114 0.016 0.010 0.233 0.238 0.067 0.091 
20 9.12 0.119 0.118 0.014 0.011 0.237 0.238 0.073 0.085 2 
30 13.93 0.119 0.118 0.013 0.011 0.237 0.238 0.075 0.083 
 
 
(3) Support condition 3 as shown in Figure 7.8: horizontal movement of both the 
supports is partially restrained (elastic support). Similar as that for support condition 2, 
two cases must be considered. 
 
(a) Horizontal reaction force 1ehR  is in compression: state “e1” as shown in Figure 7.8. 
1e
hR  can be obtained by: 
1 2 1
5(2 ) (2 )
e fs s
h h
a s a s
K KR cot S qL R
K K K K
ϕ= =+ +                                                             (7.66) 
where sK  is stiffness of the elastic support. 
The total forces and displacement in state “e1” can be obtained based on Eqs.(7.51) and 
(7.52) by changing the superscript f 1 to e1. 
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 (b) Horizontal reaction force 2ehR  is in tension: state “e2” as shown in Figure 7.8 but the 
support joint is located at the top layer of chord 
2e








= +                                                                                                 (7.67) 
The total forces and displacement in state “e2” can be obtained based on Eqs. (7.51) and 
(7.52) by changing the superscripts f 1 and 2a to e 2 and  2b, respectively. 
 
sK  can be calculated under the following three conditions based on different span 
number sn by assuming the reaction forces are uniformly distributed along the boundary. 
 (1) For supporting structure with even spans, that is, two and more spans where the mid-
span  support joint is rested on a column  
/ ss h c
nK R u K
n





IEK ccc =                                                                                                                   (7.69) 
(2) For supporting structure with one span where the mid-span support joint is located in 
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(3) For supporting structure with odd and larger than one span, that is, three and more 
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= = +                                                                                        (7.72) 
 
 




7.2.2.3 Numerical verification 
To verify the above simplified solution, numerical verification is conducted for cubic 
truss system under the following five different parameters: Aspect ratio, Span, 
Span/Height ratio, Span/model width ratio and support conditions. Concentrated force on 
top joints is assumed under a uniform distributed downwards roof load138N/m2. Yong’s 
modulus E=2x1011 N/m2 is assumed for both strut and cable. Strut area A=1x10-5 m2 is 
assumed for span=8.5m and 1x10-4 m2 is assumed for span=34m. Cable area A=1.77x10-6 
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models analyzed for cubic truss system are listed in Table 7.4.  The denotation for 
support conditions are as follows: The first number “1” means horizontally unrestrained 
support, “2” means horizontally totally restrained support and “3” means horizontally 
partially restrained support.  The second letter “a” means support joint is located at the 
bottom layer and “b” means the top layer. The third numbers “2”, “1”, “4” and “5” after a 
hyphen denote the span number of the supporting structures. 
 
The results of the comparison are listed in Tables 7.5-7.30 where Rv and Rh mean vertical 
and horizontal reaction forces, respectively. u means the horizontal displacement of the 
support joint, (σt)max ,(σb)max ,(σv)max and (σd)max mean the maximum stresses in top strut, 
bottom strut, vertical strut and diagonal member, respectively. wmax means the maximum 
displacement. The unit for above items is as follows: N for force, Pa for stress and mm 
for displacement. It can be seen that the error is within 12% for reaction forces, 6% for 
compression force of horizontal member, 20% for tension force of horizontal member, 
15% for compression force of vertical member, 15% for forces of diagonal member and 
15% for the maximum displacements. The errors are less than 15% in most cases. It 
demonstrates that the proposed method can be adopted at least in preliminary design.  
 
The effect of support condition on response is also observed. Restrained support 
increases the overall stiffness of the system thus increases the frequency and decreases 
the maximum displacement. It also decreases the force of horizontal strut at the layer 
where support joint located. As far as the design of truss concerned, it is always safe to 
analysis a truss under horizontally unrestrained support condition but this wastes material 
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since the maximum member force calculated under totally restrained condition can be 
several times less than that under unrestrained condition. Thus support restriction should 
be considered during the design and it is a good practice to locate the support at the layer 
of chord which is subject to compressive force.  
Table 7.4 Different parameters of numerical models 




width ratio (%) 
boundary 
condition  
1 M1-1 1 8.5 10 10 1 
2 M1-2 1 8.5 10 10 2a 
3 M1-3 1 8.5 10 10 2b 
4 M1-4 1 8.5 10 10 3a-2 
5 M1-5 1 8.5 10 10 3b-2 
6 M1-6 1 8.5 10 10 3a-1 
7 M1-7 1 8.5 10 10 3b-1 
8 M1-8 1 8.5 20 10 1 
9 M1-9 1 8.5 20 10 2a 
10 M1-10 1 8.5 10 20 1 
11 M1-11 1 8.5 10 20 2a 
12 M1-12 1 8.5 10 20 2b 
13 M1-13 1 8.5 10 20 3a-4 
14 M1-14 1 8.5 10 20 3b-4 
15 M1-15 1 8.5 10 20 3a-5 
16 M1-16 1 8.5 10 20 3b-5 
17 M1-17 1 34 20 20 1 
18 M1-18 1 34 20 20 2a 
19 M1.4-1 1.4 8.5 10 10 1 
20 M1.4-2 1.4 8.5 10 10 2a 
21 M1.4-3 1.4 8.5 20 10 1 
22 M1.4-4 1.4 8.5 20 10 2a 
23 M1.4-5 1.4 23.5 14 14 1 
24 M1.4-6 1.4 23.5 14 14 2a 
25 M2-1 2 8.5 10 10 1 
26 M2-2 2 8.5 10 10 2a 
27 M2-3 2 8.5 20 10 1 
28 M2-4 2 8.5 20 10 2a 
29 M2-5 2 17 10 10 1 
30 M2-6 2 17 10 10 2a 
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Table 7.5  Verification for M1-1 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 321 -7.00E+07 6.74E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 1.10E-02 
Numerical 340 -6.79E+07 7.55E+07 -3.41E+07 1.48E+08 1.20E-02 
Error -5.59% 3.06% -10.70% -5.80% -10.15% -8.03% 
 
 
Table 7.6  Verification for M1-2 
 Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 400 -7.00E+07 2.74E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 9.29E-03 
Numerical 449 -6.71E+07 3.30E+07 -34075000 1.47E+08 1.04E-02 
Error -10.91% 4.25% -17.09% -5.80% -9.77% -10.93% 
 
Table 7.7  Verification for M1-3 
 Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 5.04E+02 -2.12E+07 6.74E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 8.21E-03 
Numerical 565 -1.50E+07 7.28E+07 -3.41E+07 1.48E+08 7.80E-03 
Error -10.73% 41.13% -7.42% -5.80% -10.02% 5.29% 
 
Table 7.8  Verification for M1-4 
 u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 5.74E-04 -7.00E+07 5.44E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 1.04E-02 
Numerical 6.27E-04 -6.81E+07 5.50E+07 -3.41E+07 1.48E+08 1.12E-02 
Error -8.50% 2.75% -1.11% -5.80% -10.15% -7.17% 
 
Table 7.9  Verification for M1-5 
 u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 7.01E-04 -5.46E+07 6.74E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 1.01E-02 
Numerical 8.29E-04 -4.25E+07 7.61E+07 -3.41E+07 1.47E+08 9.58E-03 
Error -15.43% 28.58% -11.43% -5.80% -9.19% 5.55% 
 
Table 7.10  Verification for M1-6 
  u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 5.09E-04 -7.00E+07 5.14E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 1.03E-02 
Numerical 5.04E-04 -6.74E+07 5.68E+07 -3.41E+07 1.48E+08 1.13E-02 
Error 1.06% 3.85% -9.59% -5.80% -10.15% -9.02% 
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Table 7.11  Verification for M1-7 
  u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 6.24E-04 -5.09E+07 6.74E+07 -3.21E+07 1.33E+08 9.91E-03 
Numerical 6.92E-04 -4.53E+07 7.49E+07 -3.41E+07 1.46E+08 9.81E-03 
Error -9.73% 12.44% -10.04% -5.80% -8.85% 0.98% 
 
Table 7.12 Verification for M1-8 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 321 -1.40E+08 1.35E+08 -3.21E+07 2.31E+08 3.68E-02 
Numerical 340 -1.39E+08 1.48E+08 -3.46E+07 2.59E+08 3.94E-02 
Error -5.59% 0.88% -8.85% -7.11% -11.00% -6.54% 
 
Table 7.13 Verification for M1-9 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 800 -1.40E+08 5.48E+07 -3.21E+07 2.31E+08 3.00E-02 
Numerical 910 -1.35E+08 6.50E+07 -3.96E+07 2.57E+08 3.30E-02 
Error -12.09% 3.70% -15.69% -18.97% -10.16% -9.02% 
 
Table 7.14  Verification for M1-10 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 159.5 -3.50E+07 3.48E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 4.99E-03 
Numerical 171.5 -3.55E+07 3.87E+07 -1.72E+07 5.55E+07 5.44E-03 
Error -7.00% -1.46% -10.20% -6.74% -8.44% -8.38% 
 
Table 7.15  Verification for M1-11 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 220 -3.50E+07 1.28E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 3.93E-03 
Numerical 242.5 -3.55E+07 1.45E+07 -1.85E+07 5.55E+07 4.37E-03 
Error -10.23% -1.29% -13.45% -13.54% -8.40% -11.13% 
 
Table 7.16  Verification for M1-12 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 2.63E+02 -8.97E+06 3.47E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 3.54E-03 
Numerical 271 -9.31E+06 3.80E+07 -1.74E+07 5.61E+07 3.62E-03 
Error -2.82% -3.58% -8.45% -7.78% -9.31% -2.45% 
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Table 7.17  Verification for M1-13 
  u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 3.37E-04 -3.50E+07 2.71E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 4.62E-03 
Numerical 3.51E-04 -3.59E+07 2.86E+07 -1.72E+07 5.55E+07 5.02E-03 
Error -3.78% -2.54% -5.09% -6.74% -8.44% -7.93% 
 
Table 7.18  Verification for M1-14 
  u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 3.85E-04 -2.64E+07 3.47E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 4.51E-03 
Numerical 3.79E-04 -2.46E+07 3.89E+07 -1.72E+07 5.55E+07 4.59E-03 
Error 1.50% 7.45% -10.55% -6.74% -8.44% -1.88% 
 
Table 7.19  Verification for M1-15 
  u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 3.13E-04 -3.50E+07 2.59E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 4.57E-03 
Numerical 3.09E-04 -3.61E+07 2.71E+07 -1.72E+07 5.55E+07 4.98E-03 
Error 1.23% -2.97% -4.12% -6.74% -8.44% -8.26% 
 
Table 7.20  Verification for M1-16 
  u (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 3.57E-04 -2.51E+07 3.47E+07 -1.60E+07 5.09E+07 4.43E-03 
Numerical 3.39E-04 -2.30E+07 3.90E+07 -1.72E+07 5.55E+07 4.53E-03 
Error 5.21% 8.95% -10.91% -6.74% -8.44% -2.13% 
 
Table 7.21  Verification for M1-17 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 2552 -1.12E+08 1.11E+08 -2.56E+07 1.15E+08 9.54E-02 
Numerical 2795 -1.19E+08 1.20E+08 -2.80E+07 1.27E+08 1.04E-01 
Error -8.69% -5.54% -7.33% -8.57% -9.39% -8.23% 
 
Table 7.22  Verification for M1-18 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 7040 -1.12E+08 4.08E+07 -2.56E+07 1.15E+08 6.85E-02 
Numerical 7950 -1.16E+08 4.70E+07 -2.80E+07 1.27E+08 7.60E-02 
Error -11.45% -3.51% -13.19% -8.57% -9.39% -9.86% 
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Table 7.23  Verification for M1.4-1 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 432 -1.03E+08 9.93E+07 -4.32E+07 1.87E+08 1.61E-02 
Numerical 460 -1.11E+08 1.09E+08 -4.70E+07 2.00E+08 1.79E-02 
Error -6.09% -6.77% -9.07% -8.09% -6.55% -9.90% 
 
Table 7.24 Verification for M1.4-2 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 584 -1.03E+08 4.16E+07 -4.32E+07 1.87E+08 1.37E-02 
Numerical 616 -1.07E+08 4.60E+07 -4.50E+07 1.98E+08 1.51E-02 
Error -5.19% -3.56% -9.57% -4.00% -5.60% -9.63% 
 
Table 7.25  Verification for M1.4-3 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 432 -2.07E+08 1.99E+08 -4.3E+07 3.24E+08 5.40E-02 
Numerical 460 -2.27E+08 2.20E+08 -4.70E+07 3.56E+08 6.00E-02 
Error -6.09% -9.02% -9.73% -8.09% -9.06% -9.92% 
 
Table 7.26  Verification for M1.4-4 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 1168 -2.07E+08 8.18E+07 -4.32E+07 3.24E+08 4.41E-02 
Numerical 1218 -2.24E+08 1.02E+08 -4.70E+07 3.58E+08 5.14E-02 
Error -4.11% -7.80% -19.80% -8.09% -9.57% -14.16% 
 
Table 7.27 Verification for M2-1 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 481 -1.19E+08 1.14E+08 -4.8E+07 2.11E+08 1.86E-02 
Numerical 531 -1.26E+08 1.20E+08 -5.10E+07 2.30E+08 2.14E-02 
Error -9.42% -5.56% -4.81% -5.49% -8.10% -13.06% 
 
Table 7.28 Verification for M2-2 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 668 -1.19E+08 4.74E+07 -4.82E+07 2.11E+08 1.58E-02 
Numerical 728 -1.23E+08 4.94E+07 -5.45E+07 2.25E+08 1.80E-02 





Table 7.29 Verification for M2-3 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 481 -2.38E+08 2.28E+08 -4.8E+07 3.66E+08 6.22E-02 
Numerical 528 -2.52E+08 2.40E+08 -5.10E+07 4.20E+08 7.20E-02 
Error -8.90% -5.53% -4.80% -5.49% -12.83% -13.62% 
 
Table 7.30 Verification for M2-4 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  wmax 
Proposed 1336 -2.38E+08 9.49E+07 -4.82E+07 3.66E+08 5.08E-02 
Numerical 1460 -2.51E+08 1.00E+08 -5.50E+07 4.00E+08 5.90E-02 
Error -8.49% -5.20% -5.13% -12.36% -8.47% -13.83% 
 
7.3 Dynamic analysis 
7.3.1 Free vibration analysis 
7.3.1.1 Simplified solution  
Simplified solutions for frequency can be calculated based on different support 
conditions and plate theories as follows: 
 
 (1) Under support condition 1 as shown in Figure 7.3, frequency can be calculated based 
on plate analogy method. Two kinds of solutions are available: 
 
(a) Solution based on thin plate theory  
The differential equation for free vibration analysis of a slab is as follows: 
4 4 4 2
4 2 2 4 22 0x h y
w w w wD D D m
x x y y t
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + =∂ ∂ ∂ ∂                                                                   (7.73)  
Solution for simply supported rectangular slab and truss system can be found in Leissa 
(1993) and Ei-sheikh (2000), respectively.  When Dh =0 which is a normal case for truss 
system, the solution can be simplified to:  
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πω = +                                                                           (7.74) 
where m is the mass density per unit area, xL and yL  are the spans of slab in x and y 
directions respectively. i=1, 2, 3…and j=1, 2, 3…. When Dx=Dy=D, xL = yL = L , we have 
2 4 4( )n
D i j
L m
πω = +                                                                                                   (7.75)        
The frequency in Hertz can be calculated by:  
)2/( πωnnf =                                                                                                                 (7.76) 






π=                                                                                                             (7.77)                       
(b) Solution based on thick plate theory  
As we know, solution based on thin plate theory can be only applied to system with small 
structural height. For normal truss systems where span to height ratio is 10-20, a solution 
based on thin plate theory, which considers shear deformation, has to be adopted.  Ei-
sheikh (2000) has proposed to use the existing fomula for plate to calculate truss without 
any modification, but it is incorrect. The solution needs to be changed in terms of the 
flexural and shear rigidity of truss system. Wang (2001) derived a relationship between 
thin and thick plate solution for simply supported rectangular slab. Based on this 
relationship, solution based on thin plate theory can be easily obtained. Since truss 
system is always assumed to be pin-connected, only shear deformation is considered but 
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                                                                                             (7.78) 
/(2 )Mf ω π=                                                                                                                 (7.79) 
Superscript “K” denotes thin plate solution while “M” denotes thick plate solution. S is 
unit equivalent shear rigidity, and f  is the frequency in Hertz. 
 
(2) Under support conditions 2 and 3 
The above frequency formula can be only applied to boundary condition where the 
support is unrestrained in the horizontal direction. The fundamental frequency under 
other boundary conditions can be calculated indirectly based on the proposed static 










=                                                                                                          (7.80)                       
where w is the nodal displacement, subscribe B1 denotes boundary condition 1, i.e. 
unrestrained in horizontal direction. Subscribe B2,3 denotes boundary condition 2 or 3, i.e. 
partially or totally restrained in horizontal direction.  
 
7.3.1.2 Numerical verification 
To verify the above simplified solution for truss system, numerical verification is 
conducted on a total of 14 models extracted from Table 7.4 with the following 5 different 
parameters: aspect ratio, span, span/height ratio, span/width ratio and support conditions. 
Table 7.31 lists the comparison result under support condition 1 in which the fundamental 
frequency is calculated by Eq.(7.79). Table 7.32 lists the results under support condition 
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2a in which the proposed frequency is calculated by Eq.(7.97). It can be seen that the 
error between two solutions is within 6% in all cases. It demonstrates that the proposed 
simplified solution can be applied to obtain the fundamental frequency of such structures 
with good accuracy. To have a better understanding that the vibration feature of truss 
system is like a plate, the first mode shape obtained from finite element analysis are 
illustrated in Figure 7.9. 
Table 7.31 Comparison of fundamental frequency under boundary condition 1 
(The unit of frequency: Hz) 
Model No. M1-1 M1-8 M1-17 M1.4-1 M1.4-3 M2-1 M2-3 
Proposed 5.27 2.94 2.04 4.43 2.44 4.15 2.27 
Numerical 5.5 3.1 1.93 4.5 2.5 4.14 2.28 
Error (%) -4.18% -5.16% 5.70% -1.56% -2.40% 0.24% -0.44% 
 
 
Table 7.32 Comparison of fundamental frequency under boundary condition 2 
(The unit of frequency: Hz) 
Model No. M1-2 M1-9 M1-18 M1.4-2 M1.4-4 M2-2 M2-4 
Proposed 5.73 3.26 2.41 4.82 2.70 4.51 2.51 
Numerical 6.06 3.44 2.28 5 2.7 4.5 2.51 
Error (%) -5.41% -5.35% 5.60% -3.69% 0.02% 0.18% 0.03% 
 
 
Figure 7.9 The first symmetrical mode in vertical direction 
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7.3.2 Earthquake analysis 
7.3.2.1  Simplified solution 
To quickly estimate the maximum earthquake response of cable truss, a hand calculation 
method based on Eq.(4.19) has been proposed in Chapter 4 for cable truss. Similarly, this 
method can be applied to truss system. The fundamental frequency can be calculated 
based on the derived formula in previous section. Damping ratio for steel structure is 
around 2%. Response spectra can be either calculated using a real earthquake history or 
the design response spectra based on codes.  The mode shape of the first vertical mode is 
found to be similar in pattern as the static load displacement curve under uniformly 





π πΦ =                                                                                                         (7.81) 
1)( max =Φ ir                                                                                          (7.82)                         
Approximate participation factor rγ  can be calculated based on Eq. (4.11). It depends on 
mode shape function, aspect ratio and module numbers. Table 7.33 lists the value of the 
participation factor under different aspect ratio and module numbers. It can be found that 
the range of the factor is small, from 1.59 to 1.62 with an average value of around 1.61. 
Thus, the maximum displacement under vertical earthquake can be calculated as: 
max max( ) 1.61 ( , )ir d r rw v S ω ξ= =                                                                                     (7.83)                         
The corresponding earthquake induced maximum member force under all three support 





Table 7.33 Participation factor under different aspect ratio er and module numbers n 
  er =1 er =1.2 er =1.4 er =1.6 er =1.8 er =2 
n=10 1.59  1.60  1.60  1.60  1.60  1.60  
n=20 1.61  1.62  1.62  1.62  1.62  1.62  
n=30 1.62  1.62  1.62  1.62  1.62  1.62  
 
 
7.3.2.2 Numerical verification 
To verify the above simplified solution for cubic truss system, numerical time history 
analysis is conducted on a total of eight models listed in Table 7.4. These models are M1-
1, M1-17, M1.4-1, M2-1, M1-2, M1-18, M1.4-2 and M2-2 which cover all different 
parameters. The earthquake records as those listed in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 are chosen, 
and the damping ratio is assumed to be 2% for steel structure. 
 
Maximum earthquake induced displacement is compared between simplified calculation 
and numerical results. The comparison of the displacement under different earthquakes 
and support conditions are listed in Tables 7.34-7.39.  “Numerical v” in the tables means 
the numerical solution under vertical earthquake only, while “Numerical v+h” means that 
under both horizontal and vertical earthquake.   It can be seen that the difference in 
response between “Numerical v” and “Numerical v+h” is small, and the error between 
the proposed solution and the two numerical solutions is within 25% in most cases and 
the largest error is -38%. It demonstrates that the vertical earthquake component is the 
main contributor of the total response response in most cases and this simplified method 
can be adopted to predict displacement in the preliminary design of such structures. The 
maximum member stresses are also compared and the results are listed in Table 7.40-7.51. 
It can be seen that the errors between the proposed solution and the two numerical 
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solutions are in the range of -39% to 38% for horizontal strut, -9% to 90% for vertical 
strut and -22% to 67% for cables. This indicates that the simplified solution for stresses 
can be also adopted for the design of horizontal strut and cable where vertical strut and 
cable may be conservatively designed in some cases. In view of the relative large error 
and to design the whole structure conservatively, an amplifying factor of 1.5 is 
recommended for the calculation of stress in horizontal struts and displacement. To have 
a better understanding of earthquake response, maximum earthquake induced 
displacement and stress history for model M1.4-2 under both horizontal and vertical 
component of earthquake No.1 are plotted in Figures 7.10-7.14. It can be seen that the 
maximum displacement and stresses occur at the same time.  
 
Table 7.34 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement under earthquake 
No.1 and support condition 1 (unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-1 M1-17 M1.4-1 M2-1 
Proposed 0.00144 0.00507 0.00133 0.00192 
Numerical v 0.00120 0.00500 0.00110 0.00170 
Numerical v+h 0.00110 0.00460 0.00107 0.00175 
Error v 20.00% 1.44% 20.73% 12.94% 
Error v+h 30.91% 10.26% 24.11% 9.71% 
 
Table 7.35 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement under earthquake 
No.1 and support condition 2a (unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-2 M1-18 M1.4-2 M2-2 
Proposed 0.00152 0.00384 0.00126 0.00133 
Numerical v 0.00130 0.00350 0.00120 0.00110 
Numerical v+h 0.00110 0.00380 0.00110 0.00115 
Error v 16.92% 9.71% 5.33% 20.73% 





Table 7.36 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement under earthquake 
No.2 and support condition 1 (unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-1 M1-17 M1.4-1 M2-1 
Proposed 0.0125 0.0400 0.0131 0.0152 
Numerical v 0.0095 0.0420 0.0105 0.0140 
Numerical v+h 0.0100 0.0380 0.0100 0.0150 
Error v 31.37% -4.76% 24.95% 8.57% 
Error v+h 24.80% 5.26% 31.20% 1.33% 
 
 
Table 7.37 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement under earthquake 
No.2 and support condition 2a (unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-2 M1-18 M1.4-2 M2-2 
Proposed 0.0088 0.0368 0.0126 0.0123 
Numerical v 0.0070 0.0300 0.0110 0.0140 
Numerical v+h 0.0070 0.0500 0.0120 0.0120 
Error v 25.71% 22.67% 14.91% -12.23% 
Error v+h 25.71% -26.40% 5.33% 2.40% 
 
 
Table 7.38 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement under earthquake 
No.3 and support condition 1 (unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-1 M1-17 M1.4-1 M2-1 
Proposed 0.0045 0.0152 0.0061 0.0062 
Numerical v 0.0035 0.0190 0.0045 0.0090 
Numerical v+h 0.0034 0.0200 0.0060 0.0045 
Error v 28.00% -20.00% 35.11% -30.67% 
Error v+h 31.76% -24.00% 1.33% 38.67% 
 
 
Table 7.39 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced displacement under earthquake 
No.3 and support condition 2a (unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-2 M1-18 M1.4-2 M2-2 
Proposed 0.0038 0.0154 0.0048 0.0061 
Numerical v 0.0030 0.0160 0.0035 0.0045 
Numerical v+h 0.0031 0.0250 0.0036 0.0045 
Error v 28.00% -4.00% 37.14% 35.11% 




Table 7.40 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1-1 under 
earthquake No.1 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed -9.00E+06 8.76E+06 -4.21E+06 1.74E+07 
Numerical v -7.00E+06 8.00E+06 -2.30E+06 1.15E+07 
Numerical v+h -7.00E+06 8.00E+06 -2.30E+06 1.20E+07 
Error v 28.57% 9.53% 82.86% 51.63% 
Error v+h 28.57% 9.53% 82.86% 45.31% 
 
Table 7.41 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1-2 under 
earthquake No.1 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed -9.50E+06 4.11E+06 -4.44E+06 1.84E+07 
Numerical v -8.10E+06 4.50E+06 -2500000 1.20E+07 
Numerical v+h -8.20E+06 4.50E+06 -2500000 1.50E+07 
Error v 17.28% -8.67% 77.58% 53.38% 
Error v+h 15.85% -8.67% 77.58% 22.71% 
 
Table 7.42 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1.4-1 under 
earthquake No.1 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed -8.51E+06 8.18E+06 -3.51E+06 1.53E+07 
Numerical v -6.50E+06 6.20E+06 -1.80E+06 9.50E+07 
Numerical v+h -8.50E+06 6.40E+06 -2.10E+06 1.33E+07 
Error v 30.95% 31.97% 95.04% -83.85% 
Error v+h 0.14% 27.85% 67.17% 15.38% 
 
 
Table 7.43 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1.4-2 under 
earthquake No.1 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed -8.10E+06 3.68E+06 -3.34E+06 1.46E+07 
Numerical v -9.00E+06 4.50E+06 -2900000 1.50E+07 
Numerical v+h -8.50E+06 4.20E+06 -3700000 1.85E+07 
Error v -9.98% -18.22% 15.22% -2.63% 
Error v+h -4.69% -12.38% -9.69% -21.05% 
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Table 7.44 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1-1 under 
earthquake No.2 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -7.80E+07 7.59E+07 -3.65E+07 1.51E+08 
Numerical v -6.50E+07 6.00E+07 -1.90E+07 9.50E+07 
Numerical v+h -6.00E+07 6.00E+07 -1.85E+07 9.00E+07 
Error v 20.00% 26.56% 91.85% 59.07% 
Error v+h 30.00% 26.56% 97.03% 67.91% 
 
Table 7.45 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1-2 under 
earthquake No.2 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
 (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -5.50E+07 2.38E+07 -2.57E+07 1.07E+08 
Numerical v -6.50E+07 3.90E+07 -1.40E+07 8.00E+07 
Numerical v+h -6.60E+07 3.90E+07 -1.50E+07 1.20E+08 
Error v -15.38% -38.99% 83.59% 33.20% 
Error v+h -16.67% -38.99% 71.35% -11.20% 
 
Table 7.46 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1.4-1 under 
earthquake No.2 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
 (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -8.41E+07 8.08E+07 -3.47E+07 1.52E+08 
Numerical v -6.50E+07 6.20E+07 -2.10E+07 1.00E+08 
Numerical v+h -7.00E+07 6.50E+07 -2.20E+07 1.10E+08 
Error v 29.37% 30.38% 65.16% 51.61% 
Error v+h 20.13% 24.37% 57.65% 37.82% 
 
Table 7.47 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1.4-2 under 
earthquake No.2 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
 (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -8.10E+07 3.68E+07 -3.34E+07 1.46E+08 
Numerical v -8.00E+07 4.00E+07 -2.00E+07 1.20E+08 
Numerical v+h -9.00E+07 5.00E+07 -3.00E+07 1.60E+08 
Error v 1.27% -8.00% 67.07% 21.72% 
Error v+h -9.98% -26.40% 11.38% -8.71% 
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Table 7.48 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1-1 under 
earthquake No.3 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
 (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -2.80E+07 2.73E+07 -1.31E+07 5.42E+07 
Numerical v -2.10E+07 2.00E+07 -7.00E+06 3.00E+07 
Numerical v+h -3.00E+07 2.50E+07 -9.00E+06 6.00E+07 
Error v 33.33% 36.30% 86.93% 80.83% 
Error v+h -6.67% 9.04% 45.39% -9.59% 
 
Table 7.49 Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1-2 under 
earthquake No.3 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
 (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -2.40E+07 1.04E+07 -1.12E+07 4.65E+07 
Numerical v -2.10E+07 1.60E+07 -8.00E+06 4.00E+07 
Numerical v+h -2.60E+07 1.70E+07 -8.50E+06 6.00E+07 
Error v 14.29% -35.11% 40.19% 16.25% 
Error v+h -7.69% -38.92% 31.95% -22.50% 
 
Table 7.50  Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1.4-1 under 
earthquake No.3 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -3.90E+07 3.75E+07 -1.61E+07 7.03E+07 
Numerical v -3.50E+07 3.50E+07 -1.20E+07 6.00E+07 
Numerical v+h -4.20E+07 5.00E+07 -1.70E+07 8.00E+07 
Error v 11.34% 7.03% 33.94% 17.09% 
Error v+h -7.21% -25.08% -5.45% -12.18% 
 
Table 7.51  Comparison of maximum earthquake induced member force for M1.4-2 under 
earthquake No.3 (Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  (σt)max (σb)max (σv)max (σd)max 
Proposed -3.08E+07 1.40E+07 -1.27E+07 5.55E+07 
Numerical v -2.40E+07 1.80E+07 -1.00E+07 4.90E+07 
Numerical v+h -2.70E+07 1.50E+07 -1.30E+07 7.50E+07 
Error v 28.19% -22.36% 26.89% 13.20% 
Error v+h 13.95% -6.84% -2.39% -26.05% 
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Figure 7.10  Displacement history for central top node 
 
Figure 7.11  Stress history for central top strut 
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Figure 7.12  Stress history for central bottom strut 
 
Figure 7.13  Stress history for boundary vertical strut 
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Figure 7.14  Stress history for boundary cable 
 
 
7.3.3 Blast analysis 
7.3.3.1  Blast loading 
Blast loading can be classified as external blast loading and internal blast loading. For 
external blast, which is also known as unconfined explosions, the explosion occurs 
outside the structure. For internal blast, which is also known as confined explosions, the 
explosion occurs within the structural premise. The difference between these two types of 
load is that there is an accumulated gas pressure as a result of the area of interest in the 
latter one. Detail discussion on the modeling of blast loading can be found in TM5-1300 
(1990) and Beshara (1994a,1994b) where a real blast loading is modeled by an 
exponential decay curve which contains positive pressure and negative pressure phase 
along the time history. 2 types of linearized blast loadings are also proposed in TM5-
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1300 (1990) for rectangular compartment. One type is used for front wall and the other 
type is used for roof and other side walls. As the maximum negative pressure is often 
several times smaller than the maximum positive pressure and thus the effect on response 
due to negative pressure is quite small. Thus the two types of loading can be further 
simplified by excluding the negative phase as shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16, where 
Type-1 load is used to model the load acting on the front wall while the Type-2 load is 
used to model the load acting on roof and other side walls. These two models are often 
adopted in practice.  
 
7.3.3.2 Blast response analysis 
7.3.3.2.1 Introduction 
Just as in the earthquake analysis, in assessing the behavior of a blast-loaded structure, it 
is often the case that the calculation of maximum state is the principle requirement for 
designers rather than a detailed knowledge of its displacement-time history. In addition, 
time and cost are important considerations during the analysis and design. Thus, the 
simplified method based on the single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system is always 
adopted by engineers. Many references (Baker, 1983; Bangash, 1999; Mays and Smith, 
1995) contain the description of this method, but they are limited to undamped solution 
under limited load pattern and no detailed report is found on the application to truss 
system. In this section, the damped SDOF solution under two kinds of triangle blast 
loadings are presented first, then solution for multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system 
will be obtained and applied to cubic truss system. The comparison is made between this 




7.3.3.2.2 Elastic single degree freedom (SDOF) system 
For damped SDOF system, the displacement due to blast loading can be mathematically 
given by Duhamel integration: 
( ) ( )0 0
0 0
( )( ) ( cos sin ) sin ( )
tt t
r
v u pu t e u t t e t d
m
ξω τ ξω τξω τω ω ω τ τω ω
− − − −+= + + −∫             (7.84) 
where 0u  is the initial displacement, 0 0v u=   is the initial velocity, ( )p τ is blast loading at 
timeτ , m is mass,ξ  is the damping ratio,ω  is the undamped circular frequency and 
21ω ω ξ= −  is the damped circular frequency. For small damping when 2.0<ξ , ω ω≈ . 
In the case when initial displacement and velocity is zero,  
( )
0
( )( ) sin ( )
t tpu t e t d
m
ξω ττ ω τ τω
− −= −∫                                                                            (7.85) 
Since 2 k
m
ω = , and we assume ( ) ( )Rp p fτ τ= and Rst pu k= , where k is the stiffness of the 
system, the above Eq. can be written as: 
( )
0
( ) ( ) sin ( )
t t
stu t u f e t d
ξω τω τ ω τ τ− −= −∫                                                                      (7.86) 
Assume ( )
0
max( ( ) sin ( ) )
t tDLF f e t dξω τω τ ω τ τ− −= −∫                                                 (7.87)
The maximum displacement induced by blast loading can be calculated by: 
maxd stu u DLF=                                                                                                             (7.88) 
The response under the two types of blast loading will be considered next. 
 
(1) For load Type-1 as shown in Figure 7.15, the dynamic response u at time t can be 
obtained as follows: 
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For dtt <<0 , 
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The maximum response can be obtained by: 
max 1 1 2 1( ) max( ( ), ( )) ( )d stu u t u t u DLF= =                                                                       (7.91) 
1( )DLF  denotes the DLF for load Type-1 and is plotted in Figure 7.17. It can be seen that 
within the range of the ratio /d nt t  investigated, the larger the ratio, the larger the DLF. 
 
(2) For load Type-2 as shown in Figure 7.16, the dynamic response u at time t can be 
obtained as follows: 
For rtt <<0 , 
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The maximum response can be obtained by: 
max 2 1 2 3 2( ) max( ( ), ( ), ( )) ( )d stu u t u t u t u DLF= =                                                             (7.95) 
2( )DLF  denotes the DLF for load Type-2 and is plotted under different damping ratio 
and rising time/during time ratio in Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 respectively.  It can be 
seen that the curve is almost the same as that for Load Type-1 when the ratio of /d nt t  
less than 1. Based on the diagrams plotted in Figure 7.17-7.19, it can be concluded that 
within the normal range of /d nt t  which is less than 1, the system damping and loading 
type has little effect on the dynamic response thus can be ignored. The dynamic response 
depends only on the maximum blast pressure PR, duration of the loading and the stiffness 
of the system.   
 
 












































7.3.3.2.3 Elastic Multi-degree freedom (MDOF) system 
For an elastic MDOF system, the displacement vector of any node in the rth mode is: 
{ } { } { } ( )
0
( ) ( ) sin ( )r r
t
tr
r r r r r
r
Pu u t f e t d
k
ξ ω τφ φ ω τ ω τ τ− −= = −∫                                           (7.96) 
where { }rφ is the rth mode shape vector; ( )ru t , rm , rk  and ( ) ( )r rP P fτ τ= are the mode 
displacement, “generalized mass”, “generalized stiffness” and “generalized loading” 
associated with mode r, respectively. 
The maximum displacement vector for mode r can be derived as: 
 { } { } maxmax ( )r r stu u DLFφ=                                                                                          (7.97) 
The maximum displacement of a node can be calculated by: 
( ) ( ) maxmax max ( )d r stu u u DLF= =                                                                                   (7.98) 
And the maximum forces can be calculated by: 
max max( ) ( )d stF F DLF=                                                                                                  (7.99) 
Eq. (7.98) is easy to use but still difficult to predict the relationship between blast 
response and structural stiffness. Thus, further investigation is needed. 
 
Assuming that a MDOF structure has the maximum static response ( )1 maxstu  under the 
maximum blast pressure Rp corresponding to fundamental period 1t  and uniformly 
distributed mass 1m (self weight), when structural stiffness changes, the system has the 
maximum static response ( )maxstu  under the same loading corresponding to a changed 
fundamental period nt  and uniformly distributed mass nm . As the maximum blast 
pressure Rp  is normally very much larger than the self weight of the system, the 
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following equation can be established based on the relationship between frequency and 
displacement: 







=                                                                                               (7.100) 
The Eq. (7.98) can be rewritten as: 
( ) ( )2 1 12max max
1
( )nd st n
n
t mu u DLF t
t m
=                                                                                 (7.101) 
Where 2 /nt π ω= , DLF is 1( )DLF or 2( )DLF . To simplify Eq. (7.101), the following two 











is close to 1. This corresponds to the case when structural 
stiffness is changed significantly while the mass or self weight has little change. Eq. 






















under different /d nt t ratio is 
plotted in Figure 7.20.  It can be seen that when the ratio of /d nt t less than 1, the larger 












is significant. This corresponds to the case when the mass 
comes mainly from the self weight of the structural system.  When a structural stiffness 
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change, the mass is also changed accordingly and thus the fundamental period has little 







u DLF t m
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plotted in Figure 7.21.  It can be seen that the larger the mass (the stiffer the structure), 
the smaller the dynamic response. Thus, it can be concluded that in all cases, the stiffer 





Figure 7.20 The normalized maximum dynamic response under the ratio of /d nt t   
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Figure 7.21 The normalized maximum dynamic response under the ratio of 1/nm m  
(Case 2)  
 
7.3.3.2.4 Numerical verification 
To verify the above simplified solution for truss system, numerical verification on 
maximum displacement is conducted on a total of 20 models extracted from Table 6.8 
covering the following 5 different parameters: aspect ratio, span, span/height ratio, span/ 
width ratio and support conditions. For blast loading of Type-1 with a maximum pressure 
of 10kN and time duration 0.01s, the comparison on displacements under support 
condition 1 is listed in Table 7.52 and that under support condition 2 in Table 7.53. It can 
be seen that the errors between the proposed and numerical solutions are within 25% in 
all cases. This demonstrates that the simplified method can be used to predict 
displacement in the preliminary design of such structures. The maximum forces are also 
verified and the results are listed in Tables 7.54-7.63. It can be seen that the error is 
below 30% in most cases except for maximum tension stress where the error is around 
50%. This demonstrates that the simplified method can be also used to predict most of 
member forces in the preliminary design of such structures. As the tension stress 
















controls the design, and the larger error on tension stress has no impact on the design. In 
view of about -25% errors for displacement and compressive stress, an amplifying 
coefficient 1.25 is recommended for simplified blast analysis in detailed design.   
 
To have a better understanding of blast response, maximum blast induced displacement 
and member stress history for model M1.4-1 are plotted in Figures 7.22-7.27. It can be 
seen that the maximum displacement and stresses occur at the same time, and the system 
vibrates at its fundamental frequency. As the blast pressure is assumed to act downwards 
on the system in the analysis, the negative displacement is first reached, and then 
followed by the positive displacement. Due to the energy dissipation, the first 
displacement is larger than the second one.   
 
By comparing the results under support condition 1 and 2a, the rule illustrated in Figure 
7.20 and 7.21 is also verified: the higher the frequency, the smaller the response. It has 
been shown in Chapter 5 that the proposed deployable cubic truss system has higher 
frequency than those existing deployable cable strut systems. Thus, the proposed cubic 








Table 7.52 Comparison of displacement due to blast under boundary condition 1 
(Unit of displacement: m) 
Model No. M1-1 M1-8 M1-10 M1-17 M1.4-1 
Proposed 0.19 0.35 0.13 0.61 0.23 
Numerical 0.24 0.43 0.17 0.7 0.3 
Error (%) -22.15% -19.50% -26.67% -12.74% -24.65% 
 
Table 7.52 (Continued) 
M1.4-3 M1.4-5 M2-1 M2-3 M2-5 
0.42 0.39 0.24 0.44 0.22 
0.55 0.47 0.3 0.56 0.25 
-24.33% -16.46% -19.37% -21.14% -10.69% 
 
 
Table 7.53 Comparison of displacement due to blast under boundary condition 2a 
(Unit of displacement: m) 
 
Model No. M1-2 M1-9 M1-11 M1-18 M1.4-2 
Proposed 0.18 0.33 0.12 0.52 0.21 
Numerical 0.23 0.42 0.16 0.69 0.28 
Error (%) -21.74% -21.43% -25.94% -24.64% -25.00% 
 
Table 7.53 (Continued) 
 
M1.4-4 M1.4-6 M2-2 M2-4 M2-6 
0.38 0.34 0.22 0.42 0.21 
0.5 0.45 0.29 0.55 0.24 
-24.00% -24.00% -24.14% -23.64% -10.65% 
 
Table 7.54  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1-1 under boundary condition 1 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 5457 -1.19E+09 1.15E+09 -6.31E+08 2.46E+09
Numerical 7000 -1.50E+09 1.50E+09 -6.50E+08 3.50E+09
Error -22.04% -20.67% -23.61% -2.97% -29.67% 
 
Table 7.55  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1-2 under boundary condition 2a 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 7.60E+03 -1.33E+09 5.21E+08 -6.10E+08 2.53E+09
Numerical 1.20E+04 -1.60E+09 1.00E+09 -7.00E+08 3.50E+09
Error -36.67% -16.88% -47.94% -12.87% -27.75% 
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Table 7.56  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1.4-1 under boundary condition 1 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 6048 -1.45E+09 1.39E+09 -6.05E+08 2.62E+09
Numerical 7800 -2.00E+09 1.90E+09 -8.00E+08 3.60E+09
Error -22.46% -27.69% -26.83% -24.40% -27.31% 
 
Table 7.57  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1.4-2 under boundary condition 2a 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rh (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 9928 -1.76E+09 6.95E+08 -7.34E+08 3.18E+09
Numerical 15000 -2.20E+09 1.50E+09 -1.00E+09 4.40E+09
Error -33.81% -20.18% -53.65% -26.56% -27.79% 
 
Table 7.58  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1-10 under boundary condition 1 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 4000 -8.75E+08 8.69E+08 -4.00E+08 1.27E+09
Numerical 3700 -1.10E+09 1.10E+09 -4.50E+08 2.00E+09
Error 8.11% -20.45% -21.02% -11.11% -36.43% 
 
Table 7.59  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1-11 under boundary condition 2a 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 6860 -9.80E+08 5.74E+08 -4.48E+08 1.42E+09
Numerical 9000 -1.10E+09 1.10E+09 -4.50E+08 2.20E+09
Error -23.78% -10.91% -47.84% -0.44% -35.27% 
 
Table 7.60  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1.4-5 under boundary condition 1 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 18144 -8.50E+08 8.17E+08 -2.02E+08 8.22E+09
Numerical 29000 -1.20E+09 1.10E+09 -2.85E+08 6.00E+09
Error -37.43% -29.14% -25.69% -28.97% 37.06% 
 
Table 7.61  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M1.4-6 under boundary condition 2a 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 50364.16 -8.91E+08 3.53E+08 -2.12E+08 8.22E+09
Numerical 80000 -1.25E+09 5.00E+08 -3.00E+08 6.10E+09
Error -37.04% -28.73% -29.46% -29.31% 34.82% 
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Table 7.62  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M2-5 under boundary condition 1 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 28920 -7.14E+08 6.84E+08 -3.19E+08 1.27E+10
Numerical 36000 -9.50E+08 7.50E+08 -3.50E+08 1.80E+10
Error -19.67% -24.84% -8.80% -8.80% -29.54% 
 
Table 7.63  Maximum stress due to blast for Model M2-6 under boundary condition 2a 
(Unit of stress: N/m2) 
  Rv  (σt)max  (σb)max  (σv)max  (σd)max  
Proposed 45424 -8.09E+08 3.21E+08 -3.62E+08 1.44E+10
Numerical 70000 -1.00E+09 5.00E+08 -3.50E+08 2.20E+10




Figure 7.22  Displacement history for central top node 
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Figure 7.23 Reaction force history at the middle support joint  
 
Figure 7.24  Stress history for central top strut 
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Figure 7.25  Stress history for central bottom strut 
 
Figure 7.26  Stress history for boundary vertical strut 
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Figure 7.27  Stress history for boundary cable 
 
7.4 Summary  
Simplified analysis of the truss system is investigated in this chapter through the study on 
the novel cubic truss system. For static analysis, first, plate analogy method based on 
both thin and thick plate theory is applied to the novel system by deriving its equivalent 
flexural and shear stiffness. Numerical verification suggests that shear deformation 
should be considered for calculating displacement of truss system. Secondly, a novel 
simplified method based on 2-D planar truss is proposed for perimeter-supported 
orthogonal truss system. Solution for cable strut cube system is derived and numerical 
verification shows that the error is below 10%. Both of the methods are easy to use but 
the former can be only applied to roller support condition while the latter can cover all 




Concerning dynamic analysis, first, frequency formula to cover all common boundary 
conditions is established based on plate analogy method and static solutions. The error is 
found to be very small compared to numerical solution. Secondly, a hand calculation 
procedure similar as that for cable truss is proposed for estimating earthquake response of 
such systems. Numerical verification suggests that the proposed simplified procedure can 
be adopted in preliminary design with acceptable error. Thirdly, diagrams for estimating 
maximum blast response of truss system under different frequencies and self weights are 
established based on dynamic load factor (DLF) method. Numerical verification suggests 














CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
Two kinds of systems are studied in this thesis. One is the radially arranged cable truss 
representing the tension cable strut system and the other one is deployable cable-strut 
truss system representing free standing cable strut systems. The main contributions are 
summarized below. 
 
(1) An improved simplified analysis is proposed for calculating static response of 
radially arranged cable truss by considering inner ring effect. It is more accurate than 
the existing simplified solution. Investigation suggests that the simplified solution can 
be applied to this system in most common cases. 
 
(2) Empirical formula are proposed for predicting frequency and mode sequence of 
radially arranged cable truss with parabolic shape based on membrane analogy 
method. It is much closer to the numerical solution than the existing simplified 
solution. 
 
(3) A hand calculation formula is proposed for estimating the maximum earthquake 
responses of radially arranged cable truss based on many important findings: the 
vertical response is dominated by the first vertical symmetrical mode, the vertical 
component is the main contributor of total earthquake response and the mode shape 
of the first vertical symmetrical mode is similar in shape to static deflection curve and 
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thus can be modeled by deflection function.  Numerical verification suggests that the 
proposed method can be adopted in preliminary design. 
 
(4) Two novel deployable cubic truss systems are proposed. They have much simpler 
stabilization procedure and much better structural behavior than existing deployable 
cable strut systems. Due to the use of cables, the cubic truss system can have similar 
structural behavior to space truss. They are classified as basic and enhanced systems 
which are suitable for small span and load, and large span and load, respectively. A 
rapidly assembled shelter formed by five deployable cubic panels is also proposed. 
 
(5) A simplified method is proposed for the static analysis of orthogonal truss 
systems. It overcomes the difficulties of existing simplified methods and combines 
their advantages together.  It can be applied to all common support conditions, no 
matter how the supports are restrained in the horizontal direction.  Solutions based on 
plate analogy method are obtained for the novel cubic system by deriving the 
equivalent flexural and shear stiffness.  
 
(6) Simplified dynamic analysis methods are proposed for truss system. Frequency 
formulae to cover all common boundary conditions are established based on proposed 
static solution and plate analogy method. A hand calculation formula is proposed for 
estimating the maximum earthquake response. Diagrams for estimating maximum 
blast response under different frequencies and self weights are established based on 
Dynamic load factor (DLF) method.  
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8.2 Recommendations for further work 
The following works are recommended for future study: 
 
(1) Investigation on wind response of radially arranged cable truss. A brief literature 
review has been conducted for simplified wind analysis and it is concluded from the 
experimental work that equivalent static load approach can be applied to normal truss 
system. For relatively flexible radially arranged cable truss, no detailed reports have been 
found. To investigate the validity and efficiency of the equivalent static load approach on 
this system, nonlinear time history analysis combined with wind tunnel experiment or 
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis should be conducted.  
 
(2) Inelastic and post-buckling analysis. Elastic analysis and design is adopted in the 
current study where the structure’s failure is controlled by elastic capacity of the member, 
cable slackening and displacement limit. This approach is adopted in many design codes 
and can satisfy the need for the normal design of cable and truss systems. For radially 
arranged cable truss, strut buckling or cable slacking will make a whole structure unstable 
and collapse, and breakage of cable will not happen since the design code requires the 
maximum stress in cable to be less than half of the breaking strength of the cable. Thus 
nothing concerning inelastic analysis needs to be considered for cable truss. For truss 
system, one member’s failure usually cannot lead to the collapse of whole system (but 
leads to a large displacement which is not allowed in the design). The system may still be 
subjected to increased load when one strut begins to buckle or yield. To capture the 
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whole path of the structure response, inelastic and post-buckling analysis may need to be 
conducted. 
 
(3) Experimental study for novel cubic truss system. It is recommended that an 
experimental study on a prototype novel cubic truss system, especially for Type-C 
enhanced system, should be conducted before applying in the actual construction. The 
purpose of this work is to test the deployment, stabilizing and erection ability of the 
system with massive modules, and also to test joint strength and structure response under 
both static and dynamic aspects.  
 
(4) Exploration of new vibration control measure for spatial structures 
There are many discussions and devices concerning the vibration control of high –rise 
buildings where horizontal vibration control is the main task, but only a few is found for 
spatial structures where the main aim is to control vertical vibration. Thus, there is need 
to explore new vibration control measures which can efficiently reduce the responses of 
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APPENDIX: SIMULATION MOVIES FOR TYPE-C ENHANCED 
DEPLOYABLE CUBIC TRUSS SYSTEM 
  
 
Simulation movies for Type-C enhanced deployable cubic truss system proposed in 









The first three files record the compact process from deployed form to compact form in 
plan, elevation and perspective view respectively. The other three files record the 
deployment process from compact form to deployed form in plan, elevation and 
perspective view respectively. 
